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Disclaimer
This Annual Report of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (the Company) contains the
information, which was available for the Company at the date of its drawing up.
This Annual Report contains forward-looking statements as regards the economic
activities of the Company, including economic indicators, financial position, plans and
prospective results of economic and industrial activities of the Company, projects and expected
results, estimations of probability and time of events occurrence, economic forecasts concerning
the sector and markets, and prospects of development as regards the expected investment and
industrial activity.
The words “intends”, “aspires”, “forecasts”, “considers”, “assumes”, “may”, “will succeed
in”, “must”, “will”, “will continue” and other expressions similar to them usually imply the forwardlooking nature of the statement.
The forecast statements by virtue of their peculiarities are related with an inherent risk
and uncertainty of both universal and particular nature, and there is a probability that the
assumptions and statements concerning future events, and other forward-looking statements
will not come true. In the light of the specified risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the
Company warns that the actual results may differ essentially from the ones expressed directly or
indirectly in the specified forward-looking statements and are valid at the moment of drawing up
this Annual Report only.
The Company does not assert and does not guarantee that the results of activity
designated in the forward-looking statements will be achieved. Such forward-looking statements
in each specific case represent one of many variants of events succession only and should not
be considered as the most probable ones.
In particular, the following may be distinguished as other factors which are capable of
influencing the date of the beginning and time of implementation of projects, volumes of
production and sale, and other industrial and economic indicators: influence of exchange rates;
activity of the governmental bodies of the Russian Federation, including change in tax,
ecological, and other laws; activity of municipal government authorities in regions of the
Company’s presence, including as regards change in tariff and other regulation. The specified
list of the essential factors is not comprehensive. When taking into account forward-looking
statements, the designated and other factors should be considered carefully, in particular,
economic, social, and legal conditions of the Company’s activity.
Except for the events directly stipulated by the laws, the Company does not take up
obligations in respect of publication of updates and changes in forward-looking statements,
based on both new information, and on subsequent events.
Reliability of the data contained herein is confirmed by the Internal Audit Commission of
the Company (Schedule No.1).
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Address to shareholders
Dear shareholders,
Let me bring to your attention a report on the
operations of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in
2020.
On account of the pandemic of the new
coronavirus infection and the related restrictive
measures, the year 2020 made material changes to the
arrangement of the Company’s activities. The varied
way of life required new decisive and firm actions.
Adhering to the work priorities, which include
reliable and failure-free energy supply for consumes in
the attended regions, the Company implemented in full
measure the investment and repairs programs valued
at more than RUB 7.4 bn. The most important factor to
achieve this result was a complex of the measures to
ensure safety of the personnel’s health. Within the short
period of time, a part of the employees were transferred
to the remote mode of work; the employees were
provided with individual protection equipment, disease
rate control was arranged, etc. The introduced
preventive measures allowed to minimize the
epidemiological risks and preclude high incidence of the coronavirus disease among the
personnel.
Upon adaptation to the new realities, the Company continued the orderly development
and improved the financial indices. Despite the reduction in energy consumption in the country,
there was no material decrease in production indices. Following the performance in the
reporting year, electricity generation was 10.2 bn kWh (against 10.3 bn kWh in 2019). The
productive supply of heat from the collectors of HPPs and boiler plants was 17.9 m Gcal,
showing a decrease against the year 2019 (18.2 m Gcal). The index trend is explained by
higher air temperature in the attended regions against the year 2019.
Regarding the indices of the annual financial reports in accordance with Russian
Accounting Standards, the revenue of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” grew 1.88% as
compared to the similar index of the year 2019 (RUB 55.58 bn) and equaled RUB 56.63 bn. The
company’s year 2020 net profit was RUB 1.99 bn, sales profit was RUB 5 bn. It should be noted
that these indices were fixed after changes in the Company’s accounting policy1.
In 2020, the Company commenced the commercial operation of GSU-223 MW of
Voronezh HPP-1. The project cost exceeded RUB 15 bn. After decommissioning of the
outdated and less efficient equipment, the installed electric capacity of the plant will grow by 133
MW to 267 MW, and generation of electricity will grow more than thrice to near 1,900 m kWh.
The new energy facility will improve efficiency and reliability of the operation of Voronezh HPP1, reduce the load on the environment owing to the decreased level of atmosphere emissions,
and increase energy efficiency of the facility through the decrease in the cost of a unit of
installed capacity. The investment project of the construction of GSU-223 MW of Voronezh
HPP-1 was performed within the framework of the capacity supply agreement and became the
last commissioned CSA-facility in Russia.
The completion of the CSA program does not mean the end of the renovation of
equipment at the facilities of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”. Within the framework of the
competitive capacity outtake, the Government of the Russian Federation included five turbine
1

According to the Regulation on Bookkeeping “Accounting of settlements under the profit tax of
organizations” RB 18/02, approved by Order No.114-н of Russia’s Ministry of Finances of November 19, 2002 (the
version of November 20, 2018).
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units at three plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in the program for the renovation of
generating facilities of heat power plants till the year 2025: Smolensk HPP-2, Tambov HPP, and
Voronezh HPP-1. This program is the source of renovation of dilapidated generating facilities,
and it will result in the extension of the resource, improvement of reliability of generating assets,
as well as guarantee of the price stability for consumers.
The issue of heat supply is for PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” vitally important both
from the point of view of business development, and social load. Large amounts of money are
stably invested in order to develop and renovate the heat grid complex of the regions. One of
the main areas is concessions of municipal heat complexes. Following the concession of the
property complex of the municipal unitary enterprise “Voronezhteploset”, which was registered
in 2019, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” entered into a concessionary agreement with the
Kursk Region in the reporting year. According to it, the Company received 244 km of heat grids
in the double-line equivalent and 33 central heating stations of MUE “Kursk City Public Utilities”
for 15 years. The total amount of the investments in the renovation of the municipal heat grid
complex of the city of Kursk will be RUB 1.879 bn, without VAT. The major part of the funding
(RUB 1.4 bn) of the renovation program is own and borrowed funds of the Company; nearby
RUB 300 m are raised from the money of the Fund for the Contribution to the Reform of the
Housing and Utilities Infrastructure, RUB 100 m – the funds from the Kursk Region and Kursk
administration’s budget. The concessionary agreement was prepared with active participation of
the Ministry of Construction, Housing and Public Utilities of the Russian Federation. The
implementation of concessionary projects in other attended regions, namely, in the Smolensk
Region, is in the near term. The Company builds a productive dialogue with regional and
municipal authorities, being a conductor of the state policy in the heat supply sphere. Long-term
cooperation agreements were concluded actually in all regions with municipal and regional
authorities, which guarantee formation of the investment base for PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” and stipulate implementation of large-scale projects in the sector.
The main asset of the Company is our personnel. In 2020, a new three-year Collective
Agreement came into effect in PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which preserves all social
guarantees, improves some of them and takes into account relevant changes in the RF laws.
The main tasks of the elaboration of the document new version were specification of the
process of the salary indexation, creation of conditions for decent retirement of employees, and
support of the package of corporate benefits and compensations on the competitive level. We
ensure conditions for the maximum fulfillment of the labor and creative potential of each
employee.
Despite the economical and epidemiological stress which the year 2020 and the beginning
of this year saw, we have new challenges. We are going to continue our work to improve the
reliability of heat supply in the attended regions, conclude new concessionary agreements, and
ensure the achievement of production and financial indicators under the business plan.

Sincerely yours,
General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
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Semyon V. Sazonov

SECTION 1. General information on the Company
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” today (at December 31, 2020)
20
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
3,133.9 MW
10,222.9 Gcal/h

319
BOILER PLANTS
4,633.6 Gcal/h

5,902.3 km
OF HEAT GRIDS
10.2 bn kWh
OF ELECTRICITY
were generated in 2020

21.2 m Gcal
OF THERMAL ENERGY
were supplied from collectors in 2020

Branches

At December 31, 2020, the total electric capacity of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” – 3,133.9 MW, total thermal capacity – 14,857 Gcal/h.
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SECTION 2. PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” on
the market
2.1 Market position
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” carries out its activties on two markets:
– Electricity and capacity market
– Heat market
Electricity and capacity market
In terms of installed capacity, Russian electricity sector is ranked the 5th in the world, and
the 4 in terms of electricity production volumes.
The United Energy System of Russia (UES of Russia) consists of 71 regional energy
systems, which in their turn form 7 integrated energy systems (IESs): those of the East, Siberia,
Urals, Middle Volga, South, Center, and North-West. PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
carries out its activities in the IES of Center.
The installed capacity of electric power plants of the UES of Russia at December 31, 2020
amounted to 245.3 GW.
The installed capacity of the operating electric power plants by types of generation has the
following structure: heat power plants – 66.56%, hydroelectricity plants – 20.35%, atomic power
plants – nearby 11.97%, wind and solar power plants – 1.12%.
The decrease in the installed capacity of electric power plants of the UES of Russia in
2020 by 1,023.3 MW was due to:

decrease in the installed capacity of the operating generating equipment due to its
relabeling – 12.64 MW;

decommissioning of 3,247.47 MW of inefficient and outdated generating equipment;

commissioning of new generating equipment in the amount of 1,865.2 MW;

increase in the installed capacity of operating generating equipment through its
relabeling – 202.52 MW.
Electricity generation in 2020 was 1,047.03 bn KWh (3.11% decrease against the last
year). Nearby 59.3% of electricity were produced by CHPPs, 20.6% – by APPs, 19.8% – by
HEPs.
The Integrated Energy System of Center, where PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
conducts its operations, is located in the Central and North-Western Federal Districts and 19
constituent entities of the Russian Federation: the city of Moscow, the Belgorod, Bryansk,
Vladimir, Vologda, Voronezh, Ivanovo, Kaluga, Kostroma, Kursk, Lipetsk, Moscow, Orel,
Ryazan, Smolensk, Tambov, Tver, Tula, and Yaroslavl Regions.
The modes of operation of the Center energy systems are managed by 12 branches of
JSC “UES SO” – regional dispatch administrations (RDAs): the Vladimir, Vologda, Voronezh,
Kostroma, Kursk, Lipetsk, Moscow, Ryazan, Smolensk, Tver, Tula, and Yaroslavl ones.
Concurrently, the operational zones of the Kostroma RDA include the energy systems of the
Kostroma and Ivanovo Regions, operational zones of the Kursk RDA include the energy
systems of the Kursk, Orel, and Belgorod Regions, operational zones of the Lipetsk RDA
include the energy systems of the Lipetsk and Tambov Regions, operational zones of the
Moscow RDA include the energy systems of Moscow and the Moscow Region, and operational
zones of the Smolensk RDA include the energy systems of the Smolensk, Bryansk, and Kaluga
Regions.
th
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The square of the territory of the operational zone of the united dispatch administration
(UDA) of Center is 794.7 thous. sq. km; 40.55 m people live in the cities and other residential
settlements located in it.
The electric power complex is formed by 141 electric power plants of 5 MW in capacity
and above; they have the total installed capacity of 51,717 MW at December 31, 2020.
Electricity generation by the electric power plants in the operational zone of the UDA of
Center for 2020 amounted to 230.78 bn kWh, which is below the level of 2019 by 2.3%.
Electricity consumption in 2020 in the IES of Center was 0.8% lower than in 2019 and
amounted to 239.91 bn kWh.
The IES of Center has a number of peculiarities:
– Specific share of atomic power plants in the structure of generating capacity, which is
the highest in the UES of Russia
– Great number of large electricity consumption clusters associated with the iron-andsteel enterprises, as well as large industrial urban centers (the Vologda-Cherepovets, Belgorod,
and Lipetsk ones)
– The IES of Center has Moscow energy system cluster – the largest one in Russia,
which is of strategic importance and needs special attention regarding modes reliability ensuring
– The IES of Center borders on four integrated energy systems of the UES of Russia –
IES of the North-West, that of Middle Volga, Urals, and South), and on the energy systems of
two countries of the CIS – Ukraine and Belarus
Currently, the wholesale market for electricity and capacity is for technological reasons
divided into several independent geographical zones: the first price zone (European Russia and
the Urals), the second price zone (Siberia), and non-price zones.

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” operates in the first price zone, which is characterized
by a large number of suppliers and buyers of electricity, and developed grid infrastructure.
Besides the geographical division, there is a structural division of the wholesale market for
electricity and capacity, which is caused by the peculiarities of electricity production and
consumption, namely lack of possibility to store significant amounts of electricity, need to
maintain a balance between electricity production and consumption at any time.
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Thermal energy market
In 2020, the production of thermal energy in the territory of Russia was 1,221 m Gcal.
The historically developed heat markets where the Company operates are characterized
by a significant share of coverage of consumers by centralized heating. A key task of territorial
generating companies is to ensure heat supply for consumers in the attended regions. Working
in the cogeneration mode and being the largest heat producer in 10 regions of the Central
Federal District, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” covers about 30% of the heat market in
the attended regions in total, and about 80–98% of the heat market in the majority of large
regional centers. The plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” are the main heat source
for the population in the Belgorod, Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk, Orel, Smolensk, Tambov, and Tula
Regions.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” sells the main volume of thermal energy under
agreements for supply (delivery) of thermal energy (in steam or hot water). A large share of
consumption in the structure of productive supply of thermal energy is that of the housing fund
(population and public utilities services providers).

2.2 Competitive environment and competitive strengths
Electricity and capacity market
The installed capacity of electric power plants of the IES of Center at December 31, 2020
amounted to 51,716.88 MW. The turbine units of 264.56 MW in total capacity were put into
operation in the IES of Center in 2020.
The generation equipment of electric power plants was decommissioned in the IES of
Center for the total capacity of 1,241 MW in 2020.
The share of the wholesale market for electricity and capacity in the attended regions
(free-flow area No.25) attributable to PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is 8.3%.
Major competitors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” on the electricity market:
Generating company

JSC “Concern
Rosenergoatom”

JSC “Inter RAO –
Elektrogeneratsiya”

PJSC “WGC-2”

PJSC “Enel Russia”

PJSC “T Plus”

Share in the total installed
capacity in FFA “Center”

39.02%

11.55%

9.99%

6.65%

6.70%

Plants

Installed capacity, MW
plant-by-plant

Kursk APP

4,000

Novovoronezhskaya
APP

3,778

Smolensk APP

3,000

Kalinin APP

4,000

Cherepet SDPS

450

Kostroma SDPS

3,600

Ivanovo GSUs

325

Kashira SDPS

410

Ryazan SDPS

3,024

SDPS-24 GSU-420

310

Cherepovets SDPS

450

Konakovo SDPS

2,520

Vladimir HPP-2

596

Ivanovo HPP-2

140

Ivanovo HPP-3

330

Novogorkovskaya HPP

557

11

total

14,778

4,785

3,784

2,520

2,538

Sormovo HPP

350

Dzerzhinsk HPP

565

Zagorsk PSHP
PJSC “RusHydro”

PJSC “Unipro”

PJSC “TGC-2”

LLC “Tver Generation”

Nizhny Novgorod HEP

520

Rybinsk HEP

356

Uglich HEP

120

Smolensk SDPS

630

5.80%

1.66%

2.52%

0.71%

LLC “Avtozavodskaya
HPP”

1.53%

LLC “NovoRyazanskaya HPP”

1.14%

JSC “GT-ENERGO”

0.29%

2,196

Vologda HPP

34

Vologda GSU

110

Kostroma HPP-1

33

Kostroma HPP-2

170

Shariya HPP

21

Yaroslavl HPP-1

81

Yaroslavl HPP-2

245

Yaroslavl HPP-3

260

Tver HPP-1

11

Tver HPP-3

170

Tver HPP-4

88

Avtozavodskaya HPP
Novo-Ryazanskaya
HPP
GT HPP
“Michurinskaya”

4%

954

269

580

430

430

36
18

GT HPP “Sasovskaya”

18

-

630

580

GT HPP “Orlovskaya”

GT HPP
“Tambovskaya”
GT HPP
“Kasimovskaya”
Other electricity
producers on retail
market

1,200

108

18
18

1,515.3

1,515.3

The base component of electricity generation in the regions of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation’s” presence is provided by atomic power plants, since they have the load priority
under price acceptance applications on the “day-ahead” market. Semi-peak and a part of peak
loads of the regions are carried by large cost-effective, maneuverable electric plants of WGCs.
Factors of competitiveness of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” on the
electricity market:
- Formation of the efficient strategy of operation of the plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” on electricity and capacity markets by the uniform competence center of the
Company
- Definition of optimal load of production assets, which ensures achievement of the
optimum electricity sales result, with the unconditional adherence to the schedule of generation
and supply of heat to consumers with such fuel consumption which is minimum for this mode
- Implementation of modern information and technological solutions to automate
collection and analysis of current information, including:
•
from internal information sources (about the structure of equipment, production
indices, generation and consumption of electricity, fuel consumption and fuel balance)
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•
from external information sources (about the state of the market – information on
major competitors, current balance of supply and demand, structure of supply, control of
capacity flows in sections, price signals).
In the total of the factors influencing the formation of the final electricity price on the DAM
(change in fuel prices, change in pricing strategies of suppliers, parameters of selection of the
structure of engaged generating equipment, consumption volumes), the share of competitive
pricing remains very low. The major factor determining electricity cost is change in prices for
energy carriers.
Competitiveness of HPPs of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” on WMEC, like that of
HPPs of other energy companies, varies greatly throughout the year. In winter, when the
amount of heating load is larger, electricity prime cost falls and competitiveness of plants grows.
After the completion of the heating period, HPPs of the Company operate in the mode of
technological minimum with high prime cost of electricity production, its main volume is
produced under the condensation cycle, and now the competitiveness of the plants falls
noticeably.
The main competitive advantage of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is presence of
generating capacity of new facilities in its structure (GSU-115 MW of the Dyagilev HPP, GSU115 MW of the Alexin HPP, GSU-115 MW of the HPP of NWD (city of Kursk), GSU-115 MW of
Voronezh HPP-2, GSU-190 MW of the Novomoskovsk SDPS, GTU-30 MW of the Livny HPP,
GTU-30 MW of the Kaluga HPP, GSU-223 MW of Voronezh HPP-1). The prime cost of
electricity production by new facilities is the lowest in the Company, and the electric plants can
additionally load generating equipment under the condensation cycle for the effective sale of
electricity in this mode.
Thermal energy market
The main competitors of the Company in the thermal energy market are sources of
centralized heating of various forms of ownership, private boiler plants, cogeneration units,
GTU-HPPs, and own heat generating capacities of large industrial enterprises in the regions
attended by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
Factors ensuring the competitive advantage of the Company in the thermal energy
markets:
- Implementation of the strategy of bypassing intermediaries in the payments chain
(wholesale resellers and management companies), switch to direct settlement of accounts with
population in the regions
- Obtaining of the status of a unified heat supply entity (UHSE) in the attended regions,
which obliges to sign heat supply agreements with all consumers who applied to the Company
and who are situated in the operational zone of the Company’s heat sources, and to carry out
the optimization of the modes of heat consumption in the heat supply system. At December 31,
2020, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” has the status of UHSE in the operational zone of its
sources in the cities of Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk, Elets, Orel, Livny, Tambov, and Kaluga; all
over the territories of the cities of Smolensk, Belgorod, Gubkin, and Dankov. Obtaining of the
UHSE status has allowed to exclude wholesale resellers, who are the main debtors of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”, from the thermal energy sales schemes
- Conclusion of long-term agreements with key consumers at non-regulated prices which
stimulate the increase in the amounts of supply of thermal energy. As at December 31, 2020
such agreements are concluded with JSC “Voronezhsintezkauchuk” and LLC “Alexinskaya
BKF”
- Flexible marketing policy of the Company
In order to improve loyalty, the Company implements the client-focused policy. Own
settlement centers and customer service centers (CSCs) were established in the cities of
Lipetsk, Voronezh, Kursk, Smolensk, and Tambov.
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SECTION 3. Priority lines of activity of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation.” Development prospects for
2021
3.1 Report by the Board of Directors on priority activity lines of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
The activities of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020
were aimed to form necessary conditions for maintaining the stable operation of the Company
and its development as a territorial energy company, provide control over the management of
assets, investment, financial and economic activities, enhance efficiency and transparency of
the internal management mechanisms, improve the system of control and accountability of the
management bodies of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, and observe the shareholders’
rights.
The Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” took key decisions, as well
as approved measures within the framework of the implementation of the decisions taken earlier
on a number of the main lines of the Company’s operations.
The activities of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” were
carried out based on the approved annual action plan (planned issues) and by way of
considering the issues of the current activities pertaining to the competence of the Company’s
Board of Directors in accordance with the effective laws and Charter of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.”
In the reporting year, the Board of Directors worked in the remote mode, taking into
account the restrictions related with the epidemiological situation in the country.
In 2020, the Board of Directors held 20 absentee voting meetings, during which the
Board of Directors took 73 decisions.
During the specified period, the Board of Directors considered such most relevant issues
for the Company as approval of the Business Plan and reports on its implementation, reports on
the progress of the implementation of investment projects, approval of credit transactions,
including major transactions.
In 2020, the Board of Directors approved the adjusted budget of the investment project
“Reconstruction of Voronezh HPP-1. Construction of GSU-223 MW”, as well as agreed upon
and approved the following significant investment projects:
- “Concessionary agreement in respect of certain heat supply facilities owned by the
municipal formation of the city of Kursk”
- “Comprehensive replacement of steam turbine of TG (turbine generator) No.3 of
Smolensk HPP-2 of “Smolensk Generation” – the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
- “Comprehensive replacement of steam turbines of TG No.7, TG No.8 of Voronezh HPP1 of “Voronezh Generation” – the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
- “Comprehensive replacement of steam turbine of TG No.2 of Smolensk HPP-2 of
“Smolensk Generation” – the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
- “Comprehensive replacement of steam turbine of TG No.8 of Tambov HPP of “Tambov
Generation” – the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
The issues on the agenda of the absentee voting of the Board of Directors, which pertain
to the competence of the committees, were reviewed on a mandatory basis preliminarily by the
specialized committees: the Human Resources and Remunerations Committee and the Audit
Committee. The committees’ decisions had the status of recommendations for the Board of
Directors.
All activities of the Board of Directors in the reporting year were transparent for
shareholders and for an unlimited number of persons concerned, since the decisions of the
Board of Directors are available and disclosed in the form of corporate events statements on the
Company’s website on the Internet (http://www.quadra.ru), and on the website of the authorized
14

information disclosure agency – Interfax-CIDC (corporate information disclosure center)
(http://www.e-disclosure.ru).
Implementation of the investment program for the construction of new facilities and
renovation of old ones
As early as at the end of 2018, the Board of Directors defined the participation of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” in the selection of the projects for the renovation of generating
facilities of heat power plants (competitive capacity outtake for the renovation of generating
facilities of heat power plants – hereinafter, the “CCORen”) as one of the priority lines of the
Company’s operations, and determined the list of generating equipment for participation in this
selection.
With the aim of the participation of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in the CCORen,
in 2019, General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” defined the parameters of the
participation of the Company’s generating equipment in the selection of the projects for the
renovation of generating facilities of heat power plants for the year 2025, after which the
engineering and price applications were submitted for the participation of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation’s” generating equipment in this selection.
As a result of the implementation of the projects selection in the period from August 2019
through February 2020, as well as assessment of the projects by the RF Ministry of Energy,
JSC “UES SO” and Association “NP Market Council”, the projects of the renovation of the
turbine units of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” were included in the list of those to be
implemented:
- TG-2, TG-3 at Smolensk HPP-2,
- TG-8 at Tambov HPP,
- TG-7, 8 at Voronezh HPP-1.
In May and November 2020, the parameters of the implementation of the specified
projects were approved by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
(Minutes No.20/316 of May 28, 2020 and No.08/325 of November 13, 2020).
On January 27, 2020 (Minutes No.15/311 of January 28, 2020), the final version of the
investment project “Concessionary agreement in respect of certain heat supply facilities owned
by the municipal formation of the city of Kursk” was approved by the Company’s Board of
Directors.

3.2 Priority activity lines of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
in 2020
In 2020, the activities of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, taking into account the
epidemiological and economical situation, were aimed, first of all, to ensure trouble-free
operation, employees’ health, payments collection, as well as to maintain the Company’s
development rates, obtain profit from sale of electricity and thermal energy/capacity for the
purpose of the operational efficiency improvement, and to enhance control over the
implementation of investment obligations while creating the necessary conditions to ensure
reliable heat supply to consumers.
In accordance with the investment and repairs programs approved for 2020, PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” carried out the necessary scope of work to improve the stability of
heat supply in 10 regions of Central Russia and the system reliability of electricity supply.
The volume of spending on the investment (taking into account PIPs) and repairs
programs in the territories of the Company’s presence in 2020 amounted to RUB 9.95 bn (VAT
included).
In such a way, as from February 1, 2020 GSU-223 MW of Voronezh HPP-1 was
commissioned and started to supply capacity to the wholesale market under the capacity supply
agreement. According to Decree No.1712 of the Russian Federation Government of December
19, 2019 “On introduction of changes in clause 116 of the Rules of the Wholesale Market for
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Electricity and Capacity”, “issuance” fines of the Federal Antimonopoly Service of Russia were
cancelled in respect of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” as from February 1, 2020 (upon
commissioning of the CSA facility of Voronezh HPP-1).
During 2019–2020, the Company took part in the competitive procedures in respect of
the renovation projects for the years 2022–2024 and 2025, following which four projects were
selected. The selected projects were approved by Decisions of the RF Government No.1713-p
of August 2, 2019 and No.232-р of February 7, 2020.
The tasks of cooperation with the authorities in the Company’s attended regions in order
to improve the efficiency of heat supply for consumers were of strategic importance throughout
the year 2020. In such a way, the comprehensive work was held to prepare, substantiate, and
support the setting (adjustment) of tariffs for thermal and electric energy (capacity), and the
investment programs of branches were approved for the year 2021.
On September 14, 2020 the Concessionary Agreement was concluded between PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”, Kursk Region and the municipal formation “the City of Kursk” in
respect of the municipal heat supply facilities (heat networks and CHSs). Within the framework
of the agreement, the actions of the renovation of the heat grid property are implemented in the
amount of more than RUB 2.2 bn for the period of 2020–2035, which will allow to improve
reliability and fail-safety of heat supply, and reduce losses of thermal energy transmission. The
agreement envisages the budget co-funding of the implementation of the investment events at
the expense of the Fund of the Contribution to the Reform of the Housing and Utilities
Infrastructure and the funds of the Kursk Region (in total, RUB 400 m).
The boiler shop of Smolensk HPP-2 was transferred to the “peak mode” for the future
heating season of 2021–2022 according to the updated heat supplies scheme of the city of
Smolensk for the year 2021.
Reconstruction of Gubkin HPP, stipulating installation of a new steam turbine R-12 MW
and decommissioning of two old turbines R-10 MW, continued.
In 2020, in accordance with the investment and repairs plans, PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” invested RUB 2.06 bn in the replacement of dilapidated heating networks. As a
result of re-laying 152.6 km of heating networks (against the plan of 130 km), losses reduced
0.9% against the similar index of the year 2019. The actions at stationary equipment were
implemented for the amount of RUB 2 bn, and this amount considerably exceeds the year 2019
costs. This ensured the extension of the fleet life of the generating equipment of the operating
plants and removal of technological restrictions as to electricity and capacity output.
An electronic model was duplicated in all of the Company’s branches, which allows to
analyze the modes of thermal energy supply for:
- setting the correct temperature of heat transfer medium;
- identifying the most sensitive sections of thermal networks in order to perform
preventive maintenance.
The Company continued to operate and develop the system of centralized round-theclock constant monitoring and management by the operation of electric plants equipment with
integration of all levels of the managerial structure into the unified business process of
commercial and technological dispatching. For example, the commercial and dispatch center
was additionally equipped with required engineering tools and software.
In the reporting year, the Company entered into long-term natural gas supply contracts
with regional companies of LLC “Gazprom mezhregiongaz” for the period of 2021–2025 in order
to optimize the costs for procurement of the main type of fuel (natural gas).
One of the year 2020 priorities was development of thermal energy sales. Within the
framework of the implementation of this strategy, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” entered
into a long-term contract in respect of supply of thermal energy in steam with the large
consumer LLC “Alexinskaya BKF”. Besides, the work under the projects aimed to improve the
efficiency of heat sales activities continued:

the service “Personal Account” for clients – individuals was improved, and the area
of coverage of clients by the specified service was expanded (as at the end of 2020, the service
“Personal Account” was used by more than 85 thousand clients of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”);
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the branches “Orel Generation” and “Tambov Generation” were additionally
connected to the service of automatic voice registration of readings of individual meters; in
November of 2020, the automatic voice registration of requests was implemented in the pilot
region – in the branch “Kursk Generation” (more than 4.5 requests were received for 2.5 months
of the work);

the implementation of BI system to form analytical reporting was launched;

the procurement procedures in respect of the unified software complex of thermal
energy settlements (Unified Billing) were held;

all branches of the Company implemented electronic document management with
clients – legal entities (EDM) and the coverage of the consumers using the EDM was expanded
(as at the end of 2020, nearby 4 thous. clients – legal entities used the EDM system with PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”);

after the branch “Kursk Generation”, the heat inspection and energy audit services
were created in the branches “Belgorod Generation”, “Voronezh Generation”, “Lipetsk
Generation”, “Orel Generation”, “Smolensk Generation”, and “Tambov Generation”;

the software “Mobile Lineman” was implemented for the heat inspection and
energy audit service of the branch “Kursk Generation”;

besides, the Single Contact Center of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which
was established in 2017, performed its activities. Its main functions in the reporting period were:
pre-trial work with individuals and legal entities, registration of readings of individuals’ personal
meters.
Speaking about the information technologies sphere, the projects of implementation of
the uniform systems of calculation of wages and HR management (1С: Payroll and HR
Management), electronic document management (1С: Document Management), centralized
keeping of the nomenclature catalogue (1С: Unified Nomenclature Catalogue) were completed
in 2020. The projects of information systems implementation were started: holding of
procurement activities (Norbit), financial and economic operations (1С: Holding Management),
analytical reports of the heat sales activities (BI Polymatica).
As to the sphere of information security, a new subdivision was established in the
structure of the information technologies department – the administration for protection of
information and critical information infrastructure items. The action plan was elaborated in order
to meet the requirements of Federal Law No.FL-187 of July 26, 2017 “On security of critical
information infrastructure of the Russian Federation” and Federal Service for Technical and
Export Control (FSTEC). Categorization of the items of critical information infrastructure (CII) of
the Company and the audit of the condition of information security were performed; cooperation
with the National Coordinating Center for Computer Incidents of the RF Federal Security
Service was arranged.
In 2020, in order to reduce the interest load, optimize and diversify the credit portfolio of
the Company, credit agreements (revolving lines of credit) were concluded with the following
banks:

JSC “Bank Finservice”;

PJSC “Moscow Credit Bank”;

PJSC “Sovcombank”;

PJSC “MInBank”;

PJSC “Sberbank”;

Bank “RRDB” (JSC).
Besides, in the reporting year, the obligations under the credit agreement with PJSC “FC
Otkritie Bank” in respect of the Company’s property pledge were performed.
In terms of legal affairs, in 2020, the claims work on collecting accounts receivable for
electricity was automated (software “Contact”). The interests of the Company were also
defended in a number of cases, including the judicial disclamation in respect of the claims of the
former contractor JSC “ESC SOYUZ” to pay the cost of the work performed in the amount of
RUB 374 m and judicial cancellation of the decision of Interdistrict Inspectorate No.4 of the
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Federal Tax Service for the largest taxpayers on additional property tax assessment in the
amount of RUB 207.6 m.
The elaboration of a long-term Strategy for the period until 2030 continued in 2020. For
this, an additional analysis of the financial and economic activities of the Company and the
external environment was carried out, the production strategy, strategic financial model and
other areas were considered in more detail, which will become the basis of the document to be
approved by the Board of Directors in 2021.
Within the framework of the personnel policy of the Company, the work with young
specialists continued throughout the year: the youth community “New Energy” was created,
which unites young specialists all over the Company; young specialists participate in the
scientific, social, cultural, and recreational life of the Company. Particular attention was paid to
the development of the personnel training system, including the creation of distance learning
programs and automation of the training process. This work will continue in 2021.
The Company, as a dutiful employer, ensured fruitful cooperation with the trade union
committee in 2020. The most significant event was entry into force of the Collective Agreement
for the new period from 2020 to 2022, which was balanced taking into account the economic
opportunities of the Company, and which ensures the improvement of the norms that are
relevant for employees, as well as supports the implementation of relevant trends in the
Company’s HR policy.

3.3 Prospects for 2021
In 2021, the management of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” plans to submit the
long-term Strategy until 2030 with an outlook until 2035 to the Board of Directors for
consideration and begin its implementation. The draft of the new Strategy defines the mission
and values of the Company, key goal and strategic priorities, lines of development and
implementation tools.
The Company, in line with the previous periods, will pay much attention to the
implementation of investment projects.
As part of the program for the improvement of the efficiency of existing assets, the
implementation of investment initiatives aimed at reducing fuel costs, optimizing technical
solutions, switching to optimal load modes and decommissioning low-performance equipment
will continue. The priority area is measures that create the possibility of consolidating the heat
load in order to improve the characteristics of fuel consumption.
It is planned to complete the reconstruction of the Gubkin HPP with the installation of a
new steam turbine R-12 MW and decommissioning of two old turbines R-10 MW, and
commencement of the retail operations of the plant (DPP = 8 years, IRR = 24.7%, NPV = RUB
205 m).
In 2021, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” will continue building long-term
relationships with key consumers on mutually beneficial terms: for example, it is planned to
conclude long-term contracts (for 10 years) for supply of thermal energy in steam with
consumers in Efremov and Kursk.
In 2021, it is planned to implement the projects aimed at increasing the efficiency of heat
sales activities:
• continuation of the work on building the information system for commercial and
technological dispatching;
• further development of the activities of the heat inspection and energy audit services in
the branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”;
• implementation of an effective system for reducing heat consumers’ accounts
receivable;
• continuation of the work on the development of the “Mobile Lineman” software system
in Kursk and its implementation in all branches of the Company;
• further modernization of the “Personal Account” service and the introduction of the new
functionality that increases the ease of use and payment, bringing the coverage degree of the
attended territories, where the specified service is implemented, to 100% (connection of the
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PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation’s” branch – “Central Generation” and connection of the
personal accounts base in the area of the housing and public utilities Center of “Orel
Generation” – the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”);
• taking measures to increase the number of consumers using EDM (signing EDM
application agreements);
• replication of the service of automatic voice registration of requests;
• ensuring the transition to automatic generation of reports in the BI system;
• implementation of the action plan under the Unified Billing project, ensuring its
implementation in the pilot branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” – “Belgorod
Generation.”
In 2021, the work will continue to determine the strategy and optimal parameters for the
participation of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation’s” generating equipment in the CCORen
program with the commissioning of capacities in 2027-2031, including with the use of innovative
GTUs.
In order to participate in the CCORen program with the commissioning of capacities in
2027-2031, a list of renovation projects for the generating equipment of electric power plants of
the Company’s branches with a total installed capacity of about 1 GW and total investment of
more than RUB 15 bn was determined. Based on the results of the participation in CCORen,
investment projects for the renovation of generating facilities of heat power plants of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” will be developed, as well as long-term capacity supply
parameters will be determined.
Based on the results of the participation in the CCO for 2022–2025, PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” will define a long-term strategy for using generating equipment and selling
capacity based on a set of mechanisms for operations on the capacity market.
The vertically integrated management structure created within the framework of the
single business process of commercial and technological dispatching will continue its further
development and improvement. It is planned to improve the quality and flexibility of
management decisions regarding the operation of the Company’s power plants on the
wholesale market for electricity and capacity.
In 2021, the Company plans to work out an initiative to create a system of operational
improvements, and continue to optimize the costs of purchasing the main type of fuel – natural
gas.
As part of the implementation of the strategy for the informatization of production
activities, the production subdivisions of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” plan to introduce
an information and analytical system for calculating technical and economic indicators, planning
modes and optimizing the load of the main equipment. The purpose of the system
implementation is to increase the Company’s competitiveness on the WMEC. The introduction
of this system will automate the process of calculating the technical and economic indicators of
the operation of electric power plants at the rate of data occurrence, identify the reserves of
thermal efficiency, reduce fuel consumption, and increase the marginal income when working
on the WMEC.
Ensuring the implementation of measures within the framework of the Unified Billing
project, including its implementing in the pilot branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” –
“Belgorod Generation”, will allow to replace all disparate billing systems in the branches of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” with a single platform, as well as standardize the heat
sales operations.
It is planned to complete the implementation of projects for the introduction of information
systems NORBIT, BI Polymatica and 1C: Holding Management.
Significant modernization of the IT infrastructure is also planned: modernization of server
capacities (creation of an “internal cloud” to support the platform for the implementation of
centralized information systems and services), single multi-service data transmission network
(replacement of equipment to ensure failure-free operation of backbone data transmission
channels between the branches and the executive body of the Company), e-mail systems
(replacement of the outmoded and obsolescent Lotus Notes e-mail system with a modern
solution taking into account the import substitution trends).
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In terms of information security, it is planned to implement the projects for protection of
the single multiservice communication network (by way of introducing certified firewalls at all
points of contact with external networks), as well as the project for protection of significant items
of critical information infrastructure (CII) to ensure compliance with the requirements of Federal
Law No.FL-187 of July 26, 2017 “On security of critical information infrastructure of the Russian
Federation” (15 CII items in five branches of the Company).
In 2021, in the context of the economic crisis and the epidemiological situation caused by
the spread of the coronavirus infection, work will continue to improve the efficiency of
operations, eliminate losses from the operation of certain assets, increase the profitability of
their operations, decommission, as well as implement the measures to improve the efficiency of
the investment process and the work of the investment commission.
As part of improving the investment activities, it is planned to develop a methodological
base and management parameters, and then to implement them: ranking of investment
projects, aggregated price standards, uniform rules for calendar scheduling and reporting on the
investment activities, as well as integrating of the effects of the R&R Program with the indicators
of the Business Plan. In addition, it is planned to introduce the process management of
investment activities based on the example of the R&R Program of the branch of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” – “Kursk Generation” for 2021 and to study the issue of automation of
BPMS process management.
In terms of financial activities, work will continue to optimize the structure of the
Company’s credit portfolio, including the conclusion of new credit agreements in order to fund
the financial and economic activities, which will diversify the structure of the Company’s credit
portfolio.
Besides, in 2021, it is planned to conclude credit agreements to finance the investment
programs of the Company.
In the legal area, in 2021, it is planned to automate the claims work for the collection of
accounts receivable for thermal energy (software “Contact”) and implement a number of other
projects and activities (including the recovery, through legal proceedings, of the cost of a stake
in the charter capital of LLC “Shchekinskaya SDPS”, as well as participation in the bankruptcy
of MUE “TIS” (“Tambovinvestservis”)).
In 2021, work will continue to strengthen the brand of the Company as an employer. This
includes development of the corporate culture, analysis of the results of the research on the
level of satisfaction with labor activities and involvement of staff, and implementation of the
measures to recruit qualified young professionals, and building of an effective youth policy.
One of the priority areas will be building of a distance learning system to ensure
continuous training and adaptation of employees. Particular attention, as before, will be given to
the work with the candidates pool of the Company.
In 2021, work will continue to improve the labor remuneration system aimed to improve
the employees motivation for labor productivity improvement.
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SECTION 4. Risks map
The results of the financial and economic operations of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” can be negatively influenced by external
and internal factors of uncertainty. The management pays required attention to the identification of such risks and takes measures aimed to
reduce the probability and degree of influence of possible adverse events.
Risk description

Company’s actions to mitigate this risk

Risk of influence of international sanctions in respect of
Russia on the condition of the sector, activity of large
industrial consumers, which may lead to demand reduction,
as well as on participation of foreign companies in
deliveries of spare parts, maintenance and repairs of
imported industrial equipment used by the Company in
operational activities.

The Company works on internal costs reduction and investment program
optimization, as well as increase in the share of national equipment and
components in the structure of purchases

Nature- and technology-related
risks

Risks of loss of assets as a result of damage, full or partial
loss of property due to natural disasters and technologyrelated accidents.

 Insurance of the Company’s property and responsibility
 Arrangement and holding of the actions to prevent possible accidents,
disasters, fires, natural phenomena, emergencies and protect against
their consequences, as well as implementation of regular checks, drills
and training among personnel, including in the field of CD and ES

Risk of reduction in demand for
thermal energy

Consumers’ possible refusal from purchase of thermal
energy due to change in the production technology, switch
to own sources, consumers’ energy saving actions, which
will lead to reduction in thermal energy generation by the
Company.

 Improvement of operational efficiency during implementation of the
production costs reduction programs
 Cooperation with the government authorities of the Russian Federation
constituent entities, local self-government authorities on the issues of
territorial and city building planning in order to expand, refocus and
master new lines of selling activities timely

Risks of fuel prices growth

The sector is characterized by a high dependence of the
prime cost of energy generation on prices for other energy
resources, which are subject to significant frequent
fluctuations. Growth of fuel and/or transportation prices
which outpace the growth of prices for electricity and
thermal energy, may lead to a decrease in the Company’s
profits.

 The Company implements the investment program with the use of
heat and energy saving technologies aimed at reducing production
costs and increasing fuel economy, allowing to mitigate the risks
associated with the energy prices growth
 Reducing the fuel cost through competitive procurement

Risk

Country risks
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Risk

Risk description

Company’s actions to mitigate this risk

Production risks

Risks of downtime/breakdowns/accidents of generating
equipment and heat grid facilities associated with physical
deterioration, violation of operating conditions and critical
changes in operating parameters.
Risks of occurrence of accidents associated with the
deterioration of buildings and structures used in production
activities.

 Implementation of the repairs, reconstruction and re-equipment
programs in full amount
 Gradual decommissioning of old equipment. Insurance of property,
production facilities, responsibility of the Company
 Creation and maintenance of necessary stocks of materials, spare
parts, and fuel. Keeping backup equipment ready

Risks of failure to meet
obligations under capacity
supply agreements

Risks of applying penalties by regulatory bodies and nonreceipt of payments for capacity due to failure to launch
facilities under capacity supply agreements (CSAs) within
the established time periods, including due to failure to
meet obligations under contracts with suppliers/contractors.

 Improvement of the system of control over the implementation of large
investment projects
 Control
over
fulfillment
of
contractual
obligations
by
suppliers/contractors, recovery of losses for breach of contractual
obligations

Ecological risks

Risks associated with damage to the environment,
including: emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere during fuel combustion, formation and
storage of ash and slag wastes, possibility of leaks of fuel
and other operation-related fluids and their ingress with
surface sewage into water bodies and rivers. Risks of
breach of laws when using industrial equipment, as well as
facilities in environmental protection zones.

Minimization of harmful and dangerous factors of production, compliance
with compulsory nature protection and environmental requirements,
industrial and fire safety requirements

Risks related with regulation of
electricity and thermal energy
prices (tariffs) by the
government

Implementation by the Company of the activities regulated
by the government is associated with the risks
characterized by the following factors:
- Restraining the rates of growth of tariffs for thermal energy
below the level of inflation and growth rates of costs for
thermal energy production
- Limitation of tariffs growth for end users
- Establishment of the amount of standard consumption
below the level of actual consumption

Risks of
change

Decision-making by the government bodies on the need to
review the existing market model and reform the energy
industry. Introduction of new fines and increase in fine
coefficients.

In order to minimize these risks, the Company implements the following
measures:
 Active cooperation with the bodies implementing the government price
(tariff) regulation regarding provision, substantiation and protection of
economically feasible tariffs for electricity and thermal energy, as well
as in respect of inclusion of economically feasible expenses in the
tariff, which were incurred above those stipulated in tariffs, as well as
the incomes of past periods which were not received for the reasons
beyond the Company’s control
 Holding of dispute resolution procedures and pre-trial consideration of
disputes with regional regulatory authorities based on the results of
tariff and balance decisions
 Systematic monitoring, analysis and evaluation of current prices and
their structure
Cooperation with the legislative bodies and executive bodies exercising
regulatory and price (tariff) regulation in the spheres of the Company’s
activity, on the issues of possible changes in the laws

the

market

model
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Risk

Risk description

Company’s actions to mitigate this risk

Risks of revision of the Uniform
Energy System of Technical
Requirements to Equipment by
the
Central
Dispatch
Administration

Introduction of technical requirements to generation
facilities, the compliance with which will require substantial
capital investment, including in order to ensure compliance
with the established competitive capacity outtake
requirements and to obtain the status of the “forced” mode
generation. Possible restriction on access to competitive
capacity outtake and lack of compensation for economically
justified fixed costs.

 Planning and implementation of long-term activities at the facilities in
order to increase efficiency and distribute costs evenly when
complying with mandatory requirements of regulatory legal acts
 Analysis of the condition of the main equipment, assessment of the
demand for the existing electrical and thermal capacity of the facilities,
formation of a decision on decommissioning of the main equipment in
order to exclude inefficient investing
 Confirmation and assignment of the “forced” mode status

Risks of tax laws change

Changes in taxation rules, including introduction of new
types of taxes or changes in existing rates, which may
entail an increase in the tax burden on the Company.
Ambiguity of wordings and their interpretation due to lack of
necessary volume of official explanations from the
authorized government bodies, which may result in
incorrect calculation and payment of taxes by the Company,
followed by application of penalties from the tax authorities.

Conducting constant monitoring of changes in tax laws and official
explanations from the authorized government authorities, analysis of
administrative and judicial practice on the cases of tax offenses, taking
into account the peculiarities of the Company's activities

Risks of currency laws change

Currency regulation change may affect the procedure for
compliance with obligations under previously concluded
contracts stipulating payment in a foreign currency.

Conducting constant monitoring of changes in currency laws and timely
response to possible changes, including entering into appropriate
additional agreements to contracts

Risks of customs laws change

Risks of regulatory tightening in respect of customs control
and change in customs duties in connection with the
government’s countermeasures against international
sanctions, as well as in order to support and develop a
number of the economic sectors within the country and in
the framework of cooperation in international organizations,
unions and associations.

Conducting constant monitoring of changes in customs laws and timely
adjustment of plans for financial and economic activities, taking into
account such changes, as well as trends and dynamics of development
of relations within the framework of the government’s participation in
international organizations

Risks of licensing requirements
change

Introduction or modification of licensing requirements to the
persons carrying out licensed activities, as well as the
procedure and rules for issuing licenses and confirming
compliance with licensing requirements, which may entail,
among other things, additional expenses of the Company.
Application of punitive sanctions against the Company by
the authorized government authorities and issuance of
mandatory instructions for elimination of violations and
suspension of certain activities.

 Conducting continuous monitoring of changes in laws in the sphere of
licensing of certain types of activities
 Timely response to the introduction of, or change in licensing
requirements in the areas of the Company’s activities

Risk of receivables growth

Probability of the Company’s receivables growth in
connection with the violation of payment discipline by end-

Switch to direct contracts (settlements) with end-users. Monitoring of
payment discipline of thermal energy consumers in order to take timely
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Risk description

Company’s actions to mitigate this risk

users (legal entities and individuals) and management
organizations.

measures to recover arrears, and improve effectiveness of claim
administration

Change in foreign currency exchange rates against the
ruble may have an adverse effect on the Company's
operating and investment performance indicators, since the
range of goods, works and services procured by the
Company contains, among other things, imported
components, and a significant growth of the exchange rate
may lead to expenses increase.
Behavior of changes in the key rate of the Bank of Russia
influences the cost of raising credit resources. An increase
in interest rates on raised loans may lead to an increase in
the Company’s debt service costs.

 Entering into contracts with suppliers, which stipulate the possibility of
reviewing price conditions in the event of a significant change in the
exchange rate
 Fixing the cost of works performed in the territory of Russia in rubles.
 Decrease in the share of imported goods, works, and services in
procurement

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk consists in the inability to meet current
financial obligations timely and fully.

 Careful planning of cash flows, taking into account the comparison of
cash inflow schedules and fulfillment of the Company’s obligations
 Change in the procedure for settlements under contracts with natural
gas suppliers for paid-on-delivery basis
 Change in the payment procedure in contracts under the Company’s
obligations, namely, entering into contracts stipulating deferral in
payment
 Use of letters of credits, bank guarantees, and other financial tools to
defer payments under contracts with suppliers and contractors
 Negotiating with credit institutions on the possibility of raising
additional loans

Risks in the sphere of human
resources management

Risk of shortage of skilled employees when the share of
young and skilled professionals falls and the share of
employees of pre-retirement and retirement ages grows.

 Development and implementation of activities in the field of vocational
guidance among students of primary, secondary, and higher
professional educational institutions in the regions attended by the
Company
 Development and implementation of the programs to recruit young
professionals
 Improvement of working conditions. Enhancement of the system of
financial incentives and standardization of labor, management, and
organization of production. Development and implementation of the
professional promotion system

Risk of loss of well-qualified personnel.

 Maintaining the level of incomes of well-qualified personnel on the
employment market level of the region
 Improvement of the system of financial stimulation for meeting KPI
 Improvement of work conditions

Risk

Risks of currency fluctuations

Risk of interest rates change
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 Fixing the interest rate for a long-term period
 Prompt response to change in the Bank of Russia’s key rate and the
situation in the loan market, early refinancing in conditions of interest
rate reduction

Risk

Company’s actions to mitigate this risk

Risk description

 Development and implementation of the system of formation of the
personnel reserve
Risk of mismatch between the personnel’s qualification and
Company’s demands.

 Development of the system of personnel professional development
and training
 Development of the coaching system

Risk of third parties’ wrongful
acts

Risks of loss of assets as a result of damage, complete or
partial loss of property as a result of thefts, terrorist acts,
disorders, popular unrest.

In order to minimize these risks, the following actions are taken:
 insurance of property and liability of the Company
 organization of anti-terrorist measures, technical and physical
protection (safe-keeping) of production facilities
 conducting regular inspections and training, including in cooperation
with law enforcement agencies

Risks in the field of labor
protection and industrial safety

Infringement of the rules and norms of labor protection and
industrial safety by employees, negligence during works,
and influence of production-related harmful factors may
lead to accidents or occupational diseases.

Minimization of harmful and dangerous factors of production, training of
personnel and compliance with mandatory requirements to occupational
safety standards, industrial and fire safety, CD and ES and local
regulatory acts of the Company in this area
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SECTION 5. Corporate governance
5.1 Corporate governance principles
The Company follows strictly the principles and procedures of corporate governance,
which are defined by the Corporate Governance Code, approved by the Board of Directors of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in the reporting year in a new version (Minutes No.07/324
of October 28, 2020). The Company undertakes to follow strictly the requirements of this
document and to improve the corporate governance standards constantly according to the best
international experience subject to the Corporate Governance Code, recommended for
application by Letter No.06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia dated April 10, 2014.
Improvement and systematization of the corporate governance of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” enable the implementation of the whole spectrum of the actions aimed at:
– provision of protection of the rights and interests of all shareholders, including the rights
of shareholders to participate in the Company’s management
– equal treatment of all shareholders, including minority and foreign shareholders
– full and timely disclosure of information on the Company, including on its financial
position, economic indices, structure of the property and structure of management
– effective control over the Company’s financial and economic activity
– implementation of the information openness and transparency policy with observance
of the norms of business ethics in business dealing
– performance by the members of the Company’s management bodies of their duties in
the interests of the Company and all shareholders with observance of the requirements of the
Russian Federation laws and international corporate governance standards
Information on observance by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” of the Corporate
Governance Code recommended for application by Letter No.06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia
of April 10, 2014 is provided in Schedule No.2 to the Annual Report.
The main task of the development and improvement of the corporate governance system
and practice in the Company remains the focus on protection of interests of all parties to
corporate relations and implementation by the Company of the obligations in the field of
observance of the corporate governance principles related with the Company’s securities traded
on Russian stock exchange.
In order to improve the model and practice of corporate governance and information
policy, it is assumed to perform the comprehensive analysis of the current position, experience
gained by other public companies in application of the recommendations of the Corporate
Governance Code recommended by the Bank of Russia. Following the results of the analysis, it
is planned to elaborate proposals on improvement of the Company’s corporate governance
practice and implementation of the information policy.
The Company discloses information in accordance with the Regulation on Information
Disclosure by Issuers of Issue-Grade Securities approved by the Bank of Russia No.454-P of
December 30, 2014, Regulation on the Procedure and Time Frames for Disclosure of Insider
Information of the Persons Specified in Clauses 1 – 4, 11 and 12 of Article 4 of the Federal Law
“On countermeasures against unlawful use of insider information and market manipulation, and
on amending certain enactments of the Russian Federation”, and internal documents of the
Company regulating the information policy and policy in the field of insider information.
In the reporting period, the Company fully complied with the information policy by way of
publication of compulsory information in the news feed of the information agency LLC “InterfaxCIDC” and on the Company’s website.
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Information on the Company’s management bodies and bodies controlling its
financial and economic activities:
Independent Auditor
General Meeting of Shareholders
Internal Audit Commission

Human Resources and Remunerations
Committee

Board of Directors

Audit Committee

Management Board

Internal Audit Administration
General Director
Internal Control and Risk
Management Department

The General Meeting of Shareholders is the supreme management body of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”, through which shareholders exercise their right to participate in
the management of the Company.
Elaboration of the Company’s development strategy, its general management and control
over activity of executive bodies are carried out by the Board of Directors. The work of the
Board of Directors is organized by Chairperson of the Board of Directors, who is elected by the
members of the Board of Directors from among their number by the majority of votes from
among the total number of the members of the Board of Directors.
The executive bodies of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” are Management Board
and General Director.
The Management Board, which is a joint executive body, carries out its activity in the
interests of the Company, is guided by the decisions of the General Meeting of Shareholders
and Board of Directors.
The Management Board and General Director are responsible for practical
implementation of the development strategy and policy of the Company and manage its current
activities.

5.2 General Meeting of Shareholders
Shareholders participate in management of the Company through discussion and
decision-making on the agenda items put to the vote at the General Meeting of Shareholders. A
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shareholder owning the voting shares of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” participates in the
work of the General Meeting of Shareholders personally or through a representative.
On June 19, 2020, the annual General Meeting of Shareholders was held (Minutes
No.1/24, date of drawing up – June 23, 2020) in the absentee voting form due to the
epidemiological situation in the country and the changes adopted in laws due to it, which
considered the following items and took decisions on them:
1. Approval of the Annual Report, annual accounting (financial) statements of the
Company for 2019.
2. Distribution of profit (including payment (announcement) of dividends) and losses of
the Company for the reporting year 2019.
3. Election of members of the Board of Directors of the Company.
4. Election of members of the Internal Audit Commission of the Company.
5. Approval of the Auditor of the Company.
No extraordinary General Meetings of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” were held in 2020.

5.3 Board of Directors
The Company believes that the professional Board of Directors is an essential element of
efficient corporate governance. The Board of Directors influences the performance of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”, exercising general strategic management and control over the
work of the executive bodies in the interests of the Company and shareholders.
The competence of the Board of Directors includes the following key issues:
– Definition of priority lines of activity and strategy of the Company
– Formation of executive bodies of the Company and termination of their powers
– Recommendations on the amount of dividends on shares and procedure of payment
– Approval of internal documents
– Approval of the Business Plan, including the retooling, reconstruction and development
program, investment program, and approval of reports on the results of its implementation
– Approval of major transactions and interested-party transactions
– Establishment of committees under the Board of Directors, election of committees’
members and early termination of their powers, approval of regulations on committees of the
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors consists of 9 (nine) people in accordance with the Charter of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (version No.9), which was approved by the annual General
Meeting of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” held on June 22, 2018.
The Board of Directors activity in 2020
In 2020, the form of holding the meetings was defined proceeding from the restrictive
actions implemented in the territory of the Russian Federation aimed to limit the spread of the
coronavirus infection (COVID-19).
In 2020, the Board of Directors held 20 absentee voting meetings, where the Board of
Directors took 73 decisions.
The main decisions taken by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” in 2020:
– Approval of the Business Plan for the year 2021 (which includes the Investment
Program, as well as the Retooling, Reconstruction and Development Program) and the reports
on the implementation of the Business Plan for the respective periods of the year 2020
– Approval of the Insurance Coverage Program of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
for 2021 and consideration of the report on the provision of insurance coverage for 2019
– Decision related with the formation of the Company’s Management Board
– Decision related with the extension of the term of office of the Company’s General
Director
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– Election of new memberships of the committees under the Board of Directors
– Election of Chairperson of the Board of Directors
– Approval of the Action Plan of the Board of Directors for the period before the annual
General Meeting of Shareholders to be held in 2021
– About reorganization of subsidiary entities and about termination of participation in
them
– Approval of credit transactions, including major transactions
– Approval of interested-party transactions
– Approval of investment projects on the renovation of the Company’s generating
equipment and approval of the transactions supporting their implementation
– Approval of the investment project and approval of the transactions supporting their
implementation
– Consideration of the reports on the progress of the implementation of the investment
projects
– Approval of the updated parameters of the investment project “Concessionary
agreement in respect of certain heat supply facilities owned by the municipal formation of the
city of Kursk”
In the reporting period, the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
approved the following internal documents of the Company:
1) Regulation on the Information Policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in a new
version (Minutes No.20/316 of May 28, 2020);
2) Policy in the Field of Risk Management and Internal Control of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” (Minutes No.21/317 of June 18, 2020);
3) Interest Risk Management Policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (Minutes
No.21/317 of June 18, 2020);
4) Regulation on the Credit Policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in a new
version (Minutes No.21/317 of June 18, 2020);
5) Corporate Governance Code of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in a new version
(Minutes No.07/324 of October 28, 2020).
No other internal documents were approved by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” in 2020.
Besides, the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (Minutes
No.20/316 of May 28, 2020) recognized as void 30 internal documents, which were approved by
the Board of Directors of the Company during the period of 2005–2008 and which lost their
relevance due to the changes in laws and the Company’s needs.
In the reporting period, the Board of Directors included one director before October 22,
2020, who completely meets the independence requirements, which are specified in the
Corporate Governance Code recommended for application by the Bank of Russia and the
Listing Rules of the Moscow Exchange: Sergey Afanasievich Tazin.
As from October 23, 2020, Sergey Afanasievich Tazin ceased to meet the specified
requirements formally, but this did not influence his ability to make independent, objective, and
fair judgments.
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Current membership of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
It was elected by the annual General Meeting of Shareholders on June 19, 2020.
Chairperson of the Board of Directors
Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky
1975
Deputy General Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 1997, he graduated from Moscow State University of Foreign Affairs under the RF Foreign Affairs Ministry, faculty of international law majoring in
“Jurisprudence.”
From 2007 to the present time – Deputy General Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”.
From 2011 to the present time – member of the Board of Directors of Renaissance Financial Holdings Limited.
From 2018 to the present time – member of the Board of Directors of CB “Renaissance Credit” (LLC).
During the period for the past 5 years, he was a member of the Board of Directors of PJSC “OPIN” (2008-2017), JSC “Profotek” (2012-2016), PJSC “Uralkaliy”
(2015-2016).
He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 11, 2009.

Members of the Board of Directors
Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova

Alexander Eduardovich Zubkov

Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov

Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin

1980
Deputy General Director
for legal work of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
In 2002, she graduated from M.V. Lomonosov Moscow
State University majoring in “Sociology.”
From March 2013 to March 2015 – Chief of the
Organizational and Legal Support Department, Deputy
Chairperson of the Executive Committee for legal issues
of the Political Party “Civil Platform.”
From May 2015 to August 2016 – Head of the
Organizational and Legal Department of the Citizens’
Initiatives Support Fund and the Political Party “Civil
Platform.”
From September 2016 to January 2017 – Legal Advisor
of CJSC “Kraus-M.”
From January 2017 to the present time – Deputy
General Director for legal work of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation.” From 20 February 2017 to the
present time, she is a member of the Management
Board of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
She has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 22, 2018.

1982
Executive Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

1974
Chief of the Corporate Governance Standards
Division of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 1996, he graduated from the economic faculty
of Moscow State Technical University of
Communication and Information Science.
From 2010 to the present time, he is Chief of the
Corporate Governance Standards Division of LLC
“Group ONEXIM.”
During the period for the past 5 years, he was a
member of the Board of Directors of JSC
“Profotek” (2012-2016), PJSC “RBC” (20152017), JSC “Rublevo” (2012-2018), PJSC “OPIN”
(2016-2017).
From 2013 to the present time, he is a member of
the Board of Directors of CJSC “Kraus-M.”

1970
Director of the Legal Directorate of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

In 2005, he graduated from Prague Economic
University.
From June 2014 to November 2014 – Manager for
investments of LLC “Group ONEXIM.”
From December 2018 to the present time – Executive
Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM.”
During the period for the past 5 years, he was a member
of the Board of Directors of JSC “PHK” (2015-2017),
JSC “Profotek” (2015-2016), Ukrainian Agrarian
Investments S.A. (2015-2017), Rusal America Corp
(2015-2018), JSC JSCB “INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
CLUB” (2018-2019).
From 2015 to the present time, he is a member of the
Board of Directors of CB “Renaissance Credit” (LLC).
From 2018 to the present time, he is a member of the
Board of Directors of LLC “MC Intergeo”, LLC “IC
“Soglasie.”
He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 28, 2016.

He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 16, 2015
(through March 8, 2016).
Date of the subsequent election: June 28, 2016.
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In 1992, he graduated from M.V. Lomonosov
Moscow
State
University
majoring
in
“Jurisprudence”. In 1993, he received a Master
of Law at Moscow International University. In
2002, he was awarded the degree of Candidate
of Legal Sciences of Russian Academy of Public
Administration under President of the Russian
Federation. As from 2008 - Director of the Legal
Directorate of LLC “Group ONEXIM”.
As from 2015, he is General Director of LLC
“BUSINESSINFORM.”
During the period for the past 5 years, he was a
member of the Board of Directors of PJSC
“RBC” (2013-2017), JSC “Rublevo” (2017-2018).

He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: July 31, 2008.

Semyon Victorovich Sazonov

1976
General Director of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
In 1998, he graduated from the legal faculty of the State
Educational Institution S.A. Esenin Ryazan State
Pedagogical University; in 2007 - Ivanovo State Power
University majoring in “Economy and management at an
enterprise (electric power sector)”; in 2008 - Executive
MBA at Academy of National Economy under the
Russian Federation Government.
From 1997 through 2000, he held the position of Chief
of the Legal Division in the branch “Energosbyt” of JSC
“Ryazanenergo.” During 2000 – 2005, he worked with
Ryazan branch of LLC “Novo-Ryazanskaya HPP” (JSC
“Novo-Ryazanskaya HPP”), where he moved from Chief
of the Legal Division to General Director.
Besides, from 2003 through 2013, he was Deputy of the
Ryazan City Duma of two callings. As from 2005, he
occupied the position of Head of the Municipal
Formation of Ryazan City, Chairperson of Ryazan City
Duma.
From February 2010 to July 2014 – Director for
development of LLC “Klever Invest.”
From July 2014 to March 2015 – General Director of
LLC
“Ryazan
Machine
Assembling
Plant
“Banktekhnika.”
From April 2015 through May 2016, he supervised the
issues of cooperation with government authorities in
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.” From May through
November 2016, he worked as Director for relations with
federal and regional authorities in LLC “MC
“ROSVODOKANAL.”
From November 2016 to July 2017 – Deputy General
Director for authorities relations, Deputy General
Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
From July 11, 2017 – General Director, Chairperson of
the Management Board of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.”
From December 2017 to the present time – member of
the Supervisory Board of the Association “Council of
Energy Producers.”
He has ordinary registered shares in the Company in
the number of 1,250,885 pcs.
Date of the first election: June 22, 2018.

Sergey Afanasievich Tazin

Sergey Alexandrovich Samtsov

Pavel Alexandrovich Filippov

1961

1977

1978

President of
Sitka Corporation
He graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
electric energy faculty (city of Troy, New-York state,
USA).
From 2014 through 2016 – Executive Director of GE Oil
and Gas Russia/CIS.
From 2016 to the present day – President of Sitka
Corporation.
From 2020 to the present time – Advisor to Deputy
General Director – Chief Engineer of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation.”

Legal expert of the Investment Directorate of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 2000, he graduated from Moscow Engineering
Physics Institute (MEPI).
In 2003, he graduated from Moscow State
University
of
Economics,
Statistics
and
Informatics
(MSUESI)
majoring
in
“Jurisprudence.”

Deputy Head of the Legal Directorate of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 2000, he graduated from M.V. Lomonosov
Moscow
State
University
majoring
in
“Jurisprudence.”
From 2013 to the present time – Main Legal
Advisor, Deputy Head of the Legal Directorate of
LLC “Group ONEXIM.”
From 2013 to the present time, he is a member
of the Board of Directors of CJSC “Kraus-M.”

He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: March 9, 2016.

He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 21, 2019.

From 2008 to the present time – legal expert of
the Investment Directorate of LLC “Group
ONEXIM.”
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He has no shares in the Company.
Date of the first election: June 22, 2018.

The membership of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which worked in the period from January 1, 2020 till
June 18, 2020, was elected by the annual General Meeting of Shareholders on June 21, 2019:
Chairperson of the Board of Directors:
Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky

Members of the Board of Directors:
Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova
Alexander Eduardovich Zubkov
Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov
Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin

Semyon Victorovich Sazonov
Sergey Afanasievich Tazin
Sergey Alexandrovich Samtsov
Pavel Alexandrovich Filippov

Participation of the members of the Board of Directors in the work of the Board of Directors and its committees in 2020
Members of the Board of Directors

Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky

Participation in the meetings
of the Board of Directors

Participation in the meetings
of the Audit Committee

Participation in the meetings
of the Human Resources and
Remunerations Committee

(participated / total number of (participated / total number of (participated / total number of
meetings in the period of
meetings in the period of
meetings in the period of
exercising the powers)
exercising the powers)
exercising the powers)
20/20
-

Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova

20/20

-

-

Alexander Eduardovich Zubkov

20/20

7/7

2/2

Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov

20/20

-

2/2

Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin

20/20

-

2/2

Semyon Victorovich Sazonov

20/20

-

-

Sergey Afanasievich Tazin

20/20

7/7

-

Pavel Alexandrovich Filippov

20/20

7/7

-

Sergey Alexandrovich Samtsov

20/20

-

-
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5.4 General Director. Management Board
Management by current activities is carried out by the sole executive body (General
Director) and joint executive body (the Management Board).
General Director is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of
Directors.
General Director’s competence includes all issues of management by the Company’s
current operations, except for the issues pertaining to the competence of the General Meeting
of Shareholders, Board of Directors, and Management Board. Semyon Victorovich Sazonov is
General Director and Chairperson of the Management Board of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” as from July 11, 2017 (elected by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” (Minutes No.02/258 of July 10, 2017)).
On June 18, 2020, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, the term of office of General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” was
extended till July 10, 2023 inclusive (Minutes No.21/317 of June 18, 2020).
The main tasks of the Management Board:
– Ensuring of achievement of a high level of return on assets and maximum profit derived
from the activities of the Company
– Implementation of financial and economic policy of the Company, elaboration of
decisions on major issues of its current business activities and coordination of work of its
subdivisions
– Development of proposals in respect of the development strategy of the Company
– Ensuring that the rights and legitimate interests of the Company’s shareholders are
respected
Membership of the Management Board
The number of members of the Management Board is 8 people (the decision of the
Board of Directors of October 26, 2017, Minutes No.09/265 of October 27, 2017).
Semyon Victorovich Sazonov - General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
– Chairperson of the Management Board
Evgeniy Mikhailovich Zhadovets - Deputy General Director – Chief Engineer of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova – Deputy General Director for legal work of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Vladimir Vladislavovich Lebedev – Deputy General Director for economy of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Igor Mikhailovich Lesnykh – Deputy General Director – Commercial Director of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Vadim Gennadievich Logofet – First Deputy General Directors of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”
Nikolay Vladimirovich Morozov – First Deputy General Director of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”
On July 23, 2020, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (Minutes
No.04/321 of July 23, 2020), the powers of Morozov N.V., member of the Management Board of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” were terminated.
Semyon Victorovich Sazonov - General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
From July 23, 2020 to
– Chairperson of the Management Board
December 31, 2020 and
Evgeniy Mikhailovich Zhadovets - Deputy General Director – Chief Engineer of PJSC
to the present time
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova – Deputy General Director for legal work of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Vladimir Vladislavovich Lebedev – Deputy General Director for economy of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Igor Mikhailovich Lesnykh – Deputy General Director – Commercial Director of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”
Vadim Gennadievich Logofet – First Deputy General Directors of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”
From July 26, 2019
to July 22, 2020
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Membership of the Management Board at December 31, 2020:
Chairperson of the Management Board
Semyon Victorovich Sazonov

1976
General Director of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

In 1998, he graduated from the legal faculty of the State Educational Institution S.A. Esenin Ryazan State Pedagogical University; in 2007 - Ivanovo State Power University
majoring in “Economy and management at an enterprise (electric power sector)”; in 2008 - Executive MBA at Academy of National Economy under the Russian Federation
Government.
From 1997 through 2000, he held the position of Chief of the Legal Division in the branch “Energosbyt” of JSC “Ryazanen ergo.” During 2000 – 2005, he worked with
Ryazan branch of LLC “Novo-Ryazanskaya HPP” (JSC “Novo-Ryazanskaya HPP”), where he moved from Chief of the Legal Division to General Director.
Besides, from 2003 through 2013, he was Deputy of the Ryazan City Duma of two callings. As from 2005, he occupied the position of Chief of the Municipal Formation of
Ryazan City, Chairperson of Ryazan City Duma.
From February 2010 to July 2014 – Director for development of LLC “Klever Invest.”
From July 2014 to March 2015 – General Director of LLC “Ryazan Machine Assembling Plant “Banktekhnika.”
From April 2015 through May 2016, he supervised the issues of cooperation with government authorities in PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.” From May through
November 2016, he worked as Director for relations with federal and regional authorities in LLC “MC “ROSVODOKANAL.”
From November 2016 to July 2017 – Deputy General Director for authorities relations, Deputy General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
From July 11, 2017 – General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
From December 2017 to the present time – member of the Supervisory Board of the Association “Council of Energy Producers.”
From June 22, 2018 to the present time – a member of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
He has ordinary registered shares in the Company in the number of 1,250,885 pcs.

Members of the Management Board
Evgeniy Mikhailovich Zhadovets

Ksenia Vladimirovna Zelentsova

Vladimir Vladislavovich Lebedev

1968
Deputy General Director – Chief Engineer of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

1980
Deputy General Director for legal work of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”

1977
Deputy General Director for economy of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

In 1992, he graduated from Krasnoyarsk Polytechnic Institute majoring in
“Heat power plants”; in 2005, he graduated from the State Educational
Institution of Higher Vocational Training “Siberian State Technologies
University” majoring in “Book keeping, analysis, and audit.”
From May 2008 to December 2012 – Deputy General Director – Chief
Engineer, Deputy General Director for production – Technical Director,
General Director, Executive Director of JSC “Yenisei TGC (TGC - 13).”
From January 2013 to January 2014, he was Deputy General Director –
Director of the Krasnoyarsk branch of LLC “Siberian Generating Company.”
In 2014, he was appointed Advisor of the 1st category, then – Deputy
General Director for production of JSC “RAO Energy Systems of the East.”
From April to September 2017, he was Director of Ryazan SDPS – the
branch of PJSC “WGC-2.”
From September 2017 to the present time – Deputy General Director –
Chief Engineer of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”

In 2002, she graduated from M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State
University as “Sociologist.”
From March 2013 to March 2015 – Chief of the Organizational and
Legal Support Department, Deputy Chairperson of the Executive
Committee for legal issues of the Political Party “Civil Platform.”
From May 2015 to August 2016 – Head of the Organizational and
Legal Department of the Citizens’ Initiatives Support Fund and the
Political Party “Civil Platform.”
From September 2016 to January 2017 – Legal Advisor of CJSC
“Kraus-M.”
From January 2017 to the present time – Deputy General Director for
legal work of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.” From June 22,
2018 to the present time, she is a member of the Board of Directors
of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”

He has no shares in the Company

She has no shares in the Company

In 2000, he graduated from Ryazan State Radio Engineering Academy majoring
in “Computing machines, complexes, systems, and networks”. In 2017, he
passed training at Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and
Public Administration under the program Executive MBA “Euromanagement –
master of business administration for CEOs” and under the program of DBA
“Doctor of business administration.”
From July 2008 to July 2009, he was General Director of JSC
“Ryazangazinvest.”
From July to November 2009, he headed the state property management
division of the Ministry of Land and Property Regulations of the Ryazan Region.
From December 2009 to April 2014, he was General Director of JSC
“Ryazanelevator”, LLC “Ryazanelevator.”
From April to November 2014, he was General Director, First Deputy General
Director of LLC “Ryazan Machine Assembling Plant “Banktekhnika”. From
December 2014 to April 2019, he headed LLC “Smolensk Regional Thermal
Energy Company “”Smolenskregionteploenergo.”
From April 2019 to the present time, he is Deputy General Director for economy
of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
He has no shares in the Company
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Igor Mikhailovich Lesnykh

Vadim Gennadievich Logofet

1968
Deputy General Director – Commercial Director of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”

1979
First Deputy General Director of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

In 1992, he graduated from S. Ordzhonikidze Novocherkassk Order of the
Red Banner of Labor Polytechnic University majoring in “Heat power plants.”
From 1992 to 2005, he worked on production-related positions of Volgograd
HPP-2 and Stavropol SDPS.
During May 2005 – December 2015, he worked with the branch “Central
Office” of PJSC “Enel Russia”, where he moved from Chief of the electricity
sales division to Commercial Director.
From September 2017 to the present time, he is Deputy Executive Director
for operational control and methodology of sales activities, Executive Director
for sales activities, Director of the electricity sales department, Deputy
General Director – Commercial Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.”

In 2002, he graduated from the faculty of International Economic
Relations of the Financial Academy under the Russian Federation
Government. In 2015–2016, he passed training at London
Business School under the Top Managers Development Program
prepared by LBS together with Sberbank. Candidate of Economic
Sciences.
From 2001, he worked in the banking sector – International
Commercial
Investment
Bank
“ROSSITA-BANK”,
CJSC
“International Moscow Bank.” From 2006 to 2011, he worked with
“Svedbank”, where he occupied the positions of Deputy Chief of
the Corporate Business Administration, Chief of the Risk
Management Administration, Chief of the Corporate Business
Administration; from 2009, he was a member of the Management
Board of the bank.
From September 2011 to August 2018, he worked on management
positions with PJSC Sberbank, the last position was Managing
Director – Chief of the Energy Sector Clients Relations
Administration of the Largest Clients Department of Sberbank CIB.
In 2012–2014, he was a member of the Board of Directors of the
subsidiary banks of Sberbank in Kazakhstan and Belarus.
From November 2018 to the present time – First Deputy General
Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”

He has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company
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5.5 Committees under the Board of Directors
Human Resources and Remunerations Committee of the Board of Directors of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
The Human Resources and Remunerations Committee was established by the decision
of the Company’s Board of Directors and is an advisory and consultative body ensuring
preliminary analysis and elaboration of recommendations on the issues related with formation of
a professional membership of the management bodies in the Company, efficient and
transparent practice of their remuneration. In its activities, the Committee is accountable to the
Company’s Board of Directors.
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on July 8, 2019 included:
Sergey Sergeyevich
Chairperson of the Committee,
Podsypanin
Director of the Legal Directorate of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Alexander Eduardovich
Executive Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Zubkov
Andrey Nikolaevich
Chief of the Corporate Governance Standards Division of
Kononov
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on June 25, 2020
includes:
Sergey Sergeyevich
Chairperson of the Committee,
Podsypanin
Director of the Legal Directorate of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Alexander Eduardovich
Executive Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Zubkov
Andrey Nikolaevich
Chief of the Corporate Governance Standards Division of
Kononov
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
The Regulation on the Human Resources and Remunerations Committee of the Board of
Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” was approved by Minutes No.02/106 of the
Board of Directors dated June 23, 2010.
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
The Committee was established by the decision of the Company’s Board of Directors and
is an advisory and consultative body ensuring preliminary consideration of the issues related
with control over the financial and economic activity of the Company, provision of completeness,
accuracy, and authenticity of the accounting (financial) statements of the Company, reliability
and efficiency of functioning of the risk management and internal audit system, as well as
ensuring of independence and fairness of performance of the functions of the internal and
external audit. In its activity, the Committee is accountable to the Company’s Board of Directors.
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on July 8, 2019 included:
Alexander
Chairperson of the Committee,
Eduardovich Zubkov
Executive Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Sergey Afanasievich
President of Sitka Corporation
Tazin
Pavel Alexandrovich
Deputy Head of the Legal Directorate of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Filippov
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on June 25, 2020
includes:
Alexander
Chairperson of the Committee,
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Eduardovich Zubkov
Sergey Afanasievich
Tazin
Pavel Alexandrovich
Filippov

Executive Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
President of Sitka Corporation
Deputy Head of the Legal Directorate of LLC “Group ONEXIM”

The Regulation on the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” was approved by Minutes No.03/239 of the Board of Directors of September
16, 2016, date of drawing up – September 19, 2016.
The electronic versions of the internal governing documents are placed on the
Company’s website at:
http://quadra.ru/shareholders/corporate_governance/constituent_and_internal_documents/.

5.6 Internal Audit Commission
The Internal Audit Commission is elected in the number of five people by the General
Meeting of Shareholders. The Internal Audit Commission acts in the interests of the Company’s
shareholders and is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders in its activities. When
carrying out its activities, the Internal Audit Commission is independent of the Company’s
officials.
The main tasks of the Internal Audit Commission are as follows:
– Implementation of control over financial and economic activities of the Company
– Ensuring of observance in respect of compliance of the financial and business
operations performed by the Company with the laws of the Russian Federation and the Charter
– Implementation of independent assessment of information on the financial condition of
the Company
The current membership of the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” was elected on June 19, 2020 by the annual General Meeting of Shareholders:
Irina Nikolaevna
Chairperson of the Internal Audit Commission
Yushina
Born: 1964.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: Chief Specialist of the Bookkeeping and
Reporting Administration in the Financial Department of LLC
“Group ONEXIM”.
She has no shares in the Company.
Mikhail Alexandrovich
Born: 1983.
Olefir
Education: higher.
Position occupied: Chief of the Internal Audit Administration of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
He has no shares in the Company.
Olga Andreyevna
Born: 1987.
Serdtseva
Education: higher.
Position occupied: Chief of the Risk Assessment
Administration of the Internal Control and Risk Management
Department of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
She has no shares in the Company.
Margarita
Born: 1978.
Vyacheslavovna
Education: higher.
Uimyonova
Position occupied: Chief of the Corporate Relations
Administration of the Corporate and Property Relations
Department of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
She has no shares in the Company.
Alexandra
Born: 1973.
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Konstantinovna
Filippenko

Education: higher.
Position occupied: Chief Specialist of the Investments
Accounting Division of the Bookkeeping and Reporting
Administration in the Financial Department of LLC “Group
ONEXIM.”
She has no shares in the Company.

The membership of the Internal Audit Commission went through changes in 2020. Before
June 19, 2020, the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” worked in
the following membership: Anastasiya Vladimirovna Muller-Holthusen, Alexandra
Konstantinovna Filippenko, Irina Nikolaevna Yushina, Mikhail Alexandrovich Olefir, and Olga
Andreyevna Serdseva, which was elected at the annual General Meeting of Shareholders on
June 21, 2019.
During the reporting period, the Internal Audit Commission worked in accordance with the
current laws of the Russian Federation, regulatory documents of the Ministry of Finance of the
Russian Federation, Charter of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, Regulation on the Internal
Audit Commission and the approved action plan, as well as resolutions of the General Meeting
of Shareholders and Board of Directors of the Company. The Internal Audit Commission held
the documentary due diligence in respect of the financial and economic operations of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” based on the year 2020 performance, and prepared an opinion
on the reliability of the data contained in the annual accounting statements and Annual Report
of the Company.

5.7 Remuneration
Remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is referred to the competence of
the General Meeting of Shareholders in accordance with clause 10.1 of the Regulation on the
Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”:
“By the decision of the General Meeting of Shareholders, members of the Board of
Directors, during the performance of their duties, may be paid remuneration, the amount and
time periods of payment of which shall be defined subject to the participation of each of them in
the activities of the Board of Directors by the decision of the General Meeting of Shareholders.”
These decisions on payment of remuneration to the members of the Board of Directors
were not taken by the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2020.
Remuneration of the Company’s General Director, as well as members of the Board of
Directors and Management Board is formed of the income of these persons, who are regular
employees of the Company. The remuneration in the amount of RUB 2.27 m was paid for 2020
to a member the Board of Directors, who is an employee of the Company. The total amount of
remuneration for the members of the Management Board (including the members of the
Management Board, who are simultaneously members of the Board of Directors) for 2020
equaled RUB 448.11 m.
In 2020, a compensation for expenses for participation in the meeting of the Board of
Directors held in December 2019 was paid to a member of the Board of Directors in the amount
of RUB 317.9 thous.; such compensation is stipulated by the Regulation on the Board of
Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”. No compensations were paid to the members
of the Management Board.
Remuneration of the members of the Internal Audit Commission is also included in the
competence of the General Meeting of Shareholders in accordance with clause 9.1 of the
Regulation on the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”:
“By the decision of the General Meeting of Shareholders, members of the Internal Audit
Commission, during the performance of their duties, may be paid remuneration and (or)
compensation for expenses related with the performance of their duties. The amounts and time
periods of payment of remuneration and (or) compensation shall be defined subject to the
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participation of each of them in the activities of the Internal Audit Commission by the decision of
the General Meeting of Shareholders based on the recommendations of the Board of Directors.”
These decisions on payment of remuneration to the members of the Internal Audit
Commission were not taken by the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2020.
Remuneration of the members of the Internal Audit Commission who are employees of
the Company is formed of income of such persons as regular employees of the Company. The
total remuneration of the above persons for 2020 amounted to RUB 8.04 m.

5.8 Internal control and audit
The management bodies established the internal control system in the Company. Internal
control over economic operations performed, accounting records kept and accounting (financial)
statements compiled has been arranged and is carried out. The procedure for implementing
control is defined by the constituent and internal regulatory documents.
Internal control and audit in the Company is coordinated by a set of management and
control bodies:
– Internal Audit Commission
– Board of Directors - through the Audit Committee
– Executive bodies (Management Board, General Director)
The Charter includes approval of internal documents defining the policy in the field of
internal control and audit, and procedures of internal control and audit in the competence of the
Board of Directors.
The internal control of activities is focused on achievement of the following purposes:
– Ensuring comprehensiveness and reliability of financial, accounting, statistical,
management and other documents
– Ensuring compliance with normative regulatory acts of the Russian Federation,
decisions of the Company’s management bodies and internal documents
– Ensuring safekeeping of the Company’s assets
– Ensuring achievement of the goals set forth by the Company in the most efficient way
– Ensuring the efficient and cost-effective use of the Company’s resources
– Ensuring timely identification and analysis of financial and operational risks that may
have a significant negative impact on the achievement of the Company’s goals related with the
financial and economic activities
The Internal Control and Risk Management Department in its work assists the
Company’s management in building and maintaining the effective functioning of the internal
control and risk management system, provides methodological support and coordination of the
activities of the units to maintain and monitor the internal control and risk management system.
In 2016, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” established the Internal Audit
Administration to assist the Board of Directors and executive bodies in enhancing management
efficiency, improving its financial and economic operations, including through a systematic and
consistent approach to the analysis and evaluation of risk management, internal control and
corporate governance systems as tools to ensure reasonable confidence in achieving the goals
set forth.
In order to conduct an audit of accounting statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” under RAS, as well as consolidated financial statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” prepared in accordance with IFRS, an external auditor is approved annually at the
annual General Meeting of Shareholders. The annual General Meeting of Shareholders held on
June 19, 2020 approved Joint Stock Company “PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit” as an auditor.
Based on the results of the audit, an auditor’s report was obtained on the reliability of the
accounting (financial) statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
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SECTION 6. For shareholders and investors
6.1 Joint stock capital
At December 31, 2020, the charter capital of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” equals
RUB 19,877,685,165.97 and is divided into 1,987,768,516,597 shares of equal par value of
RUB 0.01 each.
There were no changes in the charter capital of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in
2020.
Structure of shareholders of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (% of the charter
capital):

Participatory interest of the government – 0.00082233%.
Structure of the joint stock capital (% of the charter capital):

Shareholders holding over 5% of the charter capital:
– LLC “Group ONEXIM” holds 50.000173%
– LLC “BUSINESSINFORM” holds 24.746039%
No special right for participation of the Russian Federation, Russian Federation
constituent entities, and municipal formations in management of the Company (“golden share”)
is stipulated.
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6.2 Securities
Shares
Type of securities

Shares

Form and/or other identifiers of securities
Total number of securities, pcs.
Number of securities traded at the date of
composition of the report, pcs.
Par value, RUB
State registration number
Date of state registration number of securities
issue
Information on the quotation list of the stock
exchanges, where securities are traded
Name of the entity keeping records of rights to
securities

ordinary
registered uncertificated
1,912,495,577,759

preferred
registered uncertificated
75,272,938,838

1,912,495,577,759

75,272,938,838

0.01
1-01-43069-A

0.01
2-01-43069-A

June 20, 2005

August 31, 2006

PJSC Moscow Exchange
Level Three
JSC “IRC R.O.S.T.”

In 2020, the Company did not issue/repay securities.
Information on changes in the structure of shareholders owning at least 5 percent
of the Company’s shares, for the year 2020
At January 1, 2020:

Nonbank Credit
Organization Joint
Stock Company
“National
Settlement
Depository”

Type of
registered
person

Ordinary shares,
pcs

Preferred shares,
pcs

Total number of
shares, pcs

Share in
the
charter
capital

Nominal holder

1,848,621,822,555

65,962,478,844

1,914,584,301,399

96.31827%

Share in
the
charter
capital

96.34929%

At December 31, 2020:

Nonbank Credit
Organization Joint
Stock Company
“National
Settlement
Depository”

Type of
registered
person

Ordinary shares,
pcs

Preferred shares, pcs

Total number of
shares, pcs

Nominal holder

1,849,189,218,778

66,011,532,222

1,915,200,751,000

In 2020, no changes occurred in the structure of the joint stock capital regarding the main
shareholders: LLC “Group ONEXIM” and LLC “BUSINESSINFORM”.
As to the other shareholders, such changes are insignificant because of the amount of
their participatory interest.
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6.3 Dividends
Based on the results of the first quarter, six months, nine months of a financial year, and
(or) based on the results of a financial year, the Company has the right to take decisions on
(announce) payment of dividends on outstanding shares. The decision on payment
(announcement) of dividends for the first quarter, six months, and nine months of a financial
year may be made within three months upon the end of the relevant period.
The decision of payment (announcement) of dividends is taken by the General Meeting
of Shareholders.
Dividends are paid from the profit of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” after taxes (net
profit of the Company). The Company’s net profit is determined based on the data of the
accounting (financial) statements of the Company prepared according to Russian Accounting
Standards. Dividends on preferred shares may also be paid from the special funds of the
Company previously formed for this purpose.
The Company may not make a decision on (announce) payment of dividends on ordinary
shares, if a decision to pay the full amount of dividends on preferred shares is not taken. In
accordance with the Charter of the Company, the total amount to be paid as a dividend on each
preferred share shall be equal to Ten (10) percent of the Company’s net profit based on the
financial year performance, divided by the number of shares that make up Twenty-Five (25)
percent of the charter capital of the Company.
The time period for payment of dividends and the date, as at which the persons entitled
to obtain dividend are defined, are determined by the General Meeting of Shareholders in
accordance with the Federal Law “On joint stock companies.”
The Company approved the Regulation on the Dividend Policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” (approved by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”,
Minutes No.01/237, date of drawing up – August 16, 2016).
Dividend history
Indices

for 2017

for 2018

for 2019

Name of the management body which
took the decision on payment of
dividends

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

Date of decision-taking

June 22, 2018

June 21, 2019

June 19, 2020

Date of drawing-up the minutes and its
number

June 25, 2018,
No.1/22

June 25, 2019,
No.1/23

June 23, 2020,
No.1/24

Profit distributed to dividends, thous.
RUB*

-

-

-

Amount of dividend per one ordinary
share, RUB

-

-

-

Amount of dividend per one preferred
share, RUB

-

-

-

The General Meetings of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” did not
take decisions on payment of dividends following the years 2012 – 2019.
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6.4 Trading in securities
Maximums and minimums of the value of ordinary and preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” in 2020:

Opening price, RUB
Closing price, RUB
Closing price at the end of the year,
RUB for piece
Average volume of trading, pieces of
securities per day

Ordinary shares
minimum
maximum
0.002520
0.004195
minimum
maximum
0.002435
0.004105

Preferred shares
minimum
maximum
0.002715
0.005285
minimum
maximum
0.002795
0.005295

0.003630

0.004610

866,054,980

133,998,008

Dynamics of value of ordinary shares of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020:

Dynamics of value of preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020:

6.5 Compliance with the insider information law
Since the end of 2011, the Company has been applying the Insider Information Policy
approved by the Board of Directors on December 23, 2011 (Minutes No.10/135 of December
23, 2011, date of drawing up – December 26, 2011), which specifies:
 procedure for the formation of the list of insider information
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 procedure for the formation of the Company’s Insiders List and submitting the
Insiders List to interested parties
 procedure for access to insider information
 responsibility for non-compliance with the Russian Federation laws in the field of
regulation of usage and protection of insider information, and market manipulation.
Since January 2014, the Company has also been applying the Regulation on Insider
Information approved by Company’s Order No.2 of January 14, 2014, which was developed in
accordance with the requirements of the Federal Law “On actions against illegal use of insider
information and market manipulation, and on amending certain legislative acts of the Russian
Federation” (hereinafter referred to as the “Federal Law”), Federal Law “On the securities
market”, Federal Law “On joint stock companies”, regulatory legal acts of the federal executive
body in the field of financial markets, Charter of the Company, and other local regulatory acts of
the Company.
The Regulation on Insider Information governs:
 procedure for the formation of the list of insider information
 procedure for the formation of the Company’s Insiders List and submitting the
Company’s Insiders List to interested parties
 rules according to which the Company notifies insiders, as well as rules according to
which insiders notify the Company
 procedure for access to insider information and submitting insider information to
interested parties
 rules for protecting the confidentiality of insider information
 rules for making transactions by insiders with financial instruments and (or) goods of
the Company
 rules for monitoring the compliance with the Russian Federation laws in the field of
governing usage and protection of insider information, and market manipulation
 tasks and functions of the division for enforcement of legislative and subordinate
legislative acts of the Russian Federation in the field of protection and usage of insider
information, and market manipulation, as well as the Company’s local regulations and the
specified Regulation elaborated and approved on their basis
 powers and duties of an official of the Company responsible for monitoring the
compliance with the requirements of the Russian Federation laws on insider information and
market manipulation
 other issues related to usage and protection of insider information.
The approval of the Regulation on Insider Information is aimed to achieve the following
objectives:
 creation of a mechanism for preventing, detecting and suppressing abuses at
organized tenders in the form of unlawful use of insider information and (or) market
manipulation
 protection of the rights and legitimate interests of shareholders and persons engaged
in transactions with securities of the Company
 ensuring fair pricing of financial instruments, foreign currency and (or) goods,
equality of investors and strengthening investor confidence
 ensuring the economic safety of the Company
 control over the activities of insiders on the basis of establishing restrictions on the
use and management of insider information in accordance with the Federal Law requirements
 establishment of general rules on the protection of information constituting the
Company’s insider information.
The Company has formed and approved a list of insider information and keeps a list of
insiders on a regular basis.
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SECTION 7. Production activities
The main kinds of the Company’s activity are:
– production of electricity and thermal energy
– operations on the wholesale market for electricity and capacity
– transmission and sale of thermal energy.
The total installed capacity of electric power plants and boiler plants of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” at December 31, 2020 is:
– electric capacity – 3,134 MW
– thermal capacity – 14,857 Gcal/h
The total length of heat grids is 5,902.3 km in the single-line equivalent.

7.1. Main production indicators
Change in the installed capacity at December 31, 2018–2020

Change in the asset structure of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” at December 31, 2018–2020
HPPs, pieces

2018
20

20

20

Installed electric capacity, MW

2,840

2,939

3,134

10,089

10,103

10,223

198

331

317

174

175

170

Installed thermal capacity, Gcal/h

3,050

4,643

4,634

Heat grids, km

5,341

5,819.0

5,902.2

2,238

2,243.8

1,778.9

0

581.6

1,040.8

Installed thermal capacity, Gcal/h
Boiler plants, pieces
including in lease (including in maintenance)

including in lease
including under concessionary agreements

2019

2020

Description of electric power plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” at
December 31, 2020
Branch

Electric power plant

Belgorod Generation

-

Voronezh Generation
Kursk Generation

Belgorod HPP
GTU HPP “Luch”
Gubkin HPP
Voronezh HPP-1
Voronezh HPP-2
Kursk HPP-1
HPP of NWD in Kursk
Kursk HPP-4
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Installed capacity
electric, MW
thermal, Gcal/h
60.0
360.4
60.0
62.4
29.0
148.0
357.6
1,389.3
127.0
785.0
125.0
904.0
116.9
710.0
4.8
395.0

Branch

Electric power plant

Lipetsk Generation

Lipetsk HPP-2
Elets HPP
Dankov HPP
Orel HPP
Livny HPP
Smolensk HPP-2
Tambov HPP
Tula Region
Alexin HPP
Efremov HPP
Novomoskovsk SDPS
Kaluga Region
Kaluga HPP
Ryazan Region
Dyagilev HPP

Orel Generation
Smolensk Generation
Tambov Generation
Central Generation

Installed capacity
electric, MW
thermal, Gcal/h
1,002.0
515.0

TOTAL

57.0
9.0
330.0
36.0
275.0
235.0

217.6
148.0
725.0
221.7
774.0
947.0

157.0
135.0
233.7

231.0
436.0
302.4

41.8

110.1

229.2
3,133.9

354.0
10,222.9

The installed electric capacity of HPPs in 2020 grew by 194.6 MW to 3,133.9 MW; the
installed thermal capacity of HPPs grew by 119.9 Gcal/h. The change in capacities results from
commissioning of GSU of Voronezh HPP-1, decommissioning of TG-4 (turbine generator) of the
Efremov HPP of “Central Generation” - the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”,
decommissioning of several boiler plants of Voronezh City Networks of Voronezh Generation
and North-eastern Heating Networks of Lipetsk Generation.
Description of boiler plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” at December 31, 2020
Number of boiler plants, pieces
Branch

total

property

concession

lease

Installed capacity, Gcal/h
total

Belgorod Generation
112
4
0
108*
945.8
Voronezh Generation
126
2
124
0
1,776.9
Kursk Generation
4
0
0
4
5.2
Lipetsk Generation
72
11
0
61
1,598.0
Orel Generation
0
0
0
0
0
Smolensk Generation
1
1
0
0
167.6
Tambov Generation
0
0
0
0
0
Central Generation
4
4
0
0
140.1
319
22
124
173
4,633.6
TOTAL
* - including the boiler plant, which was taken on maintenance
** - excluding capacity of the boiler plant, which was taken on maintenance

property

concessio
n

610.3
310.0
0
1,363.5
0
167.6
0
140.1
2,591.5

0
1,466.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,466.9

lease

335.5**
0
5.2
234.5
0
0
0
0
575.2

Description of heat grids of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” at December 31, 2020
Length of heat grids in the single-line equivalent, km
Branch
Belgorod Generation
Voronezh Generation
Kursk Generation
Lipetsk Generation
Orel Generation
Smolensk Generation
Tambov Generation
Central Generation
TOTAL

total
1,132.5
1,251.3
1,026.3
1,458.0
318.7
139.3
429.1
147.1
5,902.3

on balance
25.7
597.6
499.6
928.4
116.3
139.3
429.1
147.1
2,883.1
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in lease
1,090.4
0.4
58.0
436.5
193.6
0
0
0
1,778.9

on
maintenance,
abandoned
16.4
64.9
9.4
93.0
8.9
0
0
0
192.6

concession

588.4
459.2

1,047.6

The change in the description of heat grids is explained by the optimization of the
business outline in the regions attended by the Company, as well as taking of heating networks
in the cities of Voronezh and Kursk on the concession service.
Dynamics of production indicators of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
2018
Generation of electricity, m kWh
ICUF, %
SRFC, g/kWh
Supply of thermal energy from collectors, thous.
Gcal
ICUF, %
SRFC, kg/Gcal

9,746
39
267

2019
10,328
40
256

2020
10,227
37
249

21,509

21,284

21,219

19
158

17
159

16
160

One of the main factors influencing the production performance of the Company is
dependence on climatic factors, which determine the level of thermal load of consumers. The
amount of electricity produced in co-generation mode depends on the level of thermal load of
consumers, which influences the economic efficiency of equipment operation. Besides,
fluctuation of electricity price during a day on the DAM and BM renders material effect on the
equipment load. In 2020, the epidemiological situation as a result of the spread of the
coronavirus infection (COVID-19) influenced seriously the production indicators as well.
Indicators of electricity generation and heat supply by the branches of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020

Branch

Electricity generation,
m kWh

Electricity generation
in co-generation
mode, %

Heat supply, thous. Gcal

Belgorod Generation

634

100

2,305

Voronezh Generation

1,576

78

6,027

Kursk Generation

1,090

94

2,187

Lipetsk Generation

1,076

89

4,154

Orel Generation

971

62

1,147

Smolensk Generation

992

63

1,574

Tambov Generation

637

89

1,254

3,251

37

2,571

10,227

67

21,219

Central Generation
TOTAL
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Distribution of electricity generation between the branches of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” in 2020

Distribution of heat supplies between the generations of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” in 2020

Distribution of productive supply between the branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” in 2020
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Fuel consumption
In 2020, natural gas was supplied to all branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
under long-term natural gas supply contracts with regional representatives of LLC “Gazprom
mezhregiongaz”.
Natural gas, m m3
Black oil fuel, thous. tons
Coal, thous. tons
Blast furnace gas, m m 3

2018
4,827
2
0.1
202

2019
4,862
1
0.4
116

2020
4,780
0.5
0.6
176

Natural gas accounts for almost 100% of total fuel consumption in 2020. Thousandths of
the fuel balance structure are represented by black oil fuel, coal, and blast furnace gas.

7.2 Current sales indicators in terms of market segments
Structure of electricity sales on markets in 2020

The main part of the electricity sales in 2020 was carried out on the “day-ahead” market
(DAM) (79.3%). The sales share under regulated agreements (RA) was 16.1%.
Structure of capacity sales on markets in 2020
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The main part of the capacity sales revenue in 2020 was ensured by CSAs (81.1%).
Capacity supply in forced mode equaled 6.7%. Regulated agreements account for 6.3%, CCO –
5.9%. In such a way, the revenue in the sectors CCO, FM and RA is distributed approximately
in equal parts.
The main factor of the changes in the structure of the capacity revenues is an increase in
the share of capacity sales under CSAs.
The year 2020 revenue under operating CSA facilities against the year 2019 grew by
RUB 2,199.4 m. This is explained, first of all, by commissioning of GSU-223 MW of Voronezh
HPP-1 as from February 1, 2020, as well as increasing readiness of the CSA facilities
commissioned earlier.
Structure of productive supply of thermal energy in 2020

Population ensures the most material share of consumption in the structure of thermal
energy productive supply.
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SECTION 8. Review of financial performance.
The review was prepared based on the audited financial performance of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” for the year ended December 31, 2020 in accordance with Russian
Accounting Standards.
Key indices (m RUB)
Index

2018

2019

2020

Revenue

53,364

55,581

56,627

Operating expenses

46,441

49,564

51,626

EBITDA

909

9,573

9,567

Net profit

969

1,936

1,987

Net profit margin, %

1.8%

3.5%

3.5%

Dynamics of revenue and expenses (m RUB)

8.1 Revenue
Structure of revenue by types of activities (m RUB)
Title
Electricity sale
Capacity sale
Thermal energy sale*
Other revenues

* - taking into account heat carrier medium
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2019

2020

15,264

13,645

12,327

14,389

27,718

28,316

271

277

Structure of revenue by attended regions* (m RUB)

* - taking into account heat carrier medium

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” preserves a stable structure of sales revenue.
Following the performance in 2020, 50% of the revenue were formed through the income
from thermal energy sale (taking into account heat carrier medium), 24.1% are represented by
electricity sale revenue, 25.4% – capacity sale revenue, 0.5% – other revenues.
For 2020, product sale revenue of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” equaled RUB
56,627 m, which is above the year 2019 level by (+) RUB 1,046 m ((+) 1.9%).
The sales amount growth was due to the increased capacity sale revenue by (+) RUB
2,062 m ((+) 16.7%) owing of the amounts of capacity supply under CSA as a result of
commissioning of GSU of Voronezh HPP-1 as from February 1, 2020.

8.2 Expenses
Structure of operating expenses in 2020 (m RUB)
Title

2019

2020

Fuel

25,363

25,493

Purchased energy,
including thermal
energy transmission

7,326

6,912

2,456

2,456

7,256

8,161

Depreciation

3,556

4,566

Industrial works and
services, and other
expenses

3,607

4,038

Repairs-related
expenses
Labor remuneration
and allocations
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The prime cost of sold products for 2020 amounted to RUB 51,626 m, which is above the
year 2019 level by (+) RUB 2,062 m ((+) 4.2%).
The expenses grew against the actual index of the year 2019 mainly due to the
commissioning of GSU of Voronezh HPP-1 as from February 1, 2020.

8.3 Profit
Net profit (loss), m RUB
Net profit margin, %

2018

2019

2020

969

1,936

1,987

1.8%

3.5%

3.5%

The net profit in 2020 was RUB 1,987 m. The profit growth against the year 2019 index
was (+) RUB 51 m or 2.6 %, net profit margin was 3.5%.
EBITDA following 2020 was RUB 9,567 m, which corresponds to the level of the year
2019.
The net profit growth in conditions of the economic crisis as a result of the spread of the
coronavirus infection and isolation regime, and, as a consequence, reduction in electricity
consumption, is explained by the measures held in 2020 to optimize the structure of the
operating equipment and improve the operating performance of the branches and the Company
as a whole.

8.4 Financial indicators
Cash flows (m RUB)
2019

Indices
Net cash inflow on operating activities

2020

5,695.8

6,870.9

Net cash inflow on investment activities

-7,769.4

-5,312.0

Net cash outflow on financial activities

2,174.0

-1,065.4

100.4

493.5

Net inflow of cash and cash equivalents

The net increase in cash and cash equivalents fixed in the reporting period in the amount
of (+) RUB 393.1 m is explained by the following multi-directional factors:


Inflow of cash on operating activities ((+) RUB 6,870.9 m), which was formed
subject to the production and economic activities of the Company, and completion of the actions
on liquidation of subsidiary entities LLC “Lipetsk HGC”, LLC “Voronezh HGC”, LLC “Tambov
HGC”


Outflow of cash on investment activities ((-) RUB 5,312.0 m), which is related
mainly with the completion of construction of CSA facilities

Outflow of cash on financial activities ((-) RUB 1,065.4 m) as a result of reduction
in the amounts of raised credits to fund the operating and investment activities of the Company.
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Liquidity and solvency indicators
Recommended
value

2019

2020

Change

Net fixed assets index

<=0.9

2.10

2.02

- 0.08

Current liquidity ratio

˃2

0.45

0.52

0.07

˃0.8

0.36

0.43

0.07

Liquidity and solvency indicators

Quick asset ratio

The net fixed assets index fell by (-) 0.08 against 2019. The index changed as a result of
the growth of capital and reserves by (+) 5.58% mainly due to the uncovered loss reduction and
non-current assets reassessment.
The current liquidity ratio grew by (+) 0.07 against 2019. The index increased as a result
of:
- a reduction in the short-term liabilities by (-) 10.77% mainly due to a reduction in debts
on credits maturing “during 12 months after the reporting date”;
- a growth of current assets by (+) 3.13% against 2019 mainly due to an increase in the
amount of cash and cash equivalents by (+) 43.84% and reduction in stocks by (-) 10.15% in
connection with the completion of the construction of CSA facilities.
The quick asset ratio grew by (+) 0.07 against 2019. The index increased slightly mainly
as a result of short-term liabilities reduction by (-) 10.77% against the previous period.
Financial stability indicators
Financial stability indicators
Equity-assets ratio
Financial leverage

Recommended
value

2019

2020

Change

˃0.5

0.42

0.43

0.01

1.41

1.32

- 0.09

<1

The equity-assets ratio actually did not change against the year 2019. At the end of
2020, the indicator value is 0.43, which is close to the recommended level.
The financial leverage fell immaterially in 2020 by (-) 0.09 against 2019, but exceeds the
recommended value. The main influence on the index change was rendered by the growth of
capital and reserves by (+) 5.58% due to the uncovered loss reduction.
Efficiency indicators
Efficiency indicators

2019

2020

Change

Receivables turnover, times

7.58

7.66

0.08

Payables turnover, times

9.14

9.35

0.21

The receivables turnover grew for 2020 by (+) 0.08 against 2019.
The payables turnover grew for 2020 by (+) 0.21 against 2019.
The main influence on the change of the turnover indices was rendered by a slight
revenue growth by 1.88 in 2020.
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SECTION 9. Investment activities
9.1 Priority investment projects (PIPs)
Successful implementation of the Investment Program as regards commissioning of new
efficient facilities and provision of reliability and operability of the existing equipment is one of
priority lines of activities of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
The main purposes of the Company’s Investment Program:
 Expansion and renovation of equipment of the Company’s electric power plants with
application of the effective technologies corresponding to modern technical and ecological
requirements
 Enhancement of reliability and stability of production and supply of energy to
consumers in regions, improvement of quality of products and services delivered by the
Company
 Increase in supply of electricity and thermal energy to meet the growing demand,
creation of the basis for social and economic development of the regions, in the territory of
which the Company carries out its activities
 Reduction in specific consumption of fuel for production of thermal energy and
electricity, implementation of the energy efficiency and energy saving policy
 Strengthening of competitive positions of the Company in the electricity industry
market during the period of its liberalization, increase in profitability of the Company
Dynamics of capital expenditure in 2020

Structure of capital expenditure on the priority investment projects in 2020

Facility

CSA facilities
Dyagilev HPP
Alexin HPP
Voronezh HPP-1
Smolensk HPP-2 TG No.3
Smolensk HPP-2 TG No.2
Tambov HPP TG No.8
Facilities besides CSA
TOTAL priority investment projects:

Amount of funding,
m RUB, VAT
included*
1,862
6
72
1,767
15
1
1
44
1,906

*subject to capitalized interest for application of credit resources
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Capital expenditure
assimilated,
m RUB, VAT excluded*
1,412
0
16
1,385
9
1
1
16
1,428

Fixed assets
commissioned,
m RUB, VAT
excluded
18,327
0
3
18,324
0
0
0
1
18,328

CSA facilities
In December 2010, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” signed capacity supply
agreements (CSAs), according to which the Company undertakes to build almost 1,000 MW of
new facilities. At December 31, 2020, all nine plants of 985 MW in total installed capacity were
commissioned and supply capacity under CSAs.
As at the end of 2019, GSU-223 MW was tested comprehensively at the CSA facility
GSU-223 MW of Voronezh HPP-1. On December 31, 2019 the Company obtained the
statement of conformity (SC) from the Federal Service for Ecological, Technological and
Nuclear Inspection (Rostekhnadzor) in respect of the constructed CSA facility – GSU-223 MW
of Voronezh HPP-1.
As from February 1, 2020, the 223 MW gas and steam unit was put into operation at
Voronezh HPP-1. The plant is expected to generate over 1,300 m kWh annually. Currently, after
commissioning of the facility, it has become possible to decommission obsolete equipment and
improve the plant efficiency.
Facility

GSU-223 MW of Voronezh HPP-1
(Voronezh Region)

Equipment composition

- 4 gas turbine units LM6000 PD Sprint made by General Electric of 45.297 MW in
capacity
- 2 steam turbine units made by JSC “Kaluga Turbine Plant”
- 4 waste heat recovery boilers made by JSC “ZiO” (Podolsk Machine Building
Plant)
- 5 boosting compressor stations made by GEA Refrigeration Italy, S.p.A.
- unit gas conditioning station made by CJSC “UROMGAZ.”
February 1, 2020

Beginning
output

of

capacity

CCORen facilities (competitive capacity outtake for the projects of equipment
renovation)
In March and August 2019, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” applied for participation
in the selection of projects for the renovation of generating equipment of heat power plants and
commissioning of renovated facilities in 2024 and 2025 respectively.
Following the selections of the renovation projects, which were held in accordance with
the provisions of Decree No.43 of the Russian Federation Government of January 25, 2019, the
following renovation projects were included in the list of those to be implemented:
No.

HPP

1. Smolensk HPP-2

2. Smolensk HPP-2

3. Tambov HPP

4. Voronezh HPP-1

Plant No.

Main implemented measures

- replacement of steam turbine
by new turbine;
- replacement of turbine
generator
TG-2
- replacement of steam turbine
by new turbine;
- replacement of turbine
generator
TG-8
- replacement of steam turbine
by new turbine;
- replacement of turbine
generator
TG-7, TG-8 - replacement of steam

Dates of
Dates of
removing
commissioning
equipment out of equipment after
service for
renovation
renovation

TG-3
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August 1, 2023

December 1,
2024

August 1, 2024

December 1,
2025

August 1, 2024

December 1,
2025

February 1, 2025

December 1,

turbines by one new turbine;
- replacement of turbine
generator

2025

The equipment with material accumulated life period and exhausted performance period
was chosen for the participation in the selection of the renovation projects. The projects stipulate
not only replacement of main generating equipment, but also renewal of auxiliary thermal
mechanical and electrical engineering equipment.
As a result of the renovation, the life of the equipment will be recovered. Besides, the
implementation of the projects envisages enhancement of capacity of generating equipment,
improvement of its efficiency and reliability.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

HPP

Smolensk HPP-2
Smolensk HPP-2
Tambov HPP
Voronezh HPP-1

Plant No.

TG-3
TG-2
TG-8
TG-7, TG-8

Electric capacity
before renovation,
MW
110
105
110
2*14=28

Electric capacity
after renovation, MW

Capacity increase,
MW

130
130
130
30

+20
+25
+20
+2

In accordance with the terms of the projects implementation, the investments in the
project will be returned during 16 years upon commissioning of the renovated equipment. The
return on investments will be performed through the increased payment for capacity of the new
equipment.
The primary budgets for the implementation of the renovation projects, which were
approved by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020, are as
follows:
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

HPP
Smolensk HPP-2
Smolensk HPP-2
Tambov HPP
Voronezh HPP-1

Plant No.
TG-3
TG-2
TG-8
TG-7, TG-8

Primary budgets for the projects implementation, m RUB (VAT
included)
1,937.4
2,160.7
2,268.0
720.0

The actions started to be implemented under those projects that passed the selection. In
particular, as to the project of the reconstruction of Smolensk HPP-2, the survey of the structural
units of the building and structures of the turbine house of the main building and transformer T-3
was performed, and the complex of the works to strengthen the crane substructures of the
turbine house was performed. Arrangements are made within the preparatory phase of the
project performance. The survey and design work contract was concluded for the reconstruction
of TG-3; the survey and design work contract was concluded for the reconstruction of the directcurrent panels DCP No.1 and DCP No.2. The statements of work were elaborated for the
manufacturing and delivery of main generating equipment. As to the project of the
reconstruction of Tambov HPP, the survey and design work contract was prepared for the
reconstruction of the direct-current panels DCP No.1.

9.2 Retooling, reconstruction and development program
The retooling, reconstruction and development program (RRD Program) of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” is aimed to improve reliability of energy equipment, ensure safety
and efficiency of production, renovate heat grids, connect new consumers, and enhance quality
of power supply for consumers.
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As to the Company’s generating facilities, the main actions of the RRD Program are
related with prolongation of the life of equipment at the existing competitive plants, removal of
technological constraints as to delivery of electricity and capacity.
The crucial projects of the program in terms of generation – optimization of the heat
supply system of Gubkin city district, including re-equipment of Gubkin HPP, renovation of gas
turbine units GTU No.2 of GT HPP Luch in the city of Belgorod, reconstruction of GTU No.2 of
HPP of NWD in the city of Kursk, renovation of GTU with installation of renovated units and
components at Livny HPP, reconstruction (inspection B1) of GTU-1 of Dyagilev HPP and
reconstruction (major inspection) of GTU of Novomoskovsk SDPS in the branch “Central
Generation.”
The engineering modification of steam boiler TP-15 at p. No.6 of Kursk HPP-1,
renovation of turbine unit at p. No.TG-5 of energy facility No.1 of Orel HPP, and reconstruction
of boiler unit at p. No.9 with replacement of the chambers of Tambov HPP were implemented. In
the branch “Smolensk Generation”, the faults noted in the remarks of Rostekhnadzor
concerning reconstruction of the equipment of the chemical shop and fuel feed section at
Smolensk HPP-2 were eliminated; the gas equipment of the boilers of the boiler shop of the
Production Enterprise “Smolensk HPP-2” was brought into compliance with the Rules of Safety
of Gas Distribution and Gas Consumption Networks.
The thermal grid sector of the Company went through the construction of new heat grids
and relaying of worn-out ones to change the transmission capacity and improve the heat supply
reliability. Within this framework, over 68.5 km of worn-out heat grids (in the single-line
equivalent) were replaced using modern insulating materials, and 5.9 km of new ones were
constructed using the funds obtained as a result of connection of consumers to grids.
The crucial projects in terms of the heat grid sector – renovation of heat grids in all
regions of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, including within the framework of the
concessionary agreement in the city of Voronezh, reconstruction of Pobedy Avenue in the city
of Lipetsk, reconstruction of section No.3 in the city of Smolensk, purchase of new equipment
for repairs and maintenance of heat grids in the cities of Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk, Smolensk,
Ryazan, Efremov, and Novomoskovsk.
Overall indices of performance of the RRD Program of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” for 2018 – 2020:
m RUB

9.3 Repairs activities
Implementation of the repairs program in 2020 was aimed to ensure reliability and
efficiency of energy production with optimal labor and financial costs. Here, the following results
were obtained:
– Prolongation of the equipment life was ensured for the following calendar period
– Keeping the engineering and economic indicators of equipment operation on the level
of standard ones was ensured
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– Compensation actions based on the results of the production safety inspections were
implemented
– Plan for the preparation for the autumn and winter period 2020 – 2021 was met; the
certificate of readiness for the autumn and winter period 2020 – 2021 was obtained
Repair costs for the period from 2018 to 2020, (m RUB, VAT excluded):
Equipment type
Boilers
Turbines
Thermal mechanical equipment
Electrical engineering equipment
Equipment of heat grid entities
Heat grids
Buildings

2018

2019

2020

197
296
465
221
124
666
125

200
318
557
297
147
738
224

219
266
609
318
155
758
155

TOTAL:

2,094

2,481

2,479

In 2020, according to the plan, the following scope of repairs work was implemented:
– 24 capital/medium repairs of boiler units of 4,055 t/h in productivity
– 8 capital/medium repairs of turbine units of 406.5 MW in total capacity
– 10 capital repairs of water heating boilers of 680 Gcal/h in total heating capacity
– 79 routine repairs of boiler units with total productivity of 11,729.3 t/h and 61 routine
repairs of turbine units of 2,688.9 MW in total capacity
– 102 routine repairs of water heating boilers with total thermal capacity of 6,522.8
Gcal/hour
– Comprehensive repairs of auxiliary thermal mechanical equipment for the amount of
RUB 609 m, of electrical engineering equipment for the amount of RUB 318 m
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SECTION 10. Social responsibility
10.1 Human resources policy
Main lines in the human resources policy
The most important factor determining the efficient performance of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” is a highly qualified and motivated staff.
The human resources policy implemented by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is
based on the following principles:
 Compliance with the Company’s objectives. Recruiting the best professionals in the
existing labor market and their retention in the Company
 Unconditional compliance with the Russian laws requirements
 Provision of safe work conditions
 Quality. Ensuring the compliance of the management processes with the Company’s
internal standards and best practices
 Efficiency and economic feasibility. Correlation of the performance and costs,
minimization of financial costs and working hours of the employees involved
 Use of the Company’s candidates pool as a priority human resource
 Social partnership between employees and the employer as the basis for social
stability and efficient performance of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, mutual responsibility
of the parties for the work results
 Reward for work based on the achieved results, provision of social privileges and
guarantees
 Ensuring of equality of opportunities for all employees
Unconditionally complying with these principles, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
implements step by step the programs aimed to motivate the personnel for the high-productive
work and provide a competitive level of salary, create conditions for professional improvement,
ensure priorities in career growth for the best employees, and recruit and keep talented young
employees and experienced skilled specialists in the Company.
The Company strives to provide all employees with equal opportunities to fulfill their
potential in the work process, ensure fair assessment of their work, recruit and promote on the
basis of professional abilities, knowledge, and skills.
The Company is focused on the establishment of long-term labor relations with each
employee, based on the compliance with the requirements of labor laws and allowing an
employee to put in practice the existing level of professional competence fully.
Within the framework of the Company’s human resources policy, the following priority
tasks were identified for 2020:
1) Recruiting highly skilled and young specialists who are able to ensure the
implementation of the Company’s goals
2) Development of social partnership in the Company
3) Development of competences and professional improvement of personnel
4) Ensuring of competitive terms of labor payment, motivation, and social guarantees
5) Improvement of the prestige of the profession of a worker
The Company continues active work with young people. Young specialists participate in
the scientific, social, cultural, and health improvement life of the Company and the sector as a
whole, represent the Company at external events, contribute to the development of the
Company’s brand.
In 2020, young professionals took part in the following youth events:
- a team of 7 people - in the Forum of Communities of Young Professionals “Acceleration
2020”; of them, two participants became the attendees of the line “Media Track” (with the
support of the International Information Agency “Russia Today”)
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- 2 employees presented their projects in the All-Russian Competition among Young
Specialists “New Idea” for the best research and technology among young people of enterprises
and organizations of the fuel and energy complex
- 8 people took part in the conference of the Community of Young Engineers of the Fuel
and Energy Complex, 3 of them made reports on the topic “Sustainable Development”
- a team of 4 people took part in the international championship “CASE-IN” (League of
Young Professionals)
The case championship among young employees of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
under the brand of the International Engineering Championship “CASE-IN” was held for young
specialists of the branches and the executive office of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” (36
people). The young specialists also got involved in the activities of working groups with the
support of the Coordination Council for the Development of Communities of Young
Professionals under the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation, took part in the All-Russian
Challenge #было_стало (#was_is), which was launched by the “Young Engineers of the Fuel
and Energy Complex” community.
In order to develop the youth policy, a youth community “New Energy” was created in
2020, which unites young specialists all over the Company, contributes to their professional
development and experience exchange between the branches. Within the framework of the
community, educational materials are published, webinars are held by the Company’s experts
(in 2020, 5 webinars were arranged for young professionals).
The priority line is involvement of young promising specialists in the production process.
To do this, the Company’s branches allocate places to pass production and pre-diploma
practical training for students of local universities and colleges. In the reporting year, 163
students of higher and secondary educational institutions passed practical training with the
Company’s production units. The representatives of the Company regularly take part in the
vacancy fairs of regional higher educational institutions; in the reporting year, 6 employees of
the Company took part in the commissions on defense of graduation works. The human
relations services of the branches conduct active career guidance work with schoolchildren,
students of colleges and universities, including acquaintance with the production units of the
Company. 87 students and schoolchildren took part in excursions to the production units of the
Company.
Traditionally, the Company applies coaching in relation to newly hired young specialists
and workers who do not have job experience in the profession. Totally for the year 2020, 93
coaches of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” from among the most experienced specialists
and workers trained 89 young specialists at workplaces.
One of the important areas of activity in the field of human resources management of the
Company is the preservation of the personnel potential through targeted continuous training,
development, professional growth, and building of a career for key employees.
In order to ensure reliable succession in the process of occupying managerial positions in
the Company, much attention is paid to the work with the candidates pool.
As at December 31, 2020, the Company’s candidates pool amounted to 574 people, of
which 329 people were in the immediate candidates pool, 245 – in the future-oriented
candidates pool. As from the formation of the candidates pool, 53 employees have been
appointed to target positions.
The Company actively uses the methods of non-financial motivation of personnel –
presenting departmental and corporate awards for professionalism, faithful discharge of work
duties and contribution to the development of the fuel and energy complex of the Russian
Federation.
Awarding of 52 employees of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” the Certificates of
Honor and Commendations of the RF Ministry of Energy in 2020 for great personal contribution
to the ensuring of stability and failure-free operation of production processes in the period of
restrictive measures related with the spread of the new coronavirus infection COVID-19 is of
particular note.
In 2020, 861 employees of the Company in total were presented with various awards,
including:
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105 employees – with awards of the RF Ministry of Energy, including: 2 employees were
awarded the Medal “For Merits in the Development of the Fuel and Energy Complex”, I degree,
4 employees – the Medal “For Merits in the Development of the Fuel and Energy Complex”, II
degree; 1 employee was awarded the title “Honored Employee of the Fuel and Energy
Complex”, 3 employees were awarded the title “Honored Power Engineer”; 38 employees
received Certificates of Honor; 57 employees were awarded Commendations;
111 employees received the Company’s awards, including: 3 employees were awarded
the title “Honored Employee of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, 6 people were listed on the
Board of Honor of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, 46 people were awarded the
Certificates of Honor of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, 40 employees were awarded
Commendations of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.” Besides, in order to award the most
active young specialists of the Company, the corporate award was arranged – the title “Leader
of New Energy”, which was given to 16 employees.
The rest of the awarded employees were recommended for the awards of the RF
constituent entities at the location of the branches, and awards of the branches.
Staff number
The average number of the Company’s staff for 2020 was 11,875 people. The growth in
relation to the actual figure of 2019 amounted to 188 people (1.6%) as a result of the formation
of a new production subdivision “City Heat Grids” in the branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” – “Voronezh Generation” within the framework of the concessionary agreement and
employing the personnel from MPE “Voronezhteploset” (municipal public enterprise). At the
same time, the Company continued to optimize the staff number in order to improve labor
productivity.
Behavior of the average number (people)

Staff turnover
Preservation of the personnel potential of the Company is performed by way of
preservation of the quality of the existing personnel and keeping it on a high level, as well as by
way of recruiting promising specialists in the Company, and creation of conditions for their
retention.
In 2020, staff turnover in the Company fell compared to 2019 from 6.2% to 5.9%. At the
same time, the turnover index continues to remain at a natural level, contributing to a balanced
renewal of the team and causing no significant economic losses associated with understaffing
and time spent on selecting candidates and filling vacant positions.
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Behavior of the staff turnover (people)

Staff structure by categories
The staff structure by categories went through slight changes related with the processes
of the staff optimization performed by the Company, and harmonization of the organizational
charts and staff list: percentage ratio of managers grew (from 16.1% to 16.3%), the same
concerns specialists/office staff (from 20.8% to 21.1%); percentage ratio of workers fell (from
63.1% to 62.6%).
Behavior of the staff structure in terms of categories (%)

Staff age structure
The Company’s staff structure is sufficiently stable in terms of age.
In the reporting year, the age structure of the Company’s staff changed as follows: the
share of employees aged 18 – 35 years old fell (by 1%); at the same time, the share of
employees aged 35 – 50 years old grew (by 0.5%) and the share of employees aged over 50
years old grew (by 0.5%); the number of working pensioners grew (by 4.6%). The average age
of the Company’s employees did not change and is 47 years old.
Behavior of the staff age structure (%)
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Staff structure by education
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is distinguished by a high level of the qualitative
structure of its employees. In the reporting year, the number of employees with higher education
grew (by 0.6%) and the number of employees with initial vocational education grew (by 0.5%).
At the same time, the number of employees with general education fell (by 1%).
29 employees have scientific degrees.
Behavior of the staff structure in terms of education level (%)

Training and skills improvement
The Company creates necessary conditions for its employees to improve the level of
professional knowledge and skills constantly and systematically.
In 2020, 2,451 employees (20.3% of the payroll number of the Company) improved their
qualification, passed training or re-training, including 901 managers (45.7% of the payroll
number of managers), 446 specialists (17.5% of the payroll number of specialists) and 1,104
workers (14.6% of the payroll number of workers). The expenses for employees training in
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2020 were RUB 19.7 m.
Behavior of the staff structure in terms of qualification level (people)

The priority lines of training and development of the Company’s staff in 2020 were:
– Compulsory training of the personnel stipulated by the Rules of Work with Personnel in
Electricity Industry Organizations of the Russian Federation (Order No.49 of the Ministry of
Fuel and Energy Industry of the Russian Federation dated February 19, 2000) and Order
No.37 of Rostekhnadzor “On the order of training and performance evaluation of personnel of
the organizations supervised by the Federal Service for Ecological, Technological and Nuclear
Inspection” dated January 29, 2007
– Improvement of qualification under additional vocational training programs of specialists
and managers
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– Training of employees working with the consumers of services of the Company
(population)
The priority line of educating the production personnel was engineering and productionrelated training of operations personnel in the following lines:
– Provision of reliability of operation of power plants electrical equipment
– Gas turbine and gas steam technologies in the energy industry
– Prevention of failures of steam turbines and units
– Implementation of new scientific and engineering lines on separate issues of reliability
and safety in the energy industry
– Prevention of injuries and occupational safety management (International Standard
OHSAS 18001:1999 “Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series”)
– Application of the international quality-ensuring standards and tools in sectors and lines
of activities
Payment for labor and motivation of staff
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” pursues a motivation policy that stipulates
competitive salaries which are proportionate to the obtained production results, and social
guarantees for employees.
The system of remunerations and compensations of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
is based on a unified system of labor remuneration – a continuous system of levels, according
to which each position and profession, depending on the complexity and significance of the
works performed, is provided with the respective degree of labor remuneration.
The principle of transparency and internal justice is observed: employees receive fair
remuneration in comparison with other employees within the Company, as well as with the
employees performing similar duties in other entities of the sector in the regions where the
Company operates.
The main normative documents regulating the system of labor remuneration of the
Company’s employees are the Labor Code of the Russian Federation, Collective Agreement,
Standard of the Entity “Labor remuneration of employees of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.” General provisions”, and other local regulatory documents.
The application of these normative documents allows to:
– ensure the unity of the payment systems for employees of the branches of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” (taking into account technological differences)
– regulate payments to the Company’s employees in accordance with the norms of the
Labor Code of the Russian Federation
– differentiate the payment for labor of the Company’s employees taking into account the
complexity and responsibility of labor.
As from 2020, the new Collective Agreement of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for
2020-2022 was put into effect, which governs social and labor relations, establishes benefits
and guarantees aimed at financial and social support for the Company’s employees. A feature
of the new Collective Agreement in terms of financial incentives for employees became the
synchronization of wage indexation with rates indexation.
The priority tasks in the field of labor remuneration of the Company’s employees in 2020
were:
– rational use of the salary budget, improvement of the planning quality
– improvement of the mechanism for assessing the labor contribution of employees,
quality of the work performed by them
– building of a labor motivation system based on the compliance with key performance
indicators (KPI)
– formation of additional forms of incentives for the personnel of key categories and
positions subsequent to the results of work and production competitions
– labor productivity improvement
These priority tasks were fulfilled through the following incentive programs:
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– labor stimulation based on the results of compliance with KPI in the divisions and the
Company: in order to improve the Company’s performance, a system of encouraging the staff
for productive work was updated through the introduction of the KPI system
– formation of a mechanism for revision of official salaries based on the employees’
performance
– implementation of labor stimulation programs for the staff in key categories and
positions
– encouragement of employees for participation in the solution of particularly important
and strategic tasks of the Company
The future-oriented area in the field of ensuring the Company’s sustainable development
in 2020 was the improvement of labor productivity.
The labor productivity of employees (revenue/average number) in 2020 amounted to
RUB 4,769 thous./pers., which is by 0.3% more than in the previous year (taking into account
the actions under the concessionary agreement in the city of Voronezh).
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” provides employees with a competitive salary. In
accordance with the Collective Agreement of the Company, PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” indexes salaries yearly. In connection with the growth of the consumer prices, in
2020, the minimum monthly labor rate of the 1st category worker increased by 3.7% compared
to 2019, which was the main factor of the average salary growth in PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.”
The average salary of the employees of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is quite
competitive in comparison with the salaries established in the regions attended by the
Company in 2020.
The implemented labor stimulation policy allows to:
• form loyalty of employees towards the Company
• increase the effectiveness and productivity of labor
• ensure the focus of employees’ actions on the implementation of strategic goals and
tasks.
The strategic tasks for the year 2021 regarding the labor remuneration and motivation of
employees are:
– compliance with the obligations stipulated by the Collective Agreement and local
normative regulations of the Company
– development of the system of financial stimulation of employees for the compliance
with KPI
– introduction of advanced practices for defining and differentiating the constant
component of the salary for different categories of employees
– improvement of labor productivity of employees

10.2 Social policy
Social partnership
The Company’s activities are focused on the social partnership of the employer and
employees.
In particular, an active dialogue is conducted with the trade union organization aimed to
protect the rights and interests of employees, bring them into balance with the employer’s
goals. Representatives of the trade union participated in the consideration of all significant
social and labor issues – from the implementation of structural changes to the changes in the
field of working hours and remuneration.
The analysis of the fulfillment of obligations by the parties to the Collective Agreement
shows that all the declared social partnership goals were met in 2020 in full.
Besides, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” continued to cooperate closely with AllRussian Industry Association of Employers – Energy Suppliers (RaPE) in 2020, the purpose of
which is to represent the interests of employers of the industry, including in relations with trade
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unions, government and local authorities, assist employers in maintaining social stability in
labor teams and ensure information support in the social labor sphere.
Social policy
The social policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, as an element of its general
human resources policy, is aimed both to resolve key tasks in the field of personnel
management (recruit and retain qualified personnel, increase labor productivity) and achieve the
Company’s goals (in particular, improve the economic performance).
The main normative documents regulating payment of benefits, guarantees, and
compensations in the Company are the Collective Agreement, Regulation of the Process
“Payment of benefits, guarantees, and compensations to employees of the branches of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”, Regulation of the Process “Rendering financial assistance and
making of other similar payments to non-working pensioners of the branches of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation.”
In accordance with these normative acts, the priority social tasks in 2020 were:
• ensuring the safety of labor of employees, maintaining proactive attitude, and career
longevity of employees
• protection of employees’ health, prevention of diseases, and provision of medical
assistance to employees
• financial assistance to employees or members of their families
• provision of the benefits which take into account the peculiarities of the entity and the
work functions performed
• partial payment for holiday tours of employees and members of their families to
sanatoriums, health and recreation resorts, and children's holiday camps
• organization of mass cultural events and physical training activities
• financial support of the Company’s pensioners
In 2020, the employees of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” took part in the mini
football tournament, chess competition (in the remote mode) among the companies of the fuel
and energy complex, as well as in online sports competitions and work-outs “Vmarafone” (In
marathon) arranged with the aid of the RF Ministry of Energy.
In 2020, the Company became the participant in the project “Labor dynasties – 100 years
in the electric energy sector”, which is arranged by the Association “ERA of Russia” with the
support of the RF Ministry of Energy, within the framework of which 10 labor dynasties of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” are represented.
The aim of the implementation of the social policy is for the Company to achieve
sustainable development and improve reliability of its operations.
Systemic actions of the social support of personnel held in the Company ensure keeping
of the positive atmosphere in the team, formation of the positive image of the Company on the
market of the attended regions, reduction in losses of work time, and, as a result, number of
faults in the operation of equipment. The 2020 work results show that the Company’s team is
able to ensure operation and maintenance of equipment with due level of reliability.
The strategic tasks for 2021 as to the social policy are:
- preservation of a high level of social partnership;
- unconditional bilateral compliance with the obligations stipulated by the new Collective
Agreement, as well as the development of relevant lines in the social policy: medical attendance
of personnel, sanitation and housekeeping support of working conditions;
- development of physical culture and health improvement work
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10.3 Occupational safety
Occupational safety, on-the-job injuries and occupational diseases
The Company’s policy in the field of the occupational safety is aimed to improve working
conditions, prevent on-the-job injuries and occupational diseases. The work in this sphere is
held according to the governmental normative requirements of occupational safety, labor laws
and statutory and regulatory enactments containing the employment and labor statutes.
The total expenses of the Company to ensure safe labor conditions and occupational
safety in 2020 were RUB 164 m.
Behavior of occupational safety costs (m RUB):

The level of occupational safety costs in 2020 increased against the year 2019 mainly
due to the implementation of the actions to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection
COVID-19 (the expenses for purchase of individual protective devices for respiratory organs
and hands, disinfecting agents, skin sanitizers and related dosing units, no-contact
thermometers and devices (systems) of employees temperature control, expenses for medical
services for testing employees for the coronavirus infection, etc.).
In addition, in accordance with the applicable statutes and regulations, a set of measures
for occupational safety and human resources relations are systematically implemented. They do
not require funding (costs), but produce a good result on the occupational safety condition.
The main constant lines of the Company’s activity in the field of maintenance of healthy
conditions and occupational safety:
1. Ensuring safety of employees when maintaining buildings, structures, equipment,
when implementing production (technological) processes, and when using tools and materials
applied in the production process, including:
– implementation of inspections (internal control) of production units as regards
condition of occupational safety, fire and industrial safety (holding of Occupational Safety and
Fire Prevention Days, walk-round checks and inspections of workplaces, etc.)
– cooperation with the governmental supervising authorities concerning observance of
the labor laws and occupational safety, fire safety, safe operation of equipment, buildings and
structures (compliance with instructions, scheduled work (registration, survey, permits to
commission), etc.)
– cooperation with contracting organizations as regards maintenance of safe conditions
of performance of works in new construction, retooling, and reconstruction, renovation, repairs
and maintenance
– development and revision of industrial instructions, instructions on occupational
safety and fire safety, holding of all kinds of instructing, emergency prevention and fireprevention trainings
– organization of holding tests of tools and devices, protection equipment
– purchase of posters and safety signs, traffic signs, plans (posters) of evacuation and
propaganda products
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2. Training and performance appraisal of personnel, including:
– training of employees in safe methods and ways of performance of works, first-aid
treatment of an industrial victim
– holding of onsite training, training in substitutability
– special training (study of reviews of accidents and technological breaks, study of the
changes made to technological schemes and equipment, examination of executive documents,
analysis of deviations from a technological process, training with use of simulators)
– additional vocational training and improvement of professional skills
– examinations in requirements of instructions, effective standards and rules
3. Provision of employees with protection equipment, tools and facilities, including:
– special clothes, special footwear, and other individual protection equipment, including
protection against thermal risks of electric arc
– electrical safety devices, special tools and facilities, equipment of collective
protection
– provision with washing agents and detergents
4. Holding of sanitary and hygienic actions, including:
– holding of special assessment of work conditions at work places
– holding of preliminary and periodic medical surveys
– purchase of first-aid sets
– maintenance of first-aid posts, holding of vaccination among personnel
– holding of pre-trip/after-trip medical examinations
– provision of respective personnel with treatment-and-prophylactic food
5. Improvement of the general working conditions and implementation of actions aimed to
reduce the level of injuries, including:
– holding of repairs of amenities, catering premises, premises of workplaces of
operations personnel
– equipment of workplaces with climatic equipment
– purchase of electrical household appliances (refrigerators, pots, hot plates, etc.)
– provision of personnel with potable water.
Structure of occupational safety costs in 2020 (m RUB)

Provision of personnel with protective equipment, tools and facilities
The Company’s employees are provided with modern protective equipment, necessary
tools and facilities in accordance with the applicable rules and regulations. When protective
tools are selected, not only their protective properties against hazards are taken into account,
but also usability; in this connection priority is given to the latest developments in this field.
The Company pays special attention to the issues of provision of respective personnel
with washing agents and detergents (soap and liquid detergents, cleansing, regenerating and
protective creams, etc.)
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Fire safety actions
In 2020, like in the previous years, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” implemented the
following major tasks and measures in the field of fire safety:
– Appropriate organizational and administrative documentation was additionally issued
for branches’ preparation for the spring-summer fire season and personnel’s actions in the
period of abnormally high temperature of outside air
– Production divisions of branches held fire and tactical exercises in accordance with
the schedules approved and agreed upon with EMERCOM (as agreed upon with EMERCOM
subdivisions; in connection with the implemented restrictions (COVID-19), the exercises were
held independently in a number of cases)
– Work to improve the level of fire prevention, timely detection and correction of
violations of fire safety requirements, development of fire safety measures and maintenance of
fire prevention mode is constantly held
Production control system in the field of industrial safety
Production control is carried out in accordance with the requirements of federal laws in
the field of industrial safety and the Regulation on Production Control over Compliance with
Industrial Safety Requirements at Hazardous Production Facilities of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation.”
Based on the requirements of the above Regulation, the Company’s branches arranged
production control over compliance with industrial safety requirements at hazardous production
facilities, issued orders for appointment of the persons responsible for implementation of
production control and compliance with the requirements of industrial safety at hazardous
production facilities.
Additionally, each Company’s branch, subject to its specific organizational structure,
peculiarities of the hazardous production facilities and conditions of their operation, elaborated
and approved Regulations on Production Control over Compliance with the Requirements of the
Production Safety at Hazardous Production Facilities of the Company’s Branches in the
established procedure.
Information on the special assessment of working conditions
As at December 31, 2020, special assessment of working conditions (SAWC) was held
for more than 99% of workplaces. Less than 1% is represented by newly arranged workplaces,
the special assessment of work conditions in respect of which will be held in 2021 within the
timeframes, as set out by laws.
Measures outlined based on the results of SAWC are held within the established periods
of time. There are no measures with expired time for their implementation.
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SECTION 11. Ecological policy
11.1 Environmental protection
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” carries out electricity and thermal energy production
activities. In this connection, the primary tasks of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in the
sphere of ecological policy are:
- minimization of negative influence of CHPPs on the environment
- observance of the nature protection laws
- performance of the nature protection actions stipulated by the requirements of
instructions of supervising authorities:

Territorial Administration of Rosprirodnadzor (Federal Service for
Supervision of Natural Resource Use) of the Russian Federation

Territorial Administration of Rostekhnadzor (Federal Service for Ecological,
Technological and Nuclear Inspection) of the Russian Federation

Territorial Administration of Rospotrebnadzor (Federal Service for
Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare) of the Russian
Federation

Authorities of the environmental prosecutor’s office
In order to solve the outlined tasks, the persons responsible for compliance with nature
protection laws are appointed in each branch and production unit from among the first
managers by way of issuing an order. The branches have the environment protection services
(sectors), in which ecological engineers work to arrange the nature protection actions,
implement control over the impact of the branches’ production facilities on the environment, and
keep reports.
The production units of the branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” have nature
protection normative approvals: permits to emit pollutants into the atmosphere, decisions to
provide water facilities for use, water use agreements, permits to discharge pollutants into water
facilities, and documents on approval of the norms for formation of waste and limits for their
disposal, and declarations on the impact on the environment. Production and consumption
waste treatment instructions were elaborated and approved.
The “Plans of performance of the actions ensuring compliance with the requirements of
legislative acts and normative enactments on the environment preservation” were developed to
decrease the negative influence of the production units of the branches of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” on the environment, the main principles of which are:
- technological retooling and gradual decommissioning of out-of-date equipment,
implementation of modern applied technologies in the process of production and delivery of
thermal energy and electricity
- monitoring of impact on the environment in the territory of production facilities location:
examination of the atmospheric air and noise level on the border of the sanitary protective zone,
examination of emissions at sources, examination of underground water in the places of waste
disposal, sewage and water of surface water facilities
- holding of repairs of nature protection facilities and equipment to ensure observance by
the Company of the nature protection laws
- planning of the nature protection actions and control over their implementation
- rational use of water resources by thermal power plants
- training of personnel in the field of the environment protection
- other actions aimed to minimize impact of production facilities on the environment.
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Current costs of the environment protection, m RUB
Indicator
Current costs of the environment
including:
- protection of water resources and lands
- protection of the atmosphere air
- waste disposal
- other areas

protection,

total,

2018

2019

2020

108.2

115.7

140.2

78.0
14.2
15.8
0.2

80.3
14.4
17.9
3.1

94.6
16.9
24.3
4.4

Within the framework of the “Year of Ecology” announced in 2020 in PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”, a set of the actions aimed to protect waters, atmosphere air, lands, improve
qualification in the field of the environment protection were implemented, such as:
- designing of the transfer of the boiler plant along Oktyabrskaya Street in the city of
Lipetsk to the mode of the pumping plant
- pre-plan study (involving the expert organization) of water treatment and sewage
purification systems of the Production Enterprise “Tambov HPP”
- survey and purification of fish protection units
- cleaning of water protection zones, improvement and gardening of territories
- internal ecological audit of the branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
- training and qualification improvement for the employees under the programs in the field
of ecological safety, environment protection and waste disposal
- ecological lessons for schoolchildren and students
- repairs of the sections of heating networks and recovery of heating insulation with the
aim of reducing heat losses and network water losses
- pre-flood survey of the dams of ash disposal areas, slime dumps
All electric power plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” carry out regular control
over the content of pollutants in smoke gas, monitor the atmospheric air and physical impacts in
the sanitary protective zones, and control the content of pollutants in sewage. Accumulation,
recording, storage, and transfer of production and consumption waste to specialized entities
were carried out in accordance with the nature protection laws requirements.
Dynamics of payments for negative impact, m RUB

Specific indicators of impact on the environment for the year 2020
(in accordance with the WWF Methodology – Rating of transparency in the environmental
responsibility of fuel electric and heat generating companies in Russia).
Unit of
measurement

Type of pollution

Amount

specific emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere

kg/trf*

3.205

specific emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere (direct ones)
specific disposal of wastewater without purification and wastewater insufficiently
purified to the surface watercourse or their transfer for purification

kg/trf*

2,320.985

m3/trf*

1.575
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m3/trf*

26.175

t/t

0.019

RUB/RUB

0.025

specific water consumption for production needs of the company
share of recovered and decontaminated waste (class 1-5)
share of limit-exceeding payments in the total of the payment for negative
impact on the environment

*- the amount of net generation, trf (tons of reference fuel) (1 thous. kWh (1 MWh) = 0.1228 trf; Gcal = 0.1486 trf).

Renewable energy sources (RES) are absent.
There were no incidents related with material ecological consequences.

11.2 Use of energy resources
Consumption
volume, m RUB
(VAT excluded)
1,497.7

Unit of
measurement

Amount

Electricity used, including:

thous. kWh

279,060.9

for production needs

thous. kWh

273,367.6

1,465.5

for business needs

thous. kWh

5,693.3

32.2

61.5

0.1

61.5

0.1

Thermal energy used, including:

Gcal
Gcal

for business needs

Use of energy resources for resources processing as production-purpose raw
material
Energy resource
(consumption)
Black oil
Coal
Blast-furnace gas
Natural gas

Unit of
measurement
thous. trf
thous. trf
thous. trf
thous. trf

Amount
0.66
0.50
25.19
5,608.46

Price, RUB/trf
4,016.99
7,383.86
2,351.00
4,533.63

Value, m RUB
2.64
3.73
59.21
25,426.71

The main energy resource is natural gas. The priority line of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” is optimization of technological solutions, switch to optimal loading modes,
decommissioning of inefficient and low-productive equipment; all this allows to improve the
indices of the fuel use and enhance the fuel consumption coefficient.
Other types of energy resources were not consumed and were not used in the reporting
year.
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SECTION 12. Contact information
Full name:

Public Joint Stock Company “Quadra – Power
Generation”

Shortened name:

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

Seat:

City of Tula, Tula Region, Russian Federation

Seat and postal address:

99в Timiryazeva Street, city of Tula, Tula Region,
Russian Federation, 300012

Reception office in Tula:

Tel.: +7 (4872) 25-44-59, 25-43-59
Fax: +7 (4872) 25-44-44
E-mail: tula@quadra.ru

Office in Moscow:

18/20, bldg. 2, Zvenigorodskoye Avenue, Moscow
Tel.: +7 (495) 739-73-33
E-mail: office@quadra.ru

Press center:

Acting Director of the Target Communications
Department
Irina Anatolievna Zakalyaeva
Tel.: (495) 739-73-33 (ext.44-47)
E-mail: Zakalyaeva_IA@quadra.ru

Corporate secretary:

Deputy Chief of the Corporate Relations Administration
Maya Vladimirovna Yashukhina
Tel.: +7 (495) 739-73-33 (ext. 44-11)
E-mail: Yashuhina_MV@quadra.ru

Bank details:

TIN (taxpayer’s identification number)/
RRC (registration reason code)
6829012680/997650001
settlement account No.40702810000040002000
Branch of GPB (JSC) in Tula
correspondent account No.30101810700000000716
RCBIC (Russian Central Bank identification code)
047003716

Corporate website:

www.quadra.ru
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Registrar (registry keeper)
Full name:
Shortened name:
Information on license:

Seat:
Postal address:
Bank details:

Contact tel./fax:

Joint Stock Company “Independent Registrar Company
R.O.S.T.”
JSC “IRC R.O.S.T.”
No.045-13976-000001
issued on: December 3, 2002,
without limitation of the period of validity
18, bldg. 5Б, Stromynka Street, Moscow, Russia
107076, office IX
18, bldg. 5Б, Stromynka Street, Moscow, Russia
107076, office IX
TIN 7726030449, RRC 771801001
settlement account 40702810300002403171 in
JSC “Raiffeisenbank”, Moscow,
correspondent account 30101810200000000700
RCBIC 044525700
Tel.: +7 (495) 780-73-63, +7 (495) 989-76-50
Fax: +7 (495) 780-73-67
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Schedules
Schedule No.1
Opinion of the Internal Audit Commission
based on the results of the inspection of the financial and economic
operations of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2020
City of Moscow

April 22, 2021

The Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” elected on June 19, 2020
by the resolution of the annual General Meeting of Shareholders (Minutes No.1/24 dated June 23, 2020),
according to the Regulation on the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”,
approved by the resolution of the annual General Meeting of Shareholders, Minutes No.1/18 dated June
19, 2015) has held the inspection of the financial and economic operations of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” for the year 2020.
Goal of the inspection:
 Independent assessment of the information on the Company’s financial condition
 Control over the financial and economic operations of the Company
 Recognition of reliability of the data contained in the annual accounting statements and annual
report of the Company for 2020
The inspection was implemented by a sample method in the period from March 16, 2021 to
April 20, 2021 with the consent and participation of the Company's officials responsible for the
Company’s financial and economic operations.
The following documents were considered in the course of the inspection: the annual report of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2020, balance sheet as at December 31, 2020, financial results
statement for 2020, statement of changes in equity for 2020, cash flow statement for 2020, notes to the
balance sheet and financial results statement for 2020, auditor’s report prepared by the Joint Stock
Company “PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit” of March 18, 2021, local normative documents of the
Company regulating its financial and economic operations, and other documents.
In 2020, bookkeeping in the Company was implemented according to the accounting policy which
was approved by order No.288 of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” “On approval of the accounting
policy applied when organizing the bookkeeping and tax accounting in PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” for 2020” of December 30, 2019, with the changes established by order No.238 of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” “On introduction of changes in the accounting policy applied when
organizing the bookkeeping accounting in PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2020” of December
30, 2020. The accounting reports for 2020 were composed according to the requirements of RF Federal
Law No.402-FL “On bookkeeping” of December 6, 2011, Regulation on maintenance of the bookkeeping
and accounting reports in the Russian Federation approved by order No.34n of the RF Ministry of
Finance of July 29, 1998, order No.66n of the RF Ministry of Finance “On the forms of the accounting
reports of entities” of July 2, 2010, as well as other regulatory enactments governing the bookkeeping
and reporting in the Russian Federation.
As a result of the inspection, no facts of material violations in the financial and economic
operations have been identified as regards the procedure of the bookkeeping maintenance and
accounting reports presentation established by RF laws, as well as legal enactments of RF.
On March 18, 2021, Joint Stock Company “PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit” submitted the
auditor's report on the Company’s accounting reports for 2020, prepared as per Russian Accounting
Standards. In the auditors’ opinion, the Company’s accounting reports show authentically in all material
aspects the financial standing of Public Joint Stock Company “Quadra – Power Generation” as at
December 31, 2020, as well as its financial results and cash flow for 2020, according to the rules of
compiling accounting reports established in the Russian Federation.
Following the results of the inspection of the financial and economic operations of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” for 2020, the Internal Audit Commission confirms that:
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the annual accounting reports of the Company (composed of 4 forms and explanatory
note) have been prepared according to the Russian Federation laws and show authentically its financial
standing as at December 31, 2020 and its financial performance in all material respects

the information contained in the Company’s annual report for 2020 is authentic and
complies with the data of the accounting reports.

Chairperson
of the Internal Audit Commission

Yushina, I.N.

Members of the Internal Audit Commission

Olefir, M.A.
Serdseva, O.A.
Filippenko, A.K.

The following people have examined the opinion:
General Director
of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

Sazonov, S.V.

Chief Accountant
of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

Antipov, M.V.
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Schedule No.2
Report on compliance with the principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code, which is recommended
by Letter No.06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia “On the Corporate Governance Code” of April 10, 2014
The Board of Directors’ statement on compliance with the corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate
Governance Code; if such principles are not observed by the joint stock company or observed partially – mentioning of such
principles and brief description of the extent to which they are not observed
Owing to the adoption of the Corporate Governance Code (hereinafter, the “Code”) by the Bank of Russia as a document that
establishes standards of corporate governance, the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” states its desire to follow the
principles contained in the Code and their observance by the Company. The Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
recognizes compliance (partial or full) with the majority of the corporate governance principles in the Code.
The available inconformity to the Code is due to the following factors:
- Inapplicability of a number of principles of the Code for the Company
- Lack of details regarding some requirements in the Code
- High financial costs of implementing a number of the Code recommendations, the economic sense of which is not obvious for the
shareholders
Brief description of the most significant aspects of the model and practice of corporate governance in the joint stock company
In 2020, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” used the corporate governance model that met the requirements of the Russian
Federation laws, ensured the effectiveness of the corporate governance system, compliance with the interests of shareholders and high
standards of information disclosure.
The charter capital of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is RUB 19,877,685,165.97 rubles and is divided into 1,987,768,516,597
shares of equal par value of RUB 0.01 each. Ordinary registered uncertificated shares of the Company equal 1,912,495,577,759 pieces;
preferred registered uncertificated shares equal 75,272,938,838 pieces. As at December 31, 2020, the key shareholders of the Company were
Limited Liability Company “Group ONEXIM” – 50.000173% and Limited Liability Company “BUSINESSINFORM” – 24.746039% of the charter
capital of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
In accordance with the Charter of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, the Company’s management bodies are:
- General Meeting of Shareholders
- Board of Directors
- Management Board
- General Director.
The committees of the Board of Directors (Audit Committee, Human Resources and Remunerations Committee) formed by the
resolution of the Board of Directors ensure preliminary review, preparation of recommendations on the issues within their competence put for
consideration to the Board of Directors, and perform other functions aimed to maintain high standards of the Board of Directors’ operations. All
committees are accountable to the Board of Directors of the Company.
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The current operations of the Company are managed by the sole executive body - General Director, and the joint executive body –
Management Board. General Director and Management Board are accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of
Directors of the Company. The competence of General Director includes all issues of the management by the current activities of the
Company, except for the issues pertaining to the competence of the General Meeting of Shareholders, the Board of Directors and the
Management Board.
The Internal Audit Commission is elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders, exercises control over financial and economic
activities of the Company. The Internal Audit Commission in its operations is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders. In carrying
out its activities, the Internal Audit Commission does not depend on the Company’s officials.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” voluntarily discloses information on the Company’s corporate website in the “Shareholders and
Investors” section.
For more information on the Company’s corporate governance, please refer to section 5 “Corporate governance” of the Annual Report
of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation.”
Description of the methodology which was a basis for the joint stock company to carry out assessment of compliance with the
corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate Governance Code
Assessment of compliance with the principles of corporate governance set forth in the Corporate Governance Code was carried out in
accordance with the recommended form of the Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations of the Corporate Governance
Code which was recommended by Information Letter No.IN-06-52/8 of the Bank of Russia “On disclosure of the report on observance of the
corporate governance principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code in the annual report of the publi c joint stock
company” dated February 17, 2016.
Explanation of the key reasons, factors and (or) circumstances due to which the joint stock company does not observe or
observes in part the corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate Governance Code and description of the corporate
governance mechanisms and instruments that are used by the joint stock company in place of (instead of) those recommended b y
the Corporate Governance Code
Explanation of the key reasons, factors and circumstances, by virtue of which a principle or key criterion is not observed or observed in
part, description of applied alternative mechanisms and instruments of corporate governance are presented in the table below.
Planned (assumed) actions and measures of the joint stock company to improve the corporate governance model and practice
The Company plans to eliminate the main part of the differences before 2022 by way of changing the organization of the work of the
management bodies, implementing new institutions and corporate procedures, changing the existing regulations and adopting new ones in the
context of the current activities.
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Principles of corporate governance or key criteria (recommendations), the description of observance of which is
recommended by the Bank of Russia (Letter No.IN-06-52/8 “On disclosure of the report on observance of the corporate governance
principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code in the annual report of the public joint stock company” dated
February 17, 2016) in order to show them in the annual reports of public joint stock companies
No.
Corporate governance principles

1.1

Criteria of assessment of the
governance principle observance

corporate

Explanations of deviation from the
Status of the corporate
criteria of assessment of the
governance
principle
corporate
governance
principle
observance
observance

The company must ensure equal and fair treatment of all shareholders in the exercise of their right to participate in the company management.

1.1.1
The company creates for its shareholders
the
best
possible
conditions
for
participation in the general meeting, the
conditions for elaboration of the motivated
position on the agenda items of the
general meeting, coordination of their
activities, as well as the opportunity to
express their views on the issues
considered.

1. There is an internal document of the company
available to the public, which was approved by
the general meeting of shareholders and
regulates procedures of holding the general
meeting.
2. The company provides an affordable way of
communication with the public, such as a "hot
line", e-mail or forum on the Internet allowing
shareholders to express their opinions and send
questions regarding the agenda items in the
preparation for the general meeting. These
actions were made by the company on the eve of
every general meeting, which took place in the
reporting period.
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observed

1.1.2

Procedure for notification of holding the
general meeting and provision of
materials for the general meeting gives
shareholders the opportunity to properly
prepare for participation in it.

1.1.3

In the course of preparation and holding of
the general meeting, shareholders had the
opportunity to get information freely and
timely about the meeting and related
materials, ask the executive bodies and
members of the board of directors
questions, communicate with each other.

1. A notice of holding the general meeting of
shareholders is placed (published) on the website
on the Internet at least 30 days before the date of
the general meeting.
2. The notice of holding the meeting indicates the
venue of the meeting and the documents
required for admission to the premises.
3. Shareholders were provided with access to
information to the extent who proposed agenda
items and who recommended candidates for the
board of directors and the internal audit
commission of the company.

observed

1. In the reporting period, shareholders had the
opportunity to ask members of the executive
bodies and members of the board of directors
questions prior to and during the annual general
meeting.

observed partially

2. The position of the board of directors (including
special opinions included in the minutes) on each
agenda item of the general meetings held in the
reporting period was included in the materials for
the general meeting of shareholders.
3. The company provided the shareholders
having a respective right, with the access to the
list of the persons entitled to participate in the
general meeting, as from the date of its receipt by
the company, in all cases of holding general
meetings in the reporting period.

observed
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The annual General Meeting of
Shareholders following the year 2019
was held in the absentee-voting form
in 2020 due to the unfavorable
epidemiological situation.

1.1.4

1. In the reporting period, shareholders had the
opportunity, during at least 60 days after the end
of the relevant calendar year, to submit proposals
for inclusion in the agenda of the annual general
meeting.
2. In the reporting period, the company did not
refuse to accept the proposals on the agenda or
candidates for the bodies of the company due to
typos and other non-essential drawbacks
contained in a shareholder’s proposal.

observed

An internal document (internal policy) of the
company contains provisions pursuant to which
Each shareholder had an opportunity to each member of the general meeting may, before
freely exercise his/her/its right to vote by the completion of the corresponding meeting,
the most simple and convenient way.
request a copy of the ballot completed by
him/her/it and certified by the counting
commission.

observed

Exercise of a shareholder’s right to
demand the convening of the general
meeting, recommend candidates to the
management bodies and make proposals
for inclusion in the agenda of the general
meeting was not related with unjustified
difficulties.

1.1.5

1.1.6

1. When holding the general meetings of
shareholders in the reporting period in the form of
a meeting (joint presence of shareholders),
sufficient time was allocated for reports on the
agenda items and time to discuss these items.
2. Candidates for the company's management
and control bodies were available to answer
The general meeting conduct procedure questions from shareholders at the meeting, at
established by the company ensures which they were recommended as candidates put
equal opportunity for all persons attending to the vote.
the meeting to express their opinions and
ask the questions they are interested in.
3. When the board of directors made decisions
related to the preparation and holding of the
general meetings of shareholders, they
considered the use of telecommunications
facilities to provide remote access to
shareholders for them to participate in the
general meetings in the reporting period.
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observed

The annual General Meeting of
Shareholders following the year 2019
was held in the absentee-voting form
in 2020 due to the unfavorable
epidemiological situation.

observed

The annual General Meeting of
Shareholders following the year 2019
was held in the absentee-voting form
in 2020 due to the unfavorable
epidemiological situation.

not observed

In 2020, the Board of Directors did
not consider the item on use of
telecommunication
facilities
to
provide
remote
access
to
shareholders for them to participate
in the meeting, since there is no
technical possibility of filling in the
voting ballot in the electronic form by
means of personal account on the
Internet website (electronic voting).

The Company is thinking over the
possibility of implementation of
remote access for shareholders’
participation in general meetings by
means of a personal account on the
Company’s Registrar website, but not
earlier than in 2022. The main
drawback of this method is an
increase in the Company’s costs for
holding the meeting, which is
economically inexpedient, taking into
account the existing structure of the
joint stock capital of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”: 500 “active”
shareholders
and
almost
300
thousand “passive” shareholders individuals who own less than 3% of
the charter capital.
1.2
1.2.1

Shareholders are granted an equal and fair opportunity to participate in the company’s profits by way of receiving dividends.
1. The company developed, approved through
the board of directors and disclosed the dividend
policy.

The
company
developed
and
implemented a transparent and clear 2. If the dividend policy of the company uses the
mechanism for determining the amount of indicators of the company’s statements to
dividends and their payment.
determine the amount of the dividend, the
relevant provisions of the dividend policy take into
account the consolidated indicators of the
financial statements.
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observed

not observed

The Company thinks that due to the
approval of the statements under
Russian Accounting Standards (RAS)
at the annual general meeting of
shareholders, the calculation of the
amount of the dividends should also
be performed under RAS.
Following
the
Company’s
performance for the financial years
2013-2016, the Company did not
accrue and accordingly did not pay
dividends because of losses.
Following
the
Company’s
performance for the financial years
2017-2019, the Company did not
accrue and accordingly did not pay
dividends because it distributed the
unallocated profit to the repayment of

the past years’ losses.
Following
the
Company’s
performance as from 2017, the
Company achieves generation of net
profit as a result of the improvement
of the efficiency of its operating
activities.
The Company does not exclude the
possibility to distribute the year-end
profit for accrual and payment of
dividends, as soon as it repays all
past years’ losses.
1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

1.3

The company does not make a decision
on payment of dividends, if such a
decision, without formal violating the The company's dividend policy contains clear
restrictions
imposed
by
law,
is indications to financial/economic circumstances,
economically unreasonable and can lead in which the company should not pay dividends.
to the formation of misconceptions about
the company’s activities.

observed

The company excludes the deterioration In the reporting period, the company did not take
of the dividend rights of existing any action leading to the deterioration of the
shareholders.
dividend rights of existing shareholders.

observed

In order to exclude use by shareholders of other
ways to make profit (income) at the expense of
the company, except dividends and liquidation
value, the internal documents of the company
The company aims to exclude use by establish control mechanisms that ensure timely
shareholders of other ways to make profit identification and procedure for the approval of
(income) at the expense of the company, transactions with the persons affiliated (related)
except dividends and liquidation value.
with significant shareholders (persons having the
right to dispose of votes per the voting shares), in
the cases where the law does not formally
recognize such transactions as related party
transactions.

observed

The corporate governance system and practice ensure equal conditions for all shareholders – holders of shares of one category (type), including minority
(small) shareholders and foreign shareholders, and their equal treatment by the company.
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1.3.1

1.3.2

The company has created conditions for
fair treatment of each shareholder by the
management bodies and controlling
persons of the company, including
conditions to ensure inadmissibility of any
abuse by major shareholders in relation to
minority shareholders.

During the reporting period, potential conflicts of
interest
management
procedures
among
significant shareholders are effective, and
conflicts between the shareholders, if any, were
approached properly by the board of directors.

observed

The company does not undertake actions
There are no quasi-treasury shares or they did
that lead or may lead to an artificial
not vote during the reporting period.
redistribution of corporate control.

observed

1.4

Shareholders are provided with reliable and effective ways to register the rights to the shares, and with the possibility of free and unhindered disposal of the
shares held by them.

1.4

Shareholders are provided with reliable
and effective ways to register the rights to
the shares, and with the possibility of free
and unhindered disposal of the shares
held by them.

2.1

The quality and reliability of the activity performed
by the company’s registrar as to keeping the
register of securities holders meet the needs of
the company and its shareholders.

observed

The board of directors carries out strategic management of the company, defines the main principles and approaches to arrangement of the risk management
and internal control systems in the company, controls the activity of the company’s executive bodies, as well as performs other key functions.

2.1.1
1. The board of directors has the authorities to
appoint, dismiss, and define the terms of
contracts for members of the executive bodies,
and such authorities are in accordance with the
charter.

The board of directors is responsible for
making the decisions relating to the
appointment and dismissal of the
executive bodies, including in connection
with the improper performance of their
duties. The board of directors also
exercises control to ensure that the
executive bodies of the company act in
accordance
with
the
approved
development strategy and main lines of 2. The board of directors has reviewed a report
(reports) of the sole executive body and members
the company activities.
of the collegial executive body about the
implementation of the company’s strategy.
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observed

observed partially

The Strategy of the Company as a
separate
document
was
not
approved in 2020. At the same time,
the Business Plan approved by the
Company’s Board of Directors for
2020 and the period of 2021-2022
contains the tasks and plans of
development of the Company for the

next 3 years. The executive bodies
quarterly report to the Board of
Directors on the performance of the
Company’s Business Plan, including
in respect of the implementation of
the tasks and plans of the Company
development.
The Strategy of the Company as a
separate document for a longer term
is at the stage of elaboration. Its
drafts were considered in the
Company during the year 2020 and
as at the date of the preparation of
this report the specified document is
now being finalized taking into
account
the discussions.
This
document is planned to be completed
and approved in the Company in
2021.
2.1.2

The board of directors establishes the
main guidelines of the company’s activity
in the long term, evaluates and approves
key performance indicators of the
activities and key business goals of the
company, evaluates and approves the
strategy and business plans of the core
activities of the company.

During the reporting period, the board of
directors' meetings considered the issues related
to the progress of implementation and updating of
the strategy, approval of the financial and
economic plan (budget) of the company, and
considered criteria and indicators (including
interim ones) of implementation of the strategy
and business plans of the company.
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observed partially

The Board of Directors quarterly
considers reports on the progress of
the implementation of the financial
and economic plan (budget) of the
Company and Business Plan of the
Company, including in respect of the
performance of the tasks and plans
of the Company development for the
several years.
The Strategy of the Company as a
separate
document
was
not
approved in 2020. At the same time,
the Business Plan approved by the
Company’s Board of Directors for
2020 and the period of 2021-2022
contains the tasks and plans of
development of the Company for the
next 3 years.

2.1.3
1. The board of directors defined the principles
and approaches to arrangement of the risk
management and internal control system in the
The board of directors determines the company.
principles and approaches to arrangement
of the risk management and internal
control system in the company.
2. The board of directors assessed the risk
management and internal control system of the
company during the reporting period.

observed

observed

2.1.4

The board of directors determines the
policy of the company regarding
remuneration and (or) reimbursement of
expenses (compensations) for members
of the board of directors, executive bodies
and other key managers of the company.

1. The company developed and implemented a
policy (policies) on the remuneration and
reimbursement of expenses (compensations) for
members of the board of directors, executive
bodies and other key managers of the company,
which is approved by the board of directors.
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observed partially

The Board of Directors does not
determine the policy (policies) on the
remuneration and reimbursement of
expenses (compensations) for the
members of the Board of Directors
and key managers of the Company.
1) The policy on the remuneration
and reimbursement of expenses
(compensations) for the members of
the Board of Directors in accordance
with the Charter of the Company and
the Regulation on the Board of
Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” is determined by the
General Meeting of Shareholders.
Currently, no remuneration is paid to
the members of the Board of
Directors. This is due to the fact that
the Board of Directors of the
Company is formed of employees of
the Company and employees of the
main shareholder of the Company (8
out of 9 members of the Board of
Directors) who receive salaries at
their main place of work.
Besides, the Company has not paid
dividends to its shareholders for a
long time, and therefore does not

consider it possible to incur additional
costs for paying remuneration to
members of the Board of Directors of
the Company.
The Company does not plan to
change the approach until the
composition of the Board of Directors
is changed or a decision on paying
dividends to shareholders is made.
Compensation for expenses to
members of the Board of Directors
related to the performance of their
functions (namely, participation in a
meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Company) is carried out by the
Company and is not cost-intensive.
2) The Board of Directors determines
the
Company's
policy
on
remuneration and reimbursement of
expenses
(compensations)
for
members of the Management Board
in accordance with the Company's
Charter and the Regulation on the
Management Board of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation.”
The Board of Directors defines the
amount of the remuneration and
compensations to be paid to General
Director, approves and changes the
terms of the agreement defining
his/her rights and duties, and
termination of such an agreement.
Currently, the members of the
Management Board are not paid any
remuneration and reimbursement of
expenses (compensations), since the
composition of the Management
Board is formed of the key managers
of the Company, who receive fixed
salary and have the opportunity to go
on business trips (if necessary, to
fulfill
their
functions
as
the
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Management Board members).
Besides, the Company has not paid
dividends to its shareholders for a
long time, and therefore does not
consider it possible to incur additional
costs
for
the
payment
of
remuneration and reimbursement of
expenses to members of the
Company’s Management Board.
The Company does not plan to
change the approach until the
composition of the Management
Board is changed or a decision on
paying dividends to shareholders is
made.
3) The Company does not have a
policy (policies) approved by the
Board of Directors for remuneration
and reimbursement of expenses
(compensations)
to
other
key
managers of the Company. The
policy
on
remuneration
and
compensation to key employees in
accordance with the Company’s
Charter is within the competence of
the executive bodies and is carried
out in accordance with the terms of
employment
contracts
with
employees and the Standard of the
Organization
“Remuneration
of
employees of the executive office of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”,
approved by the Company’s General
Director.
It is not planned to enter
amendments in the Charter of the
Company in terms of including the
issues
of
remuneration
and
reimbursement
of
expenses
(compensations) to the Board of
Directors
members
and
key
managers of the Company in the
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competence of the Board of
Directors. The Company considers it
reasonable that the General Meeting
of Shareholders determines the
remuneration policy of the Board of
Directors (rather than the body itself
does it), and the executive bodies
that
carry
out
the
current
management of the Company
determine the remuneration policy of
its key employees.

2.1.5

The board of directors plays a key role in
the
prevention,
identification,
and
settlement of internal conflicts between
the bodies of the company, shareholders
of the company and employees of the
company.

2. The issues related to this policy (policies) were
examined during the reporting period at the board
of directors' meetings.

observed partially

1. The board of directors plays a key role in the
prevention, identification, and settlement of
internal conflicts.
2. The company established a system of
identification of the transactions involving a
conflict of interest, and a system of measures
aimed to settle such conflicts.

observed
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During the reporting period, there
was no need to update the
documents
referring
to
the
remunerations and compensations
for the members of the Board of
Directors, executive bodies, and key
managers of the Company.
Besides, the Board of Directors does
not define the policy (policies) on
remuneration and reimbursement of
expenses (compensations) to the
members of the Board of Directors
and key managers of the Company.
Explanation of the reasons, the
measures used to mitigate the risk
and indication whether the noncompliance is restricted in terms of
time are specified in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.1.4 hereof.

2.1.6

2.1.7

2.2
2.2.1

The board of directors plays a key role in
ensuring the transparency of the
company, timeliness and completeness of
information disclosure by the company,
and unhindered access for shareholders
to the company documents.

1. The board of directors approved the regulation
on information policy.
2. The company appointed the persons
responsible for the implementation of the
information policy.

observed

The board of directors controls the
During the reporting period, the board of directors
corporate governance practice in the
considered the issue of corporate governance
company and plays a key role in major
practice in the company.
corporate events of the company.

observed

The board of directors is accountable to the shareholders of the company.
1. The annual report of the company for the
reporting period includes information on the
attendance of certain directors at the board of
directors and committees meetings.

Information about the work of the board of
directors is disclosed and presented to
shareholders.
2. The annual report contains information on the
main results of evaluation of the board of
directors’ work performed during the reporting
period.
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observed

not observed

Since the work of the Board of
Directors was not evaluated in 2020,
the annual report does not contain
information on the main results of
such evaluation.
Explanation of the reasons for which
the work of the Board of Directors
was not evaluated in the reporting
period, the measures used to
mitigate the risk and the indication
whether the non-compliance is
restricted in terms of time, and
whether it is planned to change this
practice, are specified in paragraph 1
of clause 2.3.1 and paragraph 1 of
clause 2.9.1 of this report.
The Company plans to include in the
Annual Report the information on the
main results of the evaluation of the
work of the Board of Directors, if such
evaluation is held.

2.2.2

2.3

The company has a transparent procedure
Chairperson of the board of directors is
ensuring a possibility for shareholders to send
available for communication with the
items and their position on them to the
shareholders of the company.
chairperson of the board of directors.

observed

The board of directors is an effective and professional management body of the company which is able to make objective and independent judgments and
make decisions that meet the interests of the company and its shareholders.

2.3.1

Only those persons who have excellent
business and personal reputation, and
have the knowledge, skills and experience
required to make decisions within the
competence of the board of directors and
required for the effective performance of
its functions, are elected as members of
the board of directors.

1. The procedure for assessing the effectiveness
of the board of directors, adopted in the company,
includes, among other things, an assessment of
the professional qualifications of the members of
the board of directors.
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not observed

The Company’s failure to comply with
this recommendation is due to the
fact that the evaluation of the work of
the Board of Directors for the
reporting period was not conducted.
Explanation of the reasons why the
evaluation of the work of the Board of
Directors for the reporting period was
not conducted, the measures used to
mitigate the risk and the indication
whether the non-compliance is
restricted in terms of time are
specified below and in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.9.1 of this report.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
has a balanced membership of the
Board of Directors both in respect of
quantitative composition, and from
the point of view of experience and
qualification.
The existing procedures for planning,
preparing and holding meetings of
the Board of Directors ensure the
effectiveness of this body.
The Board of Directors meets the
shareholders’ need for management
of the Company (there were no
negative addresses to the Company).
Actually, the Board of Directors of the
Company has been formed of the
Company’s employees and the
employees of the main shareholder
of the Company for several years (8
of 9 members of the Board of

Directors). For several years, the
membership of the Board of Directors
has not almost been changed – the
members of the Board of Directors
know well the peculiarities of the
work and the activities performed
directly by the Company.
In addition, the shares of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” are
admitted to the organized trading at
PJSC Moscow Exchange (level 3,
ordinary and preferred shares).
In accordance with the Listing Rules
of PJSC Moscow Exchange, no
evaluation of the effectiveness of the
work of the Board of Directors is
required in order to maintain the
shares in these lists.
It is not planned to change the policy
regarding the formation of the Board
of Directors before the change in the
approach applied by the person
controlling
the
Company
(participatory interest in the charter
capital exceeding 80%), since it is not
expedient and economically feasible
to apply this procedure.

2. In the reporting period, the board of directors
(or its nomination committee) evaluated
candidates for the board of directors in terms of
whether they have the necessary experience,
knowledge and business reputation, absence of
conflict of interest, etc.
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not observed

In the reporting period, the same
candidates were recommended for
the Board of Directors, as a year
earlier; in their respect the evaluation
of
presence of
their related
experience, knowledge, business
reputation, absence of conflict of
interest, etc. was held. The Company
supposes that participation in its
Board of Directors, as a matter of
fact, contributes to the growing
experience and knowledge of the
members of the Board of Directors,
so there is no need to re-evaluate the

candidate for the Board of Directors.
The candidates for the Board of
Directors are obliged to inform the
Company of the presence of their
conflict of interest;
no such
information was obtained by the
Company. As well, no cases were
identified, which would characterize
negatively the business reputation of
the candidates for the Board of
Directors.
2.3.2

The members of the board of directors are
elected through a transparent procedure
that allows shareholders to receive
information on the candidates, which is
sufficient to form a view of their personal
and professional qualities.

In all cases of holding the general meeting of
shareholders in the reporting period, the agenda
of which included the items on election of the
board of directors, the company submitted to the
shareholders biographical data of all candidates
for members of the board of directors, the results
of evaluation of such candidates conducted by
the board of directors (or its nomination
committee), as well as the information whether a
candidate meets criteria of independence, in
accordance with recommendations 102 – 107 of
the Code, and candidates’ consent in writing to
be elected to the board of directors.

observed

2.3.3

The membership of the board of directors
is balanced, including in respect of the
qualifications of its members, their
experience, knowledge and business
qualities, and enjoys the confidence of
shareholders.

Within the framework of the procedure for work
evaluation of the board of directors held during
the reporting period, the board of directors
analyzed its own needs in the field of professional
qualification, experience and business skills.
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not observed

Due to the fact that the membership
of the Board of Directors was
balanced (there were no remarks and
proposals
on
changing
the
membership of the Company’s Board
of Directors), including in respect of
the qualification of its members, their
experience, knowledge and business
qualities, enjoying the confidence of
the Company’s shareholders, and
due to the fact that the work of the
Board of Directors was not evaluated
in 2020, the Board of Directors had
no necessity to analyze its own

needs in the relevant areas.
For several years, the membership of
the Board of Directors has not almost
been changed – the members of the
Board of Directors know well the
peculiarities of the work and the
activities performed directly by the
Company.
If necessary, the need of the Board of
Directors for resolving the issues that
require
special
professional
qualifications,
experience
and
business skills can be met by the
Company by way of involving
consultants (which happened earlier),
compensation for expenses to the
members of the Board of Directors in
their trips aimed to perform the
functions of the members of the
Board of Directors.
The Company does not seek to
formally approach compliance with
the recommendations of the Code
and in this case does not see the
need to offer the Board of Directors
to carry out such an analysis.
Chairperson of the Board of Directors
has comprehensive information on
the composition of the Board of
Directors (professional qualifications,
experience and business skills of the
members of the Board of Directors)
and has the ability to meet emerging
needs in work, including with the
involvement of the Company’s
resources.
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2.3.4

The number of members of the board of
directors gives the opportunity to organize
the activities of the board of directors in
the most efficient manner, including the
possibility of formation of board of
directors' committees as well as ensures a
possibility
for
significant
minority
shareholders of the company to elect a
candidate to the board of directors they
vote for.

2.4

Within the framework of the procedure for
evaluation of the board of directors held in the
reporting period, the board of directors
considered the item of compliance of the number
of members of the board of directors with the
needs of the company and the interests of
shareholders.

The board of directors includes a sufficient number of independent directors.
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not observed

The Company believes that the
number of members of the Board of
Directors makes it possible to
organize its activities in the most
efficient manner, and provides
significant minority shareholders of
the Company with the opportunity to
elect a candidate to the Board of
Directors for whom they vote.
The issue of the compliance of the
number of members of the Board of
Directors with the needs of the
Company and the interests of
shareholders has never been raised,
since there were no requests from
any interested parties to change it;
the Company has no information to
the effect that the available number
of members of the Board of Directors
does not meet the interests of the
Company and the shareholders. The
quantitative composition of the Board
of Directors has remained unchanged
since 2012: 9 members, when the
laws require at least 5 members in its
composition,
which,
in
the
Company’s opinion, is sufficient to
achieve the goals and objectives set
for the Board of Directors, and
formation of its committees.
The Company does not seek to
formally approach the compliance
with the recommendations of the
Code and in this case does not see
the need to offer the Board of
Directors to carry out such an
analysis.

2.4.1

An independent director is recognized to
be a person who has adequate
professionalism,
experience
and
independence to form a personal position,
who is able to make objective and honest
judgments, independent of the influence
of the company’s executive bodies,
separate groups of shareholders or other
persons concerned. At the same time, it
should be noted that in normal conditions
a candidate (an elected member of the
board of directors) cannot be regarded as
independent if he/she is associated with
the company, its significant shareholder,
significant counterparty or competitor of
the company or related with the
government.

During the reporting period, all independent
members of the board of directors met all the
criteria
for
independence
set
out
in
recommendations 102 – 107 of the Code, or were
recognized independent by the decision of the
board of directors.

observed partially

The independent member of the
Board of Directors in the 4th quarter
of 2020 ceased to meet all
independence criteria specified in
recommendations 102-107 of the
Code.
This circumstance was temporary
and lasted during the 4th quarter of
the reporting year only.
Despite the fact of the presence of a
formal criterion for relation with the
Company, such relation is assessed
by the Company as the one that does
not influence the person's ability to
make independent, objective and fair
judgments.
The issue of recognizing the person
as independent by the decision of the
Board of
Directors was not
considered due to the fact that the
evaluation of the Board of Directors
was not held in the 4th quarter of the
reporting year because of the
presence of a large number of issues
to be considered, which were related
with the end of the financial year.
The Company intends, within its
competence, to suggest that the
Board of Directors consider such
issues if necessary.

not observed

In the reporting period, no opinion
was
drawn
up
as
to
the
independence of each candidate for
the Board of Directors; shareholders
were not provided with a respective
opinion.
For several years now, the Board of
Directors of the Company has been
composed of the employees of the
Company and employees of the main
shareholder of the Company (8 of 9
members of the Board of Directors)

2.4.2
Evaluation of compliance of candidates for
members of the board of directors with the
criteria of independence is held, as well as
regular analysis of the compliance of
independent members of the board of
directors with the independence criteria is
carried out. When holding such an
evaluation, content should prevail over
form.

1. In the reporting period, the board of directors
(or the nomination committee of the board of
directors) made an opinion about independence
of each candidate to the board of directors and
submitted
a
respective
conclusion
to
shareholders.
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who do not meet the independence
requirements in accordance with the
recommendations of the Code.
Compliance
with
this
recommendation in 2018 did not
change the composition of the Board
of Directors of the Company (1 of 3
independent candidates was elected
to the Board of Directors).
Before the person controlling the
Company changes the approach
(over 80% of the interest in the
Company’s charter capital) as to the
formation of the Board of Directors, it
is not planned to change this policy
because of its inexpediency.

2. During the reporting period, the board of
directors (or the nomination committee of the
board of directors) at least once considered the
independence of the current members of the
board of directors, who are indicated by the
company in the annual report as independent
directors.
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not observed

During the reporting period, the
independence
of
the
current
members of the Board of Directors
was not considered.
When preparing the issuer’s quarterly
reports, the relevant information is
requested from the members of the
Board of Directors concerning their
place of work and participation in
other legal entities.
In the reporting period, one member
of the Board of Directors only was
independent. The change in his
status as an independent director
happened in the 4th quarter of 2020,
when he ceased to meet formal
criteria of independence.
The Board of Directors reviews and
preliminarily approves the Company’s
annual
report (which contains
information
about
independent
directors) in preparation for the
annual
General
Meeting
of
Shareholders.
The Company finds these measures

sufficient in its current activities; it is
not planned to change this approach
unless the number of independent
directors in the Board of Directors is
increased.

3. The company developed procedures for
determining the necessary actions of a member
of the board of directors in the event that he/she
ceases to be independent, including the
obligations regarding timely informing the board
of directors of this.

observed

2.4.3

Independent directors make up at least
Independent directors make up at least one third
one third of the elected members of the
of the board of directors.
board of directors.
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not observed

One out of nine members of the
Board of Directors elected by the
annual
General
Meeting
of
Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” in 2020 met
independence criteria.
The members of the Board of
Directors
are
elected
by
shareholders.
The Company cannot influence the
selection process of directors by
shareholders and ensure the election
of the necessary number of
independent directors.
Besides, the shares of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” are admitted to
the organized trading at PJSC
Moscow Exchange on the nonquotation part of the list (level 3). In
accordance with the Listing Rules of
the exchange, the presence of
independent directors in the issuer’s
Board of Directors is not required to
maintain shares in the non-quotation
part of the list.
Since the Board of Directors is

elected by the General Meeting of
Shareholders, it is impossible to
influence its composition, as well as
influence election or non-election of
independent directors.
The process of recommendation of
candidates for the Board of Directors
and their election is the prerogative
right of shareholders.
The change in the established
practice depends on shareholders of
the Company. The Company cannot
influence this situation for objective
reasons and mitigate the related
risks.
2.4.4

Independent directors (who have no conflict of
Independent directors play a key role in
interest) assess preliminarily significant corporate
the prevention of internal conflicts in the
actions related to possible conflicts of interest,
company and completion of significant
and the results of this assessment are provided to
corporate actions by the company.
the board of directors.
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not observed

One out of nine members of the
Board of Directors elected by the
annual
General
Meeting
of
Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” in 2020 met
independence criteria.
The members of the Board of
Directors
are
elected
by
shareholders.
The Company cannot influence the
selection process of directors by
shareholders and ensure the election
of the necessary number of
independent directors.
Besides, the shares of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” are admitted to
the organized trading at PJSC
Moscow Exchange on the nonquotation part of the list (level 3). In
accordance with the Listing Rules of
the exchange, the presence of
independent directors in the issuer’s
Board of Directors is not required to
maintain shares in the non-quotation
part of the list.
Since the Board of Directors is

elected by the General Meeting of
Shareholders, it is impossible to
influence its composition, as well as
influence election or non-election of
independent directors.
The process of recommendation of
candidates for the Board of Directors
and their election is the prerogative
right of shareholders.
The change in the established
practice depends on shareholders of
the Company. The Company cannot
influence this situation for objective
reasons and mitigate the related
risks.
2.5

Chairperson of the board of directors contributes to the most effective implementation of the functions assigned to the board of directors.

2.5.1

An independent director is elected as
chairperson of the board of directors; or
from among the elected independent
1. The chairperson of the board of directors is an
directors, the senior independent director
independent director; or the senior independent
is defined, who coordinates the work of
director is defined among independent directors.
independent directors and is responsible
for interaction with the chairperson of the
board of directors.
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not observed

Chairperson of the Board of Directors
is not an independent director; senior
independent director is not defined.
There is no need to coordinate the
work of independent directors during
the work of the Board of Directors
(the Board of Directors includes 1
independent director only).
In the opinion of the Company, the
main
criterion
for
electing
Chairperson of the Board of Directors
is that the relevant person is highly
esteemed
among
shareholders,
members of the Board of Directors
and other management bodies of the
Company, as well as has relevant
knowledge, skills, and experience in
the business of the Company related
to the competence of the Board of
Directors.
In addition, the Board of Directors of
the Company has been formed of the
Company’s employees and the
employees of the main shareholder
of the Company for several years (8

of 9 members of the Board of
Directors). Chairperson of the Board
of Directors is elected by the
members of the Board of Directors
from their membership, and the
Company is objectively unable to
influence this decision.
The Company will be able to review
the current practice in the event of an
increase
in
the
number
of
independent directors and changes in
the Company’s joint stock capital.

2. The role, rights and responsibilities of the
chairperson of the board of directors (and, if
applicable, the senior independent director) are to
be properly defined in the internal documents of
the company.

observed

2.5.2

The chairperson of the board of directors
ensures the constructive atmosphere of
holding the meetings, free discussion of
the items included in the agenda of the
meeting, control over the execution of
decisions taken by the board of directors.

The effectiveness of the work of the chairperson
of the board of directors was evaluated in the
framework of the board of directors’ performance
evaluation procedure in the reporting period.
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not observed

The Company’s failure to comply with
this recommendation is due to the
fact that the evaluation of the work of
the Board of Directors for the
reporting period was not conducted.
Explanation of the reasons for which
the evaluation of the work of the
Board of Directors for the reporting
period was not conducted, the
measures used to mitigate the risk
and indication whether the noncompliance is restricted in terms of
time are specified in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.3.1. and paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.9.1. of this report.
At the same time, in the current
practice of the Company, the
evaluation of the performance of
Chairperson of the Board of Directors
is given by the members of the Board
of Directors when discussing the
issue of his/her re-election as

Chairperson of a new Board of
Directors
formed
by
the
shareholders.
In 2020, this decision was taken by
the Board of Directors unanimously.
In the opinion of the Company, the
work of Chairperson of the Board of
Directors in the reporting period was
effective and corresponded to the
needs of the Company and the
interests
of
shareholders.
No
comments or proposals regarding the
work of Chairperson of the Board of
Directors were received by the
Company. The shareholders gave
confidence to the Board of Directors.
2.5.3
The chairperson of the board of directors
takes necessary measures for the timely
provision of information to members of the
board of directors that is necessary for
decision-making on the agenda items.

2.6

The duty of the chairperson of the board of
directors to take steps to ensure timely delivery of
materials to members of the board of directors on
the agenda items of the meeting of the board of
directors is fixed in internal documents of the
company.

observed

The members of the board of directors act in good faith and reasonably in the interests of the company and its shareholders on the basis of sufficient
information, with due care and diligence.
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2.6.1

2.6.2

The members of the board of directors
make decisions based on all available
information, in the absence of a conflict of
interest, taking into account the equal
treatment of shareholders of the company,
within the framework of normal business
risk.

1. The company's internal documents set out that
a member of the board of directors must notify
the board of directors, if he/she has a conflict of
interest in respect of any item on the agenda of
the meeting of the board of directors or
committee of the board of directors, prior to the
discussion beginning of the relevant item of the
agenda.
2. The company's internal documents stipulate
that a member of the board of directors must
abstain from voting on any item, in respect of
which he/she has a conflict of interest.
3. The company established a procedure that
allows the board of directors to receive
professional advice on the issues within its
competence, at the expense of the company.

observed

The rights and duties of members of the
board of directors are clearly defined and
established in the internal documents of
the company.

The company adopted and published an internal
document clearly defining the rights and
responsibilities of the members of the board of
directors.

observed

2.6.3

1. Individual attendance of the board of directors’
The members of the board of directors and committees’ meetings, as well as the time
have sufficient time to perform their devoted to preparation for participation in the
duties.
meetings was taken into account as part of the
board of directors assessment procedure in the
reporting period.
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not observed

The Company’s failure to comply with
this recommendation is due to the
fact that the evaluation of the work of
the Board of Directors for the
reporting period was not conducted.
Explanation of the reasons for which
the evaluation of the work of the
Board of Directors for the reporting
period was not conducted, the
measures used to mitigate the risk
and indication whether the noncompliance is restricted in terms of
time are specified in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.3.1. and paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.9.1. of this report.
Besides, it should be noted that in
2020 all meetings of the Board of
Directors were held in the absenteevoting form due to the unfavorable

epidemiological situation. At the
same time, all members of the Board
of Directors took part in all meetings
held in 2020.

2.6.4

2. In accordance with the internal documents of
the company, the board of directors members are
required to notify the board of directors of their
intention to become members of the management
bodies of other organizations (besides the entities
which are controlled by and affiliated with the
company), as well as of the fact of such
appointment.

observed

1. In accordance with the internal documents of
the company, the members of the board of
directors have the right to get access to
documents and to make inquiries concerning the
company and the organizations controlled by it,
and the executive bodies of the company shall
provide relevant information and documents.

observed

All members of the board of directors
have equal access to the documents and
information of the company. The newly
elected members of the board of directors
in the shortest possible period are
provided with sufficient information about
the company and the work of the board of
directors.
2. The company has a formalized get-acquainted
session program for newly elected members of
the board of directors.
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observed partially

The Company does not have a
formalized get-acquainted session
program for newly elected board of
directors' members.
At the same time, the internal
documents
of
the
Company,
including the Corporate Governance
Code, stipulate the obligation of the
Company to provide the newly
elected members of the Board of
Directors with the information on the
Company’s operations and on the
work of the Board of Directors.
Besides, more than 2/3 of the
membership of the Board of Directors
has been represented by the same
persons for more than 6 years.
The Company finds these measures
sufficient with respect to the current
membership of the Board of

Directors.

2.7

Meetings of the board of directors, preparation for them and participation of the members of the board of directors in them ensure the effective activities of the
board of directors.

2.7.1

2.7.2

Meetings of the board of directors are held
as may be necessary, taking into account
The board of directors held at least six meetings
the scales of operations and the
during the reporting year.
objectives the company faces in a certain
period of time.

observed

The internal documents of the company
stipulate the order of preparation and
holding of the board of directors'
meetings, providing the members of the
board of directors with the possibility to
prepare properly for them.

observed

The company approved the internal document
defining the procedure for preparation and
holding of the board of directors’ meetings,
including it is established that a notice of the
meeting must be made, as a rule, at least 5 days
prior to its holding.

2.7.3

The form of holding the meeting of the
board of directors is determined taking
into account the importance of the items
on the agenda. The most important items
are addressed at the meetings held in the
form of personal attendance.

The charter or internal documents of the
company stipulates that the most important items
(according to the list given in recommendation
168 of the Code) must be considered at personal
attendance meetings of the board.
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observed partially

The Charter and the Regulation on
the Board of Directors of the
Company provide for the possibility of
holding meetings of the Board of
Directors both as a personal
attendance meeting and absentee
voting. The form of holding a meeting
of the Board of Directors is
determined by Chairperson of the
Board of Directors, taking into
account the importance of the issues
on the agenda and other significant
circumstances related to the need for
taking decisions by the Board of
Directors, including when preparing
the Action Plan of the Board of
Directors for the next year.
At the same time, the internal
documents of the Company lack the
normative
provisions
for
the

obligation to deal with certain issues
solely at
personal
attendance
meetings of the Board of Directors.
The Company’s failure to comply with
this recommendation is also caused
by the fact that, in the opinion of the
Company, the development of
modern telecommunication means
practically eliminates differences in
the
effectiveness
of
personal
attendance meetings and absentee
votings. A significant part of the
issues on the agenda of the Board of
Directors meetings is preliminarily
considered by the Board of Directors’
special committees, discussed by the
members of the Board of Directors
before voting in the process of
personal
communication
via
telephone communication (including
conference calls) or by exchanging
electronic messages. The use of
modern means of communication
makes it possible to conduct a
thorough discussion of the issues on
the agenda in the event of taking
decisions by way of absentee voting
as well.
The Company finds these measures
sufficient in its current activities and
does not plan to change this
approach.
2.7.4
Decisions on the most important issues of
the company’s activities are taken at the
meeting of the board of directors by a
qualified majority or a majority of the votes
of all the elected members of the board of
directors.

The company’s charter stipulates that the
decisions on the most important issues outlined in
recommendation 170 of the Code must be taken
at a meeting of the board of directors by a
qualified majority, at least by three fourths of the
votes, or a majority of the votes of all the elected
members of the board of directors.
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not observed

The Company’s Charter does not
stipulate that the decisions on the
issues contained in recommendation
170 of the Code are taken by the
qualified majority.
The internal documents of the
Company stipulate that decisions at
meetings of the Board of Directors
are taken by a simple majority of

votes of the members of the Board of
Directors participating in the meeting,
unless otherwise provided for by the
Company's Charter and the current
laws.
According to the laws, the decisions
on
accomplishment
of
major
transactions
referred
to
the
competence of the Board of Directors
are taken by all members of the
Board of Directors unanimously. The
rest of the issues (excluding
interested-party transactions) are
resolved by the majority of the votes
of the Board of Directors members
attending the meeting, since this is
stipulated by the laws.
The Company’s failure to comply with
this recommendation is due to the
fact, that, in the opinion of the
Company, excessive regulation of
corporate relations (in the absence of
practical necessity) can significantly
hamper prompt taking of managerial
decisions
and
reduce
the
competitiveness of the Company in a
dynamic economic environment. This
approach meets the laws and we
consider it needless to establish
another quorum for taking decisions
at the meetings of the Board of
Directors.
Considering that the attendance of
the meetings by the Company’s
Board of Directors meetings is almost
100%, actually all decisions are taken
by the qualified majority of the votes
of all elected members of the Board
of Directors.
2.8

The board of directors establishes the committees for preliminary consideration of the most important issues of the company’s activities.
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2.8.1

For preliminary consideration of the issues
related to the control over financial and 1. The board of directors formed an audit
economic activity of the company, an committee composed entirely of independent
audit committee was set up, which is directors.
composed of independent directors.
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not observed

The quantitative membership of the
Audit Committee of the Board of
Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” is 3 people. At the same
time, one independent director only
was elected to the membership of the
Board of Directors, who was a
member of the Audit Committee.
Due to the fact that the Board of
Directors is elected by the General
Meeting of Shareholders, it is not
possible to influence its membership,
as well as election or non-election of
independent directors.
The process of recommending
candidates for the Board of Directors
is the prerogative of shareholders.
The change in the established
practice
depends
on
the
shareholders of the Company, and
the Company cannot influence this
situation for objective reasons and
mitigate the related risks.
The Audit Committee includes the
members of the Board of Directors,
who have experience and knowledge
in the field of preparation, analysis,
evaluation, and audit of the
accounting (financial) statements,
though they do not have the
independence status.

2. The internal documents of the company
determine the tasks of the audit committee,
including, but not limited to, the objectives
contained in recommendation 172 of the Code.
3. At least one member of the audit committee,
who is an independent director, has experience
and expertise in the preparation, analysis,
evaluation and audit of accounting (financial)
statements.
4. Meetings of the audit committee were held at
least once a quarter during the reporting period.

observed

2.8.2

For preliminary consideration of the issues
related to the formation of an efficient and
transparent remuneration practice, a
1. The board of directors has created the
remunerations committee has been
remunerations committee that consists of
created
consisting
of
independent
independent directors only.
directors and chaired by an independent
director who is not chairperson of the
board of directors.
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not observed

The Company has established a
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations Committee of the
Board of Directors. It does not
include independent directors.
The only independent director of the
Board of Directors is the member of
the Audit Committee, which is a
priority for the Company, since he
has experience and knowledge in the
field
of
preparation,
analysis,
evaluation, and audit of accounting
(financial) statements.
Due to the fact that the Board of
Directors is elected by the General
Meeting of Shareholders, it’s not
possible to influence the election or
non-election
of
independent
directors.
The process of recommending
candidates for the Board of Directors
is
the
prerogative
of
the
shareholders.
The change in the established
practice
depends
on
the
shareholders of the Company, and
the Company is objectively unable to
influence this situation and mitigate
related risks.
At the same time, independent

directors are not able to combine
work in both committees.
In order to form the Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee
in
an
appropriate
composition, it is necessary that the
shareholders offer and elect a
sufficient number of independent
candidates with required experience
and skills for them to perform the
functions as a committee member at
a high level.

2. The chairperson of the remunerations
committee is an independent director, who is not
chairperson of the board of directors.

3. The internal documents of the company
determined the tasks of the remunerations
committee, including, but not limited to, the tasks
contained in recommendation 180 of the Code.
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not observed

Chairperson
of
the
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee and chairperson of the
Board of Directors are different
persons.
The membership of the Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee under the Board of
Directors
does
not
include
independent directors.
Explanation of the absence of
independent
directors
in
the
committee is given in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.8.2 of this report.

observed partially

The tasks of the Human Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee
(hereinafter, the “Committee”) are
defined in the Regulation on the
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations Committee. This
regulation does not specify all the
tasks contained in recommendations
180 of the Code due to the fact that
this version of the document was
approved in 2010.
At the same time, the competence of
the Committee is not limiting, and the
Committee is entitled to consider

other issues (except the issues
related to the competence of other
committees of the Company), which
are related with the performance of
the functions imposed on the
Committee, and other issues, as
instructed by the Company’s Board of
Directors.
2.8.3

1. The board of directors established a
nomination committee (or its tasks specified in
recommendation 186 of the Code are
implemented in the framework of another
committee, the majority of members of which are
independent directors).

observed partially

For preliminary consideration of the issues
related to the implementation of workforce
planning
(succession
planning),
professional staff and efficiency of the
board of directors’ work, a nomination
(appointments, personnel) committee was
set up, the majority of members of which
are independent directors.

2. The internal documents of the company
determine the tasks of the nomination committee
(or a respective committee with a combined
functional), including, but not limited to, the
objectives contained in recommendation 186 of
the Code.
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observed partially

The nomination committee has not
been set up in the Company. Some
of the functions of this committee are
performed by the Human Resources
and Remunerations Committee of the
Board of Directors. In particular, the
tasks contained in recommendation
186 of the Code are implemented
partially (in terms of the evaluation of
the members of the Board of
Directors,
executive
bodies,
recommendations on election, etc.)
Explanation of the absence of
independent directors in the Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee is given in paragraph 1 of
subclause 2.8.2 of this report.
The nomination committee has not
been set up in the Company. Some
of the functions of this committee are
performed by the Human Resources
and Remunerations Committee of the
Board of Directors. In particular, the
tasks contained in recommendation
186 of the Code are implemented
partially (in terms of the evaluation of
the members of the Board of
Directors,
executive
bodies,
recommendations on election, etc.)
A new version of the Regulation on
the
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee
was

prepared in the Company; it takes
into account the tasks contained in
recommendation 180 in full.
2.8.4

Given the scope of activities and risk
level, the company’s board of directors
made sure that the memberships of its
committees fully meet the goals of the
company. Additional committees were
either formed or recognized to be
unnecessary
(strategy
committee,
corporate governance committee, ethics
committee, risk management committee,
budget committee, health, safety and
environment committee, etc.).

In the reporting period, the company’s board of
directors considered the issue of compliance of
the memberships of its committees with the tasks
of the board of directors and goals of the
company’s activities. Additional committees were
either formed or recognized to be unnecessary.

observed

2.8.5

The membership of the committees is
defined in such a way that it allowed for a
1. The committees of the board of directors are
comprehensive discussion of the issues
headed by independent directors.
beforehand, taking into account the
different views.
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observed partially

The
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations Committee under the
Board of Directors does not include
independent directors.
The detailed explanations are
provided in subclause 2.8.1 and
subclause 2.8.2 of this report. The
committees under the Company’s
Board of Directors are not headed by
independent directors, since the
membership of the Board of Directors
includes insufficient number of
independent directors.
In order to form the memberships of
the committees in an appropriate
composition, it is necessary that the
shareholders offer and elect a
sufficient number of independent
candidates.
The committees are composed of the
directors
and
experts,
whose
competence meets the committee’s
tasks to the maximum extent
possible.
The Company plans to review the
established practice if and when a
sufficient number of independent

directors are elected to the Board of
Directors.

2.8.6

2.9

2. The internal documents (policies) of the
company provide for the provisions, according to
which the persons who are not members of the
audit committee, nomination committee and
remunerations committee may attend the
committee meetings by way of an invitation from
the chairperson of the relevant committee only.

observed

Chairpersons of the committees regularly During the reporting period, the chairpersons of
inform the board of directors and its the committees reported regularly on the work of
chairperson of the work of its committees. the committees to the board of directors.

observed

The board of directors ensures an assessment of quality of performance of the board of directors, its committees and members of the board of directors.

2.9.1

Assessment of the quality of the board of
directors’ work is aimed to determine the
degree of effectiveness of the work of the
board of directors, committees and
members of the board of directors,
compliance of their work with the
company’s
development
needs,
intensification of the work of the board of
directors and identification of the areas in
which their work can be improved.

1. Self-assessment or external evaluation of the
work of the board of directors held during the
reporting period included the evaluation of the
work of committees, certain members of the
board of directors and the board of directors
generally.
2. The results of self-assessment or external
evaluation of the board of directors held during
the reporting period were discussed at a personal
attendance meeting of the board of directors.
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not observed

The recommendations of the Code
specified
in
this
clause
as
assessment criteria 1 and 2 are not
observed by the Company. Selfassessment or external evaluation of
the work of the Board of Directors in
the reporting period was not
conducted by the Company for a
number of reasons:
1) In the opinion of the Company, in
the current activities, an external
evaluation of the work of the Board of
Directors will require additional
expenses from the Company and is
not expedient.
2) Until generally accepted principles
and approaches to evaluating the
work of the Board of Directors in
Russian public companies are
elaborated, and until the corporate
laws reform is completed, the selfassessment of the Board of Directors

is a formal procedure.
3) The activity of the Board of
Directors of the Company is carried
out
on
a
gratuitous
basis
(remuneration to members of the
Board of Directors is not paid), the
evaluation of the activity will
introduce an additional burden on the
members of the Board of Directors of
the Company.
4) A report on the results of the work
of the Board of Directors and its
committees is included in the annual
reports of the Company. Thus,
shareholders otherwise get an
opportunity to form an opinion on the
effectiveness of the work of the
Board of Directors, committees and
members of the Board of Directors,
on the compliance of their work with
the needs of the Company’s
development.
Before the person controlling the
Company changes the approach
(over 80% of the interest in the
Company’s charter capital) as to the
formation of the Board of Directors (8
out of 9 members of the Board of
Directors are employees of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” and
the Company’s main shareholder), it
is not planned to change this policy,
since the application of this
procedure
is
inexpedient
and
economically unsound.
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2.9.2

Assessment of the work of the board of
directors, committees and members of the
board of directors is carried out on a
regular basis at least once a year. To
carry out an independent assessment of
the quality of work of the board of
directors, an external entity is involved at
least every three years (a consultant).

3.1

not observed

The corporate secretary of the company carries out an effective current cooperation with shareholders, coordination of the company’s actions regarding
protection of shareholders’ rights and interests, supports the effective work of the board of directors.

3.1.1

1. The company adopted and disclosed the
internal document – regulation on the corporate
secretary.
2. The company's website on the Internet and the
annual report provide biographical information on
the corporate secretary, with the same level of
detailed information as for the members of the
board of directors and executive management of
the company.

observed

The corporate secretary is sufficiently
The board of directors approves the appointment,
independent of the executive bodies of the
removal from office and additional remuneration
company and has the necessary powers
of the corporate secretary.
and resources to carry out his/her tasks.

observed

The corporate secretary has the
knowledge, experience and expertise
which are sufficient for the execution of
his/her duties, impeccable reputation and
enjoys the confidence of shareholders.

3.1.2

The company involved an external entity (a
consultant) to carry out an independent
assessment of the quality of the work of the board
of directors during the past three reporting
periods at least once.

An independent evaluation of the
quality of work of the Board of
Directors was not carried out.
Explanation of the reasons for which
the work of the Board of Directors
was not evaluated in the reporting
period, the measures used to
mitigate the risk and indication
whether the non-compliance is
restricted in terms of time are
specified in paragraph 1 of subclause
2.3.1 and paragraph 1 of subclause
2.9.1 of this report.

4.1

The level of remuneration paid by the company is sufficient to recruit, motivate and retain individuals with the competence and qualification required for the
company. Remuneration to members of the board of directors, executive bodies and other key managers of the company is paid in accordance with the
remunerations policy adopted in the company.

4.1.1

The level of remuneration provided by the
company to members of the board of
directors, executive bodies and other key
managers creates a sufficient motivation
for them to work effectively, allowing the
company to recruit and retain competent

The company adopted an internal document
(documents) - the policy (policies) on the
remuneration of members of the board of
directors, executive bodies and other key
managers, which clearly defines the approach to
the remuneration of these persons.
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observed partially

The members of the Board of
Directors and Management Board of
the Company do not receive
remuneration, there is no an internal
document(s) – policy(ies) on their
remuneration in the Company.

and skilled specialists. At the same time,
the company avoids the level of
remuneration which is larger than the
necessary one, as well as an unjustified
gap between the levels of remuneration of
these persons and employees of the
company.

The comment on the remuneration
policy regarding the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies,
and other key employees of the
Company, prospects for introduction
of remuneration-related documents is
given in paragraph 1 of subclause
2.1.4 of this report.
The level of the remuneration paid to
the key employees of the Company,
defined in accordance with the labor
agreements with the employees and
the Standard of the Entity “Payment
for the Labor of the Executive Body
of
PJSC
“Quadra
–
Power
Generation” is sufficient to attract,
motivate, and retain the persons
having the necessary competence
and qualification. In 2020, all the
positions of key managers in the
Company were filled.
The Company avoids the level of
remuneration which is larger than the
necessary
one,
for
the key
managers, as well as an unjustified
large gap between the levels of
remuneration of these persons and
employees of the Company.
Since 2020, the Company has been
improving the remuneration system in
terms of adjusting key performance
indicators for all employees of the
Company, taking into account their
functional activities: for General
Director, general corporate indicators
are used in accordance with the
Business Plan (approved by the
Board of Directors upon the
recommendation of the Human
Resources
and
Remunerations
Committee); for other key employees
– general corporate and functional
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indicators (approved by the General
Director).
4.1.2
The remunerations policy of the company
was elaborated by the remunerations
committee and approved by the board of
directors of the company. The board of
directors, with the support of the
remunerations committee, ensures control
over the implementation and performance
of the remunerations policy in the
company, and when necessary - reviews
and updates it.

In the reporting period, the remunerations
committee reviewed the remunerations policy
(policies) and practice of its (their) implementation
and, when necessary, presented the respective
recommendations to the board of directors.

The remunerations policy of the company
contains transparent mechanisms for
determining the remuneration amount of
members of the board of directors,
executive bodies and other key managers
of the company, as well as governs all
types of payments, benefits and privileges
provided to such persons.

The remuneration policy (policies) of the
company
contains
(contain)
transparent
mechanisms for determining the remuneration
amount of members of the board of directors,
executive bodies and other key managers of the
company, as well as governs (regulates) all kinds
of payments, benefits and privileges provided to
such persons.

not observed

The remunerations policy (policies) or other
internal documents of the company establishes
reimbursement rules for the board of directors'
members, executive bodies and other key
managers of the company.

observed

not observed

The comment on the remuneration
policy regarding the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies,
and other key employees of the
Company, prospects for introduction
of remuneration-related documents is
given in paragraph 1 of subclause
2.1.4 of this report.
In 2021, the committee considered
the
issue
and
provided
recommendations to the Company’s
Board of Directors on the amount of
remuneration of General Director
following the performance in 2020.

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.2

The company determines the expenses
reimbursement (compensations) policy
specifying the list of reimbursable
expenses and the level of service, the
members of the board of directors,
executive bodies and other key managers
of the company may reckon on. This
policy can be part of the company’s
remunerations policy.

The comment on the remuneration
policy regarding the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies,
and other key employees of the
Company, prospects for introduction
of remuneration-related documents is
given in paragraph 1 of subclause
2.1.4 of this report.

The system of remuneration of the members of the board of directors ensures harmonizing of directors’ financial interests with shareholders’ long-term financial
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interests.
4.2.1

The company pays a fixed annual
remuneration to the members of the board
of directors. The company does not pay
any remuneration for participation in
certain meetings of the board of directors
or committees under the board of
directors.
The company does not use forms of shortterm motivation and additional material
incentives for members of the board of
directors.

A fixed annual remuneration was the only form of
monetary remuneration of the members of the
board of directors for their work as part of the
board of directors in the reporting period.
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not observed

A fixed annual remuneration of the
members of the Board of Directors
for the work as part of the Board of
Directors is not stipulated.
The Company does not pay
remuneration for participation in
certain meetings of the board or
committee of the Board of Directors.
No any remuneration for the
members of the Board of Directors
and no any forms of short-term
motivation are planned.
The remuneration policy for the
members of the Board of Directors is
defined by the general meeting of
shareholders.
Currently, no remuneration is paid to
the members of the Board of
Directors. This is due to the fact that
the Board of Directors of the
Company is formed of employees of
the Company and employees of the
main shareholder of the Company (8
out of 9 members of the Board of
Directors) who receive salaries at
their main place of work.
In addition, the Company has not
paid dividends to its shareholders for
a long time, and therefore does not
consider it possible to incur additional
costs for paying remuneration to
members of the Board of Directors of
the Company.
The Company does not plan to
change the approach until the
composition of the Board of Directors
is changed or a decision on paying
dividends to shareholders is made.

4.2.2

4.2.3

Long-term shareholding in the company in
the largest degree contributes to the
harmonization of the financial interests of
the members of the board of directors with
the long-term interests of shareholders. At
the same time, the company does not
relate the right to sell shares with
achievement of certain performance
indicators, and the members of the board
of directors do not participate in option
programs.
The company does not provide any
additional payments or compensations in
the event of early termination of powers of
members of the board of directors in
connection with the transition of control
over the company or other circumstances.

If the internal document(s) - the remunerations
policy (policies) of the company stipulate(s)
granting the company’s shares to the members of
the board of directors, clear rules for holding
shares by the members of the board of directors
must be provided for and disclosed, and these
rules must aim to stimulate long-term holding of
such shares.

observed

The company does not provide for any additional
payments or compensations in the event of early
termination of powers of members of the board of
directors in connection with the transition of
control over the company or other circumstances.

observed

4.3

The system of remuneration of the members of executive bodies and other key managers of the company provides for the dependence of remuneration on the
performance of the company and their personal contribution to the achievement of this performance.

4.3.1

1. In the reporting period, annual performance
indicators approved by the board of directors
were used in determining the amount of variable
remuneration of members of executive bodies
The remuneration of executive bodies' and other key managers of the company.
members and other key managers of the
company is determined in such a way as
to provide a reasonable and justified ratio
of a fixed part of remuneration and 2. In the course of the last evaluation of the
variable part of remuneration, depending system for remuneration of members of executive
on the performance of the company and bodies and other key managers of the company,
personal (individual) contribution of an the board of directors (the remunerations
employee to the final result.
committee) made sure that the company used the
efficient ratio of the fixed remuneration and
variable remuneration.
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observed

not observed

The evaluation of the remuneration
system for members of the executive
bodies and other key managers of
the Company was not carried out in
the reporting period.
The members of the Company’s
Management Board do not receive
remuneration for the performance of
their functions.
The membership of the Management
Board is formed of the key managers

of the Company receiving a
permanent salary. The Company has
not been paying dividends to its
shareholders for a long time,
therefore it does not consider it
possible to incur additional costs for
the payment of remuneration and
reimbursement of expenses to
members
of
the
Company’s
Management Board.
The Company does not plan to
change the approach until the
composition of the Board is changed
or a decision on paying dividends to
shareholders is made.
In 2020, payment of the variable part
of remuneration to General Director
and other key managers of the
Company was performed based on
the recommendations provided by
the
Human
Resources
and
Remunerations Committee and as
agreed by the members of the Board
of Directors of the Company.

3. The company provides for a procedure that
ensures return to the company of the premium
payments that were unlawfully obtained by
members of the executive bodies and other key
managers of the company.
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not observed

The Company has not yet provided
for such a procedure.
At the same time, the members of the
Company’s Management Board do
not receive remuneration and bonus
payments for the performance of their
functions as members of the
Management Board.
Along with this, all members of the
Management Board of the Company
are its key managers.

4.3.2

4.3.3

The company has introduced the longterm motivation program for members of
the executive bodies and other key
managers of the company using the
company’s shares (options or other
derivative financial instruments the
underlying asset of which is shares of the
company).

1. The company implemented the long-term
motivation program for members of the executive
bodies and other key managers of the company
using
the
company’s
shares
(financial
instruments based on the company’s shares)
2. The long-term motivation program of members
of executive bodies and other key managers of
the company stipulates that the right to sell
shares used in such a program and other
financial instruments does not begin earlier than
three years as from the date of their granting.
With this, the right to sell them depends on the
achievement of certain performance indicators by
the company.

not observed

The amount of compensation (golden
parachute) paid by the company in the
event of early termination of powers to the
members of the executive bodies or key
managers at the initiative of the company
and in the absence of their unscrupulous
acts does not exceed a double amount of
the fixed part of the annual remuneration.

The amount of compensation (golden parachute)
paid by the company in the event of early
termination of powers to the members of the
executive bodies or key managers at the initiative
of the company and in the absence of their
unscrupulous acts did not exceed a double
amount of the fixed part of the annual
remuneration in the reporting period.

observed

The Company did not introduce such
programs.
The members of the Management
Board of the Company do not receive
remuneration (any other payments)
for their functions as members of the
Management Board.
Along with this, all members of the
Management Board of the Company
are its key managers.
The programs of short-term and
medium-term motivation (1–3 years)
for key managers are of current
interest for the Company, depending
on the established performance
indicators.
The
long-term
motivation
program using shares (options or
other derivative financial instruments
the underlying asset of which is
shares of the Company) is not a
priority for the Company now and is
not planned to be introduced.

5.1

The company established an efficiently functioning risk management and internal control system aimed to ensure reasonable assurance in achieving the goals
set for the company.

5.1.1

The company’s board of directors defined The functions of various management bodies and
the principles and approaches to risk divisions of the company in the risk management
management and internal control system and internal control system are clearly defined in
in the company.
the internal documents / respective policy of the
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observed

company approved by the board of directors.

5.1.2

5.1.3

The executive bodies of the company
ensure establishment and support of
functioning
of
an
efficient
risk
management and internal control system
in the company.

The executive bodies of the company ensure
distribution of functions and responsibilities in
respect of risk management and internal control
between the heads (chiefs) of divisions and
departments accountable to them.

observed

The risk management and internal control
system in the company ensures an
objective, fair and clear picture of the
current state and prospects of the
company, integrity and transparency of
the
reporting
in
the
company,
reasonableness and acceptability of the
risks taken by the company.

1. The company approved the anti-corruption
policy.
2. The company arranged an affordable way to
inform the board of directors or the audit
committee of the board of directors on the facts of
violating laws, internal procedures, and ethics
code of the company.

observed

The company’s board of directors takes all
the necessary measures to make sure
that the current risk management and
internal control system meets the
principles and approaches to its
organization defined by the board of
directors, and functions effectively.

During the reporting period, the board of directors
or the audit committee of the board of directors
evaluated the effectiveness of the risk
management and internal control system of the
company. The information about the main results
of this evaluation is included in the company's
annual report.

observed

5.1.4

5.2

The company arranges internal audit for the purpose of a systematic independent evaluation of reliability and effectiveness of the risk management and internal
control system, and corporate governance practice.
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5.2.1

5.2.2

6.1
6.1.1

In order to conduct internal audit, the
company has established a separate
structural unit or involved an independent
external
organization. Functional
accountability and administrative one of
the internal audit unit are delineated.
Functionally, the internal audit unit is
accountable to the board of directors.

In order to conduct internal audit, the company
established a separate structural unit of internal
audit, which is functionally accountable to the
board of directors or the audit committee, or
involved an independent external organization
with the same principle of accountability.

observed

The internal audit unit evaluates the
effectiveness of internal control system,
assesses the effectiveness of the risk
management system, as well as corporate
governance system. The company uses
generally accepted standards of activities
in the field of internal audit.

1. During the reporting period, within the
framework of holding internal audit, the
effectiveness of internal control and risk
management system was assessed.
2. The company uses generally accepted
approaches to internal control and risk
management.

observed

The company and its operations are transparent for shareholders, investors and other interested parties.
1. The company’s board of directors approved the
company’s information policy designed to meet
the recommendations of the Code.

The company has developed and
introduced the information policy to
ensure effective information exchange 2. The board of directors (or one of its
between the company, shareholders, committees) has considered the issues related
investors and other interested parties.
with the company’s compliance with its
information policy at least once in the reporting
period.
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observed

observed partially

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
received a notice of the emergence
of a controlling person in July 2018;
however, the Company did not
publish a memorandum of the
controlling person regarding the
plans of such a person in relation to
corporate
governance
in
the
Company.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
came to the conclusion that it is
inexpedient
to
publish
a
memorandum
on
corporate
governance plans in respect of the
Company, since the form of, and
requirements to the content of the
memorandum
have
not
been
developed yet, and there is no

established practice of disclosing
such a memorandum.
The Company considers it possible to
publish such a memorandum based
on the best corporate practices of
large public joint stock companies,
after obtaining the consent of the
controlling person.
At the same time, the corporate
governance practice has remained
unchanged in the Company for a
fairly long time (more than 10 years),
the emergence of the controlling
person in the Company did not in any
way affect the corporate governance
in the Company.
6.1.2

1. The company discloses information on
corporate governance in the company and
general principles of corporate governance
applied in the company, including on the
company’s web site on the Internet.
The company discloses information on the
corporate governance system
and
practice, including detailed information on 2. The company discloses information on the
the compliance with the principles and memberships of the executive bodies and the
recommendations of the Code.
board of directors, independence of the members
of the board of directors and their membership in
the committees of the board of directors (as
defined in the Code).
3. In case of presence of a person controlling the
company, the company publishes a controlling
person’s memorandum concerning the plans of
such a person in respect of corporate governance
in the company.
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observed

observed

not observed

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
received a notice of the emergence
of a controlling person in July 2018;
however, the Company did not
publish a memorandum of the
controlling person regarding the

plans of such a person in relation to
corporate
governance
in
the
Company.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
came to the conclusion that it is
inexpedient
to
publish
a
memorandum
on
corporate
governance plans in respect of the
Company, since the form of, and
requirements to the content of the
memorandum
have
not
been
developed yet, and there is no
established practice of disclosing
such a memorandum.
The Company considers it possible to
publish such a memorandum based
on the best corporate practices of
large public joint stock companies,
after obtaining the consent of the
controlling person.
At the same time, the corporate
governance practice has remained
unchanged in the Company for a
fairly long time (more than 10 years),
the emergence of the controlling
person in the Company did not in any
way affect the corporate governance
in the Company.
6.2
6.2.1

The company discloses the complete, current and authentic information about the company timely to enable an opportunity of the substantiated decisionmaking by the company’s shareholders and investors.
The company discloses information in
accordance with the principles of
regularity, consistency and quickness, as
well
as
accessibility,
authenticity,
completeness and comparability of the
data disclosed.

1. The information policy of the company defines
approaches and criteria for determining the
information that may have a material effect on the
assessment of the company and the value of its
securities, and procedures to ensure the timely
disclosure of such information.
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observed

2. If the securities of the company are traded on
foreign organized markets, the disclosure of
material information in the Russian Federation
and on such markets is synchronous and
equivalent during the reporting year.
3. If foreign shareholders hold a substantial
amount of shares in the company, then during the
reporting year the information disclosure was
carried out not only in Russian, but also in one of
the most common foreign languages.

observed

1. Within the reporting period, the company
disclosed the annual and semi-annual financial
statements prepared under IFRS standards. The
annual report of the company for the reporting
period included the annual financial statements
prepared in accordance with IFRS, together with
the auditor's report.

observed

2. The company discloses full information on the
capital
structure
of
the
company
in
accordance with Recommendation 290 of the
Code in the annual report and on the company’s
web site on the Internet.

observed

1. The company’s annual report provides
information on the key aspects of the operating
activities of the company and its financial results.
2. The company’s annual report contains
information about the ecological and social
aspects of the company activities.

observed

6.2.2

The company avoids a formal approach to
the disclosure of information and
discloses important information about its
activities, even if disclosure of such
information is not provided for by the law.

6.2.3

The annual report, which is
most important tools of
exchange with shareholders
interested parties, contains
allowing to assess the
performance for the year.

one of the
information
and other
information
company's
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6.3

The company provides information and documents at the request of shareholders, in accordance with the principles of equal and unhindered access.

6.3.1

Provision by the company of the
information and documents upon request
of shareholders is made in accordance
with the principles of equal and
unhindered access.

6.3.2

The information policy of the company defines the
unhindered procedure of providing shareholders
with an access to the information, including the
information about the legal entities controlled by
the company, upon request of the shareholders.

1. Within the reporting period, the company did
not refuse to satisfy the shareholders’ requests
for information provision or such refusals were
When the company provides information justified.
to the shareholders, it ensures a
reasonable balance between the interests
of the particular shareholders and the
interests of the company itself, which is
interested in keeping confidentiality
2. In the cases determined by the information
regarding
important
commercial
policy of the company, shareholders are informed
information that may have a material
of the confidential nature of the information and
impact on its competitive ability.
take the responsibility to keep its confidentiality.

observed

observed

observed

7.1

The actions that have a material effect or may have a material effect on the structure of the joint stock capital and financial position of the company and,
accordingly, the position of shareholders (material corporate actions) are carried out on fair conditions that ensure respect for the rights and interests of
shareholders and other interested parties.

7.1.1

Reorganization
of
the
company,
acquisition of 30 percent or more of voting
shares in the company (takeover),
accomplishment by the company of
material
transactions,
increase
or
decrease in the charter capital of the
company, implementation of the listing
and delisting of the shares of the
company, as well as other actions that
may lead to a significant change in the
shareholders’ rights or violation of their
interests are recognized as material

1. The company’s charter determines the list of
transactions or other actions that are material
corporate actions, and criteria for their
definition. Decision-making regarding material
corporate actions is within the competence of the
board of directors. In cases where the
implementation of these corporate actions is
directly related by the laws to the competence of
the general meeting of shareholders, the board of
directors provides the shareholders with the
respective recommendations.
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observed

corporate actions. The company’s charter
determines
the
list
(criteria)
of
transactions or other actions that are
material corporate actions, and such
2. According to the company’s charter, material
actions are referred to the competence of
corporate actions are, at least: reorganization of
the company’s board of directors.
the company, acquisition of 30 percent or more of
voting shares (takeover) in the company,
accomplishment by the company of material
transactions, increase or decrease in the charter
capital of the company, implementation of listing
and delisting of the company’s shares.

observed partially

The Company’s Charter does not
define acquisition of 30 percent or
more of voting shares in the
Company
(takeover) as material
corporate actions.
With the today’s allocation of the
Company’s joint stock capital (more
than 80% of the charter capital
belong to one controlling entity) there
is no urgent need to include this
change in the Charter of the
Company.
The Company plans to achieve the
observance of this principle when the
Charter is amended next time.

not observed

The procedure is not formalized.
According to the Charter of the
Company, material corporate actions
are either within the competence of
the Board of Directors, or they are
considered by it beforehand (before
the issue is submitted to the General
Meeting of Shareholders).
Decisions on material corporate
actions are taken by the Board of
Directors after discussion at the
meetings of relevant committees or
the Board of Directors itself, while all
directors of the Company, including
independent directors, have the right
to express their position on any issue
under consideration.
The internal documents determining
the procedure for preparing and
conducting the meetings of the Board
of Directors establish that notification
of the meeting should be made at
least 5 days before the date of the
meeting.
This allows independent directors to
declare their position on material
corporate actions before their

7.1.2

The board of directors plays a key role in
making
decisions
or
elaborating
recommendations
about
material
corporate actions; the board of directors
proceeds from the position of the
company’s independent directors.

The company stipulates a procedure, according
to which the independent directors state their
positions on material corporate actions prior to
their approval.
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approval or during voting by way of
sending a special opinion to the
Board of Directors.
Taking into account that one
independent director only is elected
to the membership of the Company’s
Board of Directors, the Company
finds these measures sufficient in its
current activities; it is not planned to
introduce any special procedure.
7.1.3

When accomplishing material corporate
actions that affect the rights and legitimate
interests of shareholders, equal conditions
for all shareholders of the company are
ensured, and in the event of insufficiency
of the mechanisms provided for by the
laws aimed at protecting the shareholders’
rights – the additional measures aimed to
protect the rights and legitimate interests
of shareholders of the company are
ensured. Thereby,
the company is
governed by not only compliance with the
formal requirements of the law, but also
the principles of corporate governance set
out in the Code.

1. The charter of the company, taking into
account the peculiarities of its activities, sets out
lower criteria than the minimal criteria stipulated
by the laws for classifying transactions of the
company as material corporate actions.
2. Within the reporting period, all material
corporate actions passed an approval process
before their implementation.

observed

7.2

The company ensures the procedure for accomplishing material corporate actions, which allows shareholders to receive comprehensive information on such
actions timely, gives them the opportunity to influence the accomplishment of such actions and ensures compliance and adequate level of protection of their
rights in the accomplishment of such actions.

7.2.1

Information about accomplishment of
material corporate actions is disclosed
with an explanation of the causes,
conditions and consequences of such
actions.

7.2.2

In the reporting period, the company promptly
and thoroughly disclosed information on material
corporate actions of the company, including the
reasons and timing of such actions.

1. The company’s internal documents stipulate a
The rules and procedures relating to the
procedure for involvement of an independent
accomplishment of material corporate
appraiser to determine the value of the property
actions by the company are established in
alienated or acquired within the framework of a
the internal documents of the company.
major transaction or a related party transaction.
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observed

observed

The internal documents of the
Company do not provide for a
mandatory procedure of involving an
independent appraiser to determine
the value of the property alienated or

acquired within the framework of a
major transaction or a related party
transaction.
At the same time, the Company has
adopted the internal documents that
effectively determine the market
value of the property being alienated
or acquired in a major transaction or
an
interested-party
transaction
(settlement procedure), and forward
the relevant opinion to the Board of
Directors
of
the
Company.
Involvement of an independent
appraiser takes place in 2/3 cases of
such transactions, the decision on
the expediency of involvement of an
independent appraiser is made
based on the nature of the
transaction and the assets to be
alienated or acquired.
The Company strives to convey to its
shareholders and potential investors
information about interested-party
transactions and major transactions
in the most transparent and timely
manner, disclosing information in the
form of corporate event statements,
and as part of the annual report.
It is not planned to introduce changes
to the applied approach due to the
absence of negative consequences
of its application.

2. The company’s internal documents stipulate a
procedure for involvement of an independent
appraiser to determine the value of acquisition
and redemption of the company’s shares.
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observed

3. The company’s internal documents provide for
an extended list of grounds, by virtue of which the
members of the board of directors and other
persons stipulated by law are deemed interested
in the company’s transactions.
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not observed

The internal documents of the
Company do not provide for an
expanded list of the grounds for
which
the
members
of
the
Company’s Board of Directors and
other persons provided for by the
Russian
Federation
laws
are
recognized
as
interested
in
transactions of the Company.
The Company concludes just few
interested-party transactions. At the
same time, it is the controlling person
who is mainly interested in the
transactions, rather than members of
the Company’s Board of Directors.
Moreover, the changes in laws as
regards regulation of interest-party
transactions tend to be liberalized.
Due to the above, the Company
considers the legislative control of
such transactions to be sufficient and
does not plan to introduce an
expanded list of grounds for
recognition of the members of the
Board of Directors to be interested.

Schedule No.3
List of transactions accomplished in the reporting year by the Company, which are recognized by the Federal Law “On joint stock
companies” to be interested-party transactions, and the necessity of the approval of which by the joint stock company’s authorized
management body is stipulated by Section XI of the Federal Law “On joint stock companies”

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Parties to transaction
PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
JSC “Belgorod Heat
Grid Company”
PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
Sazonov, S.V.
PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”

PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
LLC “IC “Soglasie””

Number and date of
the notice of
transaction/
minutes

Type of transaction and subject matter of
agreement

Amount (RUB)

Addendum No.8 to Property Lease Agreement
No.310-4589/311-8856 of October 22, 2015

RUB 360,789,120.00,
including VAT
(annual amount of rental
payment)

No.01/07 of
March 20, 2020

Prokhorov, M.D.
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

Agreement on Changes of Terms of the
Employment Contract with GD

less than 2% of the asset
book value of the Company

No.21/317 of
June 18, 2020

Sazonov, S.V.

Claim Assignment (Cession) Agreement

RUB 96,224,255.72
(VAT exempt)

No.02/08 of
October 15, 2020

Prokhorov, M.D.
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

No.11/328 of
December 28, 2020

Zubkov, A.E.,
Prokhorov, M.D.

Contract of Property Insurance against All
Risks, and Vehicles and Machinery Insurance
against Failures (Accidents)

Interested parties

RUB 79,848,970.72
(insurance premium),
(VAT exempt)
RUB 128,331,698,115.00,
(insurance premium),
(VAT exempt)
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Schedule No.4
List of transactions accomplished in the reporting year by the Company, which are recognized by the Federal Law “On joint stock
companies” to be major transactions
In 2020, the Company entered into 2 transactions, which are recognized by the Federal Law “On joint stock companies” to be major
transactions. The transactions were preliminarily approved by the Board of Directors of the Company.
No.

Parties to
transaction

Type of transaction (agreement)

Movable and Immovable Property Pledge Agreements

1

PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
PJSC Bank “FC Otkritie”

(the movable and immovable property of Alexin HPP
and Dyagilev HPP, as well as rental rights to the land
plots, where the immovable property is located, are
pledged).

Movable and Immovable Property Pledge Agreement

2

PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
PJSC Bank “FC Otkritie”

(Under
interrelated
property
pledge/mortgage
agreements of June 18, 2020 and August 28, 2020,
the movable and immovable property of Alexin HPP,
Dyagilev HPP, and Voronezh HPP-1, as well as rental
rights to the land plots, where the immovable property
is located, are pledged)

Amount (RUB)
The total (maximum) transaction price does not exceed RUB
17,946,148,474.31 (Seventeen billion nine hundred and forty-six million one
hundred and forty-eight thousand four hundred and seventy-four rubles 31
kopecks).
The price for the purposes of the materiality of the transaction is determined
on the basis of the residual book value and/or assessed value and/or
cadastral value of the land plots, pledged movable property and the
immovable property to be pledged in the future, and property rights.
The pledge value of the Company’s pledged movable and immovable
property, as well as the rental rights to the land plots, where the pledged
immovable property is located, as a security under the Credit Agreement is
formed based on the residual book value and/or assessed value and/or
cadastral value of the land plots with a discount of 30% and amounts to RUB
12,562,303,932.23 (Twelve billion five hundred and sixty-two million three
hundred and three thousand nine hundred and thirty-two rubles 23 kopecks).
The total (maximum) transaction price does not exceed RUB
39,402,946,325.08 (Thirty-nine billion four hundred and two million nine
hundred and forty-six thousand three hundred and twenty-five rubles 08
kopecks) (in the aggregate with the interrelated transactions (movable and
immovable property pledge/mortgage agreements in respect of Alexin HPP
and Dyagilev HPP previously concluded on June 18, 2020)).
The price for the purposes of the materiality of the transaction is determined
on the basis of the residual book value and/or assessed value and/or
cadastral value (whichever is larger) of the land plots, pledged movable and
immovable property, property rights.
The pledge value of the Company’s pledged movable and immovable
property, as well as rental rights to the land plots, where the pledged
immovable property is located, as a security under the Credit Agreement is
formed based on the residual book value and/or assessed value and/or
cadastral value of the land plots with a discount of 30% and amounts to RUB
27,582,062,427.93 (Twenty-seven billion five hundred and eighty-two million
sixty-two thousand four hundred and twenty-seven rubles 93 kopecks).
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Number and date of minutes

No.21/317 of June 18, 2020

The transaction was entered into on:
June 18, 2020.

No.21/317 of June 18, 2020,
No.05/322 of August 26, 2020
The transaction was entered into on:
August 28, 2020.

Schedule No.5
Audited accounting statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2020 (under
RAS)
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Schedule No.6
Audited consolidated financial statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for
2020 (under IFRS)
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Schedule No.7
Information on participation of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in commercial and non-commercial entities
As at December 31, 2020, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” participates in 6 commercial entities (business companies):
Company name

Kind of
investment

Stake in the charter capital % /
quantity of shares (stakes),
pcs.

JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

shares

100% / 3,084,430,400 pieces

LLC “Quadra-Energosbyt”

stakes

LLC “Kursk HGC”

Par value of
investments,
RUB

Actual value, RUB

Amount of the
reserve for decline
in value of
investments, RUB

Actual value net of
the reserve, RUB

2,899,364,576

1,742,242,033.12

-

1,742,242,033.12

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

1,000,000

1,000,000

- 1,000,000

-

LLC “OHGC”

stakes

100%

142,772,771

231,824,291.32

- 231,824,291.32

-

LLC “Smolensk HGC”

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

- 10,000

-

LLC “HC “Energetic”

stakes

100%

24,246,000

48,329,115.09

- 44,467,051.57

3,862,063.52

TOTAL:

stakes

100%

3,067,403,347

2,023,415,439.53

- 277,301,342.89

1,746,114,096.64
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The main changes in the structure of the subsidiary entities in 2020 took place as a result
of the completion of the process of voluntary liquidation of the subsidiary entities and
termination of participation of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in them:
- in LLC “Tambov HGC” (termination of the operations of the specified subsidiary entity
as a result of its liquidation (SRN (state registration number) 2206800108128 of June 30,
2020));
- in LLC “Lipetsk HGC” (termination of the operations of the specified subsidiary entity as
a result of its liquidation (SRN 2204800237167 of November 6, 2020));
- in LLC “Voronezh HGC” (termination of the operations of the specified subsidiary entity
as a result of its liquidation (SRN 2203600919289 of December 4, 2020)),
by virtue whereof the actual value of the financial investments of the Company (without
taking into account the reserve) fell by RUB 30 thous.
The actual value of the financial investments (less the reserve) as at December 31, 2020
equaled:
1) RUB 0.00 for LLC “OHGC”, LLC Kursk HGC”, LLC “Smolensk HGC”;
2) RUB 10 thous for LLC “Quadra-Energosbyt”;
3) RUB 3,862.06 thous. for LLC “HC “Energetic” (fell by RUB 800 thous. as a result of a
reduction in the net asset value of LLC “HC “Energetic” down to the specified amount);
4) RUB 1,742,242 thous. for JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”.
As at December 31, 2020 PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is a member of the
following non-commercial organizations:
- Association “NP Market Council”;
- Association “Council of Energy Producers”;
- Union “RaPE” (“All-Russian Industry Association of Employers – Energy Suppliers”);
- Association Self-regulatory Organization “Alliance of Builders of the Prioksky Region”;
- All-Russia Alliance of Employers “Russian Union of Manufacturers and Entrepreneurs”
(ARAE “RUME”);
- Non-commercial Partnership “Russian Heat Supply” (NP “RHS”).
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Glossary
Company
Consumer
Dividend
Group
Market
capitalization
Productive supply
of thermal energy

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, including branches and representative offices
Individual or legal entity which uses electricity (capacity) and (or) thermal energy
(capacity).
Part of the joint stock company’s profit distributed between shareholders according to the
number and type of shares owned by them.
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” and SEs
Total market value of issued shares of a company; number of issued shares multiplied by
their market price.
Thermal energy supplied to the consumer (consumers) of thermal energy on the border of
the operational responsibility (balance sheet attribution).

Abbreviations
AGMS

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders

APP
BM
CCO
CCORen

Atomic power plant
Balancing market
Competitive capacity outtake
Competitive capacity outtake for the renovation of the generating facilities of the heat
power plants
Civil defense and emergency situations
Combined heat and power plant
Central heating station
Capacity supply agreements
Client service center
“Day-ahead” market
Delivery point cluster
Free bilateral agreement
Gas and steam unit
Gas turbine unit (gas turbine power plant)
Hydroelectricity plant
Heat grid company
Heat power plant
Installed capacity utilization factor
Integrated energy systems
Indoor switchgear
Key performance indicators
Outdoor switchgear
Priority investment projects
Regulated agreement of electricity (capacity) sale and purchase
Russian Accounting Standards
Reduction and cooling plant
Regional dispatching administrations
Retooling, reconstruction and development
State district power station (thermal power plants)
Subsidiary entity
Specific fuel equivalent consumption
Territorial generating companies
United dispatching administrations
United energy system
Unified heat supply entity
Wholesale market generating companies
Wholesale market for electricity (capacity)

CD and ES
CHPP
CHS
CSA
CSC
DAM
DPC
FBA
GSU
GTU (GTPP)
HEP
HGC
HPP
ICUF
IES
IS
KPI
OS
PIP
RA
RAS
RCP
RDA
RRD
SDPS
SE
SFEC
TGC
UDA
UES
UHSE
WGC
WME (WMEC)

Units of measurement
Gcal
Gcal/h
kW
kWh
MW
GW

gigacalorie – unit of thermal energy measurement
gigacalorie per hour – unit of thermal capacity measurement
kilowatt – unit of electric capacity measurement
kilowatt-hour – unit of electric energy amount measurement
megawatt – unit of electric capacity measurement equal to one million watts
gigawatt – unit of electric capacity measurement equal to one thousand megawatts
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